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LIFE -

A GIFT OF GOD

Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum

I.

MORAL AND 'ETHICA.L VALUES AND IDEALS IN JUDAISM

The Jewish ·\1ay of life' has its origins in .the experience of the Divine
Presence in th~ midst of the . decisive events of the Exodus and of Sinai,
event~ whi~h ha~e altered the entire cou~~e of human· historf.
.The
childreri of Israei exp~rienced the reality of the Lord of history
thrriugh ~is in~olvement. in their liberation from physical oppression,
perse~ution, massacre, and injustices as 'slaves unto ~haraoh in Egypt'.
To - Pharaoh, .- who was worshipped as • divirie emperor and who was the
source of law, never its servant, the Israelite slaves were regarded as
chsttel, 'th~ un~ouchables' of ancient Egypt.
At Sinaip the Israelites had a ~ransforming experience of Divine Revelation as moral ~iil ~hich w~s ~atified by an ~verlasting Covenant.
Henceforth, the I~raelites are perceived by God to be a 'kingdom of
priests and~ holy naticin 1 •
what an exiraordin~ry Divine-human
scenario!
Yesterday, they wer~ slaves, the outcasts ~f history; now
an entire people are stamped vith the dignity of priesthood and holiness, ~nd are set on the cou~se of history ~ith a messianic task hf
redemption in societ1 and through histoty - until the coming of the Kingdom.
~srael's

re.ligion, Prof~ David Flusser asserts, ~as a breakthrough in . human ·consciou·sne.ss.
The .God of Isr.ael initiate·d a new era in the history of mankind_, introducing a new concept ·of justi~e - which is the
central message of His revelation - an un~ompromising moral law, and an
origin~! so~ial order to be establishe4 paradigmatic~lly in the Holy
Land of Palestine (see The ~~ly . Year · and Its Origins in the Jewish
Jubilee Year,. by this writer, -published by the Vatican Office for the
Holy Y~~r, 1975, Vaticari - Ci~y) conceived in this justice.
This postulate of irtdividual_ ~nd social justice was not to be limited to Israel
only • . The treato~ of the universe postul~tes this justice for all His
humari creatu~es~ i t was irtcumbent on all the peoples of the world._

The concept .of justice which emerges from the Hebrew Bible is not just
the regiment of mighty men - the Bible does- not identif'y God on the side
of Pharaoh and h .is imperiu·m!
It stresses that God cares for the poor.
and unpr~tected, f6r the . orphan, the widow and the stranger.
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The basis of social justice was not to be external power and might,
but the reverence of God an·d obedience to His moral will.
A.

The

Sacr~dness

of Human Life

To understand the idea of justice in lsrae1, we must bear in mind the
· Biblical teaching that the human being is creat~d in the image of God,
that each human life is sacted •n~ of infinite wo~th.
In consequence,
a human being cannot be treated as a chattel, or an object to be disposed of for someone's programme or project or ideology, but must be
tr~ated a• a personality.
Evety hu~an being ii the posses~or of the
right-to-life, dignity and honour, and the fruits of his or her labour.
Justice is respect for the personality _of others and their inalienable
rights, e~en as injrist.ice is the ~ost flagran~ manifestation of disrespect for the ~etsonality of others.
Judaism requires that human
personality be respected in every human being - in the female prisoner
of war, in the. delihquent, even · in the criminal eondemned to death.
The supreme importance of ·the human being in the economy of the Universe is expressed i~ this Rabbinic teaching: 'Man (the human being)
was · first created as a single individual to~ach th~ lesson that ~ho~
ever destroys one life, Scripture asc~ibes · it to hlm as though he had ·
destroyed a whol• world; and whoever saves one life, · Scripture ascribes
it to him as though he had s~ved a whole world' (Sanh~drin 4:5)~
· ·
HoweveI, justice is more than mere abstention from injuring our fellow
human beings .
'The work of justice is peace, and the e·ffect th~~eof
quietness and confidence fo~ever' (Isaiah 32:17).
It ~s a posiiive
conception, and. includes economic · ~ell~being,· iritellectual and spititual growth, philanthropy, and every endeavour that will enable human
bein~ s to realize the high~st and . best in rheir riatures.
The conditions for that self-realization require

ac~iv~

efforts ro bring

bring _about the final disappearance of injustice and ·oppression, which
as represented in the Jewish High Holiday iiturgy,· are the goals of .
1
human history.
And may all wickedness be consumed as a flame and .may evi1 rule be remove·d from the ea _r th 1 , de·clare the Rosh Hashana
prayers.
B.

The Moral Duties of Tzedakah

Nothing is more fundamental in Biblical and Rabbinic ethics than the
moral obligation of tzedakah, a Hebrew term which means both 'charity'
·and 'to do justice'.
The Rabbinic sages o~ the Talmud dec.lared that
'Almsgiving. - i.e., aiding the poor and feeding the hungry - weighs :
as heavily as all the other commandments of the Torah' (Talmud Baba
Batra 9a).
In proclaiming the Jubilee year, which like the Ten Commandments was
ascribed t ~ divinel y -inspired legijlation revealed on Mount Sinai, the
Bible ordained: 'And· if your . brother waxes poor; and his means fail
with you, then yqu sh~ll uphold him: as ~ stranger and a settler shall
he_ live with you' (Leviticus 25:35) .
The Rabbis observe that ·the
expres~ibn . that 'jour brother may live with you' means that it is our
pers.onal and - communal duty to see toii: that our fellow h~man beings do
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not die of starvation.
Tho~gh the person be a 'st: ranger' or 'an
alien settler', he (or she) is to be included in the term 'your
brother' and is to be treated in a brotherly and compassionate manner.
To underscore the supreme virtue of humanitarian aid to the needy in
the hierarchy of ·Jewish moral and spiritual values, the Rabbinic sages
regarded such compassionate care of man as an act worthy 6£ association
with Divinity itself: 'God says to Israel, "My sons whenever you gi~e
sustenance to the poor, I impute it to you as though you gave susten~
ance to me, for it says, 'Command the children of Israel ••• !!I. bread' for
Does, then, God eat
for !!I. sacrifices ••. shall ye observe unto~·
and drink?
No, but whenever you give food to the p~or, Go4 accounts
it to you as if you gave food to · Him'" (N~mbers Rabbah XXVIII: 2).
The virtue of such care for the poor and hungry is depicted in . Jewish
tradition as the salient attribute of the 'founding father' of Judaism,
the Patriarch Abraham, who is calle~ the archetype of ~he 'Pharise~ of
love'.
In a midrashic commentary that begins with the phrases, 'Let
your h~use b~ open; let th~ poor be members of your household.
Let a
man's house be open to the north and to the south, and to the east and
to the west', the Rabbis d~scribe the humanitarianism ~f 4braham:
He went out and· wandered about, and _when he found wayfarers,
he brought them to his house, and he gave wheaten bread to
him ·whose wont it was not to eat wheaten bre.a d, and so with
meat and wine.
And not only this, but he built large inns
on the roads, and put food and drink .within them, and all
came and ate and drank and blessed Cod.
Therefore, quiet
of spirit was granted to him, and all that the mouth of man
can ask for was found in his house /Abot de Rabbi Nathan,
VII: 17a,~7
Elsewhere the Talmud admonishes: 'He who has no pity upon his fellow
creatures ~s assuredly not of the seed of Abraham our father'
(Bezah 32b).
In Jewish .communities, from Biblical times through the present, there
was much free and generous givin~ 0£ alms to all who asked - even to
deceivers! - and there was also much systematic and careful relief
through established institutions.
Each Jewish community boasted of
a tamhui (public kitch~n) from which the poor received two meals daily.
There was also the kupah (alms box) for the disbursem~nt of benevolent
funds on Sabbath eve to provide three meals for Sabbath (Mishnah Peah
VItI: 7).
Additional care was exercised in respect of the itinerant
poor, who were provided with a loaf of bread which sufficed for two
meals, and who were also entitled to the cost of lodging.
The Biblical laws of charity in Palestine relating to 'gleaning' the
'forgotten sheaf' and 'the corner of the field', impl~ed the underlying idea that national terri~ory belongs to the public as a whole.
In accordance with Jewish law~ landowners used to lay open fences
surrounding their iields and vineyeards , and during certain hours of
the day, the needy were allowed to eat from the produce of the harvest.
There was also a three-yearly allocation of Maaser Ani (poor man's tithe}
from the threshing floor.

- 4 Thus, _ther:e .aro.se t.he charitable traditions and institutions of the
Jewish people which have remained a religious-communal characteristic
ever since.
These customs of charity, which were foreign to the pagan
frame of mind of the Greeks and Romans, also had an abiding impact on
the nature of the Christian · · 1 caritas'.
C.

·

P~a~e

-

and War

An_d ·finally,"· the ..stabi.li.ty,_ as well as the happiness of a community,
can o.n ly be as ·s ured when :it . re.s ts upon a . foundation of peace.
. In
the ab~enc~ of pea~e there · can be neither prosperity nor well-being.
'Peace· is equal in worth to everything', declare th~ Rabbis (Sifra),
and . t-hey add: I BeToved i~ peace since t "he b~nedictions only conclude
with the l:iope of peace', thus · teachi.ng ·.that the blessings even of
the High Priest are of no avail unless accompanied by peace (Numbers
Ra,hb~ah 11:1) ·.
Wh i .le the . .f'. r op h e t s o f Is r a e 1 a~ d the -~ aJ> b is be 1 i eve d t h at Go d int ended
the nations to be at peace with one anoth~r, war w~s not proh~b~ted.
Jewish eth"i;_c s would · admit the duty to defend the higher values in
human iife by ~ai if necessaty.
If Isaiah or J~remiah had thought
rhat yi~ldirig to the foreign inva~er would ~ean destr~ction to the
religion or the people they valued, they would have urged resistance,
with the s 'ame · vigour that they demanded . constantly the practice o.f
i g h t e 0 us tie s ·s .. i n 0 b e d i enc e t 0. G0 d I s w i 11.
A11 the fa c t s 0 f Bib 1 i ca 1
and post.,-:B iblic·a1 Judaism taken togeth.e r lead to the conclusion that
the .eth-ical· judgement on. war, according to Judaism_, is. that it must be
eradicated td make hu~an life confor~ to the Divine rule, that those
guiity of ~au~{ng it commi~ a crim~ against humanity and· a sin agai~st
God.
However, they · ar~ justified who, ·to d~fend the higher ~alues
in human life, . resist, if necessary by war, an attack on them.
The
justification . would extend to a nation's de~ence of its liberty.
The
spiritual values in the life of _a nation, which inciude its hist~ric
distinctiveness, may justif°y it, .when attacked or threatened, to engage
in war to save its independent existence.
(See Dr Israel Mattuck in
his. stu~y, Jewish Eth~cs, particu~arly his chapter on 'The Judgement
on War'.)

.r

II.

·soME IMPLICATIONS FOl · CHRISTIANS AND JEWS

What are the implicatiohs of these facts for Christians and
today?

Jew~

It is evident th•t we live jn an age of violence and of terror.
There
is not a continent · o·n the globe that is not despoiled by terror and
viol~nce,-by barbarism and by* gro~ing callousness to human suffering
and pain and threat· to human ex.i s.tenc·e.
At ~h.e centre · of the human
~tisis is the fundamental depreciatioh of the meaning and value of
hu~an life. · . In theplogical terms,· the Biblical affirmation that each
human l~fe is cre~ted in the sacred - image of God and is there~ore of
ultimate worth an~ ~re~iotisneas ~s being batteted from every ~ide.
I t is mr co riv i c t i on- th a t t ti i ~ e r o s ion· i n the be 1 i e f in the s an c t i ty
of human l~fe is on~ of the deci~ive biack legacies bequeathed by
Nazi Ger~any to mankirid.
B9 and large, with rate excep~ion, the

-
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overwhelming majority of citizens of the Western world, and their
dominant Jnstitut~ons have avofde~ conftonting the magnitude of evil
incarnate in the Nazi Holo~iuii, and have theref~re failed to learp
how to cope ~ith forces and structures ~f dehumanization that ar~
being replicated in many parts of the globe.
The Nazi campaigri ag~inst the Jewish people was unique and . in many
ways · unprecedented.
Yet th~ Nazi trauma must not be seen as 'a
Jewish obsession', for the fateful meaning 6f the Holocaust is of
ultimate imporianc~ to the future capacity of mankind to understand
itself •nd to ~cquire the resources to cope with the challenges to
its survival~ · (See the d~scugsion ~f Max Weber's 'secularization,
disenchantment 'of the world, and rationalizatioh' ~s root causes for
undermining all ~oral norms in a burearicratized society in my
Religious Values in an Age of Viole~ce, pp. 4~/52.)
:Bfeak al? .· are t .he prospects for countering these forces of dehumanization in the world, 'we need not compl~te the task', as Rabbi Tarphon
admon·ished, 'but neither at;'e we . free to desi.st therefrom'.
In concert,
if ~e are to learn from the Nazi Holocaust and not be doo~~d to allow
~ts repe~ition, we ·•ust attempt at the very least the fdll~win~:
F~rst, C~ristians and Jews shouid engage in a ~assive, concerted eff6rt
to establish a 'new humanism' on a global basis that seeks ·to res~ore
the Biblical value of the infinite worth and ~reciousness of each human
lifa th~t must b~ a~preciated ~s an end itself and never a~ an object
of somebody ~lse's project, programme, ideology,· or re~olution • .

Sec9nd, Christians and Jews must help engender .·a national and international attitude of scorn and ~ontempt for those who use violence or
wh~ advocate the use of viole~ce.
We must work t~ deromanticize all
appeali to use violence and terrorism as a means of liberation or of
inst it i tui onaliz ed oppression, s in·ce from a moral standpoint no ends
cad ' jus~ify such ~nti-~uman mean~.
Third, Christians and Jews must work to curtail the resort to inflammatory propaganda, especially from ·international forums which have
psychological impact on an intern~tional scale.
As Prof. Gordon
Allpoit of Harv~rd University demonstrated in his monume~tal sttidy,
The Nature of Prejud~ce, there is an inevitabl~ progre.ssion. from
'v~rbal aggre~sion to violence, from rumour to riot, from gossip to
genocide'.
Fourth, Christians and Jews . must work toward educational development
and communication among peoples to reduce the abrasi~e effects of
'differences'.
Differences, as we have learned in the pluralistic
experience of the Western world, can be a sourc~ of enrichment rather
than a threat.
Fifth, Christians and Jews should engage in an urgent a~d sustained intellectual and educational effort to elaborate a theology and ideology
of pluralism which presupposes the right of each religi6us, racial, · and
ethnic group to define itself ip its own terms and t~ be accepted unconditionally by it~ own self-definiti6~.
Gro~p narcissism, •s Dr Erich
Fromm observes, arotises intense hostility beiween · grotips, and '1~ · one of

·. · ;::.
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the most im~ortant sources of human aggression'.
In helping e~tablish
a pluralistic world-view, Christians and Jews have a decisive contri. but i on to make to the b~ilding of the ideological foundations without
which a gtable world community cannot come into being.
Sixth, Christians artd Jews should work toward making the economy of
each nation as self-sufficient and stable as possible in the ~ense of
not perpetually requiring relief support.
Inextricably linked with
such an effort is the control of the arms race on an international
scale, and a rational re-ordering of priorities that allows for
adequate defence and yet at the same time reallocates some of the
billions wasted on arms that shou1d be applied to the crying need~ of
the hungry, the diseased and the homeless.
Central in such efforts must be the pressing need to raise human consciousness in an effective in~ernational effort to halt ·the irrational
prolifetation of nuclear weaponry and to bring a~out serious · sustained
actions for universal simultaneous disarmament .
There is no higher
priority for human survival at this moment ih h~man history.
And finally, Christians and Jews need to recognize the fundamental in~er
dependence of all hgman right~ and collaborate vigorously to assu~e that
every nation - East and West, North and South - implement fully their
commitments to the Universal Declarat.ion on Ruman Rights .
In particular, Christians and Jews should work for the completion of
the judicial instrumentalities called for by Article . 6 of the Gend~~de
conve~tion in Ehe form of an international penal tribunil !or tryi~g ·
those who are accused of g~nocide attempts anywhere in the worl~ ·.
'The. salvation of mankind', Alexander Solzhenitzyri reminds us, 'will
depend on everyone becoming concerned about the welfare of

everywhere'.

eve~ybody
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LifE .. ..,. A GIFT OF .GOD .

. .·' Shayk Yusuf khan .Shakirov

From · the.. point: of yiet.i. of Islamiq te·~·chings life in all its
diversities and rnanifestati9ns, in all iis kinds and forms, including death as the cessation of the earthly existance - i i the
creation of the Almighty Alla,h .
..
First of . all we . believ~. that Allah ,.is ~he Living .God, who lives the
life of his own, does not d~p~n~ upon anyone· and is not guided by
anybody. In t:he Quran Allah is therefore called "al-Hayy alQayyum", the Living, the Self-Subsisting. He continuously and
restlessly controls everything that exists in the world and nothing
can be realised without Hirn. This idea is present in many Ayats
of the Holy Quran (2~255, j:2, 25:58) and many others, as well as
· in many Hadithes of our Prophet.
.

Another important moment of the Islamic teachings about life is the
belief that God has control not only over life, but over its cessation, i.e. death as well. God gives life and nobody else besides
Hirn can grant life. God ceases life, and nobody besides Hirn can
take this life away. Everything is in His power, everything belongs
to Hirn. This teaching is confirmed by the Ayats 2:28, 3:156, 7:116
of the Holy Quran, as well as by many others.
Muslims consider life to be the greatest gift of God. It is why our
Prophet Muhammed and after him all prominent scholars of Islam
stressed, that people must appreciate life. Islam is therefore
rightly called a life-asserting religion. It promotes in the souls
of its believers the feelings of careful and respectful attitude
~owards life.
To take away life given by God to any living being,
is a great sin, which the Almighty Allah will never· pardon. Because
only Allah gran~s life and only Allah may take it away.
Allah gives us not only life, but all means of its development and
continuation. He gives us air to breathe and water to drink and to
feed all plants and animals we use for the continuation of our life.
He gave us earth which we use for our nutrition. These are very
de~p philospphic conceptions because they are closely connected with
6ur : life, with i t i manifestations and protesses. We say that Islam

-2is not only a religion, it is al.so a mode of life. On the ground
of this teaching Islam requires from its adherents to lead a decent
life, an honest life to be worthy of God's creation.
Secondly, Islam requires to preserve everything living on earth, as
everything on earth is the creation of God and is intended to serve
man as the highest of all God's creations. To preserve. everything
that exists on earth is again the continuation of life, because life
is impossible without the surround~ng nature. The problem of
preserving the environment has become most acute on our planet in
our days. But 14 centuries ago our Prophet Muhanuned called people
to be careful with the environment as He understood that life on
earth will become impossible if the environment is poluted or spoiled. "Say who has forbidden the beautiful things of this world which
God has created for His Servants ••• " (7:32)
Physic~l and spiritual aspects of +ife in Islam are thus merged
together, and life is considered only in these two aspects.

Islam teaches to overcome death by establishing links with the
Living God,Who does not die. It mean~ that Islam teaches to fear
God, to · worship God, as God is present in each living being .and
is always ready to lead man on the right path.
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LIFE - A GIFJ' OF GOD
Shri Shrivatsa Goswami
Brothers and Sisters,
One of the earliest Hindu scriptures _opens with this affirmation:
"Whatever there is in_ cx:eation is the Lord. 11- God is truth, con~ciousness and
bliss. Each of us, therefore, partakes -in this manif~station of Go4 .
But what have we done with this manifestation? - When we look around, we do not
find the Kingdom of God; we are surrounded by war, exploitation of nat~re,
suppression of the weaker by the stronger. Why has this happened?
It is because we have turned away from God and have not used God's gifts as we
should. For God pas given us knowledge to understand the universal reality that
undergirds the whole of humanity. We are given the intellect . to know the
sufferings of others, and the free-will to say "no" to injustice. We are even
given the free-will to lay down our lives non-violently in the face of violence .
Our ignorance, however, has caused us to turn away from God. Therefore we feel
estranged from nature; we have enmity towards the other human beings and creatures.
This alienation leads to the perversion of the divine nature in us. Ou_r ego feels
itself as a separate entity from God, and grows more and more powerful causing the
loss of the Kingdom of God i_n us.
Instead of the unity of the Kingdom of Go~ we have innumerable separate egos
affiliating themselv~s ,with a rac~. a particular language, sex, class or nation;
splintering tpe basi~ unity. .Eve·n in tl:ie. field of reli"gion instead of approaching
a universal spiritual experience, we experience onl_y further sepa_ration. The
Vedas acknowledge that "the t -r uth is the same, but may be expressed or realized
in different ways".
Fr.om time to time God compassion_a tely ·a ppears among us. One such appearance was
in the form of Chaitanya Maha Prabhu -in · the fifteenth c-e ntury. He spoke of the
reality of God as love .and of the individual as the atomic expression of that
love-ene rgy; God and_ creation _a re thus two dimensions of the whole, which is
love divine.

In -this spirit .of universal love may I offer the words spoken by Ghaitanya as my
offering to this assembly:

- 2 -

"Be humbler than a blade of grass;
More persevering than .a tree.
Take no honour to yourself but give honour to all .
And thus remain in constant remembrance of God."

Om shanti, shanti, shanti.
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LIFE - A GIFT OF GOD
(Masuo Nezu)

Buddhism affirms the sandity of all life. ~ts goal is to free all
living -beings f~om the miseries of life, .so that they m~y attain
the ·"joy of peace" • . ~his peace and _liberation- are the right of .all
beings; -they are equal before the dharma; the message of. liberation
therefore falls on all, 'like rain, that their lives may blossom and
bear fruit. This is best expressed in the following Lotus Sutra:
"! appear in the world just like .. a _gr:eat crowd,
to our enrichment on all parched living beings,
to free them all from misery
and so attain the joy -of peace,
joy in the world,
and the joy of nirvana.

To give peace to all treatures,
r appear in the world .· and,
f6r the hosts of the living,
preaching the law,
pure at sweet dew;
the one and the only law of emancipation
and ~he nirvana.
preach the law equally;
as I preach to one person,
so I preach to all.

I

This is the -1aw preached by the Buddha.
It is just like a great .cloud
which with the sa~e kind -of rain and
which is i:nen and blossoms,
so that each bears fruit. ·"
·Lotus Sutra (mainly taken
from chapter 5 l;>ut also from 3 & 4)
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A GIFT ·op GOD

Sith.~biso

Nyoni

Since th~$ is a · testimony of ~y personal experience as a mother,
I run the ris·k of ro1I1antic·izing childbirth
and motherh_o od and of
sharing from ·a human arid emotional view point rather than from a~
int·e llectual or scientific point of view.
CHILDBIRTH
Giving birth to children is . one of those experiences that confront
women with ho.th physical pain and suffering as well as joy .
In my
case , I have had long ·nours of labour for my· two sons .
In each case
I ended up undergoing a caesarian section. In the case of my
daughter who is 6 ~onths now and present · here with me, although I
did not go "through the labour pains, I was very ill for weeks after
the caesarian ~ection.
After each anasthetic, I woke up in great
pain, but w~th a tremendo~~ deep feeling of joy in the thought that
I have participated· in the Lord's creation of life.
Some thing in
me and · in the w-orld has been made anew···
"Behold I make all things new".
For me, ~hildbirth is not
frightening - . the thought
what could go wrong as in
hope and faith in God the
life as a gift of God.

only a painful process, it is also
of going through a caesarian · sect·ion and
my last ch i ld.
But I go through it in
Creator and in the knowledge and love of

DANGERS
After childb~rth dangers continue to confront me and my children.
These are many.
They are both physical as well as spiritual
dangers. More dramatic however are the dangers _of militarism,
drought and the anti-Christ alternative religions.
In my country
today as is true of some parts of Africa, there are some villages
with more arms and armed men than there are water points and food
for people.
With South Africa at our door steps, we shall continue
to be divided and set against each other, recognizing also our
own humanweaknesses as a nation. The result of all this is political
instability and · a global threit to peace •

.-
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Another disturbing factor is drought.
Some villages have . gone · two
years without any harve~t.
The~e ia a ~hortage of food and water.
Disease is ~ife.
Th~u~ands of babies are · dying from· some mysterious
as well as ~om~on diseases.
Unde~ th£se conditions·, what is the
future of my children? Am I producing future soldiers? Will they
be affected by the drought ~nd the threatening diseases? Will I
be one of the lucky mothers?
Should they live, will they be _part
of the 20% privileged f~w of ~y country, fighting and jostling
for power?
Will they· be of s·ervice to· th.e · natipn? Will they
change things for· the better for all? Will they belong to the
deprived 80%? - no jobs·? no land? no _h ope? What is the destiny
of my children under all these dange~s?
All these are frighteriing questions, for which I have no answers.
Society is not helpful eith.er.
Nobo4y, not even those close to
me prohably reaiise how much r agonise over the future of my
children.
Th.i s is partly because· society does· not care to understand the meaning of motherhood in its fullest sense.
For me,
motherhood goes beyond childbirth and upbringing. _ It brings with
it a lot of res·ponsibility among wh.ich is to see that this life
is nurtured and li'Ved in its fu·llness.
T.EMPTATIONS

Most of the temptations I face as a mother stem fro~ the : confusion
and social forces and pressures acting upon me.
On one hand society
expects me as a woman . ta have children and "look after them".
On
the other-hand because of my education and social status, I am
expected to pay ~ack that which society gave ~e through education
by working for it.
I lo~e my children and I care about them.
They need me.
I need
them. Apart from the social pressures on me to work, I feel very
strongly that my work in Rural Developmen€ is a challenge to
which every Christian in our so called developing countries must
respond.
We have got to rid our countries of these forces which
keep our rural populations poor and powerless. As a result of these
two realities, I am a torn person, torn between motherhood and a
worker for social change. ·
THE BEAUTY

Despite all these dan~ers a~d temptations the beauty of motherh~~d
cannot be oYeremphasized.
Part of it can neither be transfdrmed ·
into beds of flowers, or rolling hills, or the rising or the
setting suo, the blue skies and seas or the gre~n vallies of
this world.
Was this possible, it would have been easily
shared and thus possibly better understood and appreciat~d by
our societies.
But the beauty of motherhood can only be
expexienced.
It can only be lived.
I ·have also learnt that motherhood and parenthood ate inseparable.
This is my hope for our manfolk and our world.
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Parenthood has helped me · to experience and understand the love of
God as it was reflected in his son Jes.us Christ.
"Abba · father"
"Then Jesus gave up a loud cry and said . 'Father (Mother) into
your hands I commit my sp1:rit"
(Luke 23-45)
"Ask and you will receive -- ls there a parent among you who will
offer their 'children' a stone when they ask for bread --?"
(Math. 7. 7-10) .
All parents of the world are called to share in this beauty of
the love of life. To nurture it, to protect it and to assist God
to fulfill his will on earth through this gift of life .
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LIFE A GIFT OF GOD
Roderick A. Robinson Sr.
Ladies and Gentl·emen, my fellow Christians, Friends:
It is indee.d an honour to be asked to speak to you at this Sixth
·gathering of the World Council of Churches, here in Van~ouver.
On
behalf of · the Nishga people, I thank you for this opporturiity to :
further your ·a wareness of ou·r fundamental world view, its relationship to the theme, 'Life as a Gift of God', and its absolute in·
separableness from our longstanding struggle for recognition and
justice in pursuit of an honourable sett'i~ment of the Canadian Gov.ern~enc 's claim to th• titl~ of our · God-given lands; lands which ~e
have ciwn~d, ~ccupied and . &overned . since time immembrial.
In keeping with the protocol of abor~ginal nations, may I first
publicly thank th• Musqueam~ people · for . this opportunity to confer
with you within· their territory.
~hey too have their trail of ·
teirs, as does ever~ tribe ~nd aboriginal nation in this country, and
in .particular; within the pro~ince . of British Columbia.
·l would
hope that before this Asse~bly closes, you will recognize their
struggle and ours by also publicly thanking the M'u squeam people for
this opportunity to meet her~.
Their story like ours, is one of
hope and disillusionment, anger and frustr~~ion~
Oppression and
injustice extending well over one hundred years •. ·
However, in keeping with protocol., · 1t is onli ou~ stor~ which I · ~an relate to ·you.
Our stru~gle is for the recogniti6n and ju~t settlement of our
aboriginal title and rig~ts within . the · Canadian confederation.
In
positive terms, our struggle i~ for th~ re-affirmation and effectiv~
re-establishment of our universally reco.nized r~ght to the selfgove rnmen t of our :trac;li t ional lands. · It is the struggle for cultural
survival; the struggle to re-affir~ our . social. and spiritual way of
·
life and to bring i~s values to bear upon a modetn economy in a
changing world.
Our history begins in ·the . spiri~ world before the light of day.
Our humanness derive~ fr6m the . ~ct of . o~r creation and placement.upon
our traditional land~ by God.
Our land is ind~ed a holy land.
Our
identity is .inseparable f r ·om our land.
By definition, a Nishga does
not exist in the f~llness of his 'being·' w.ithout ~ complet~ melding
of his land, language,laws, tribal system and spirituai values ~

- 2 The fundamental integrating force for this holistic existence has
alw~ys been our belief in God.
Since the time the missionaries
broaght the gospel td us, Christianity has been the integrating and
central element in o~r society.
It is the continuing demand of God
for unity ~~thin the Body of Christ which calls our community together
and wh~ch gives our culture and ·tribal system its power and its
strength.
With great emotion, · our people of~en atticul~te this holistic . spiritual reality from .the dep.ths of their souls in demanding that recog· niti~n must first be given to Nishga · title by the community of man in
order for th~ . Nishga people to be fully integrated human beings.
Thus,
we have in4lcat~d to· go~ernments that our aboriginal title and rights
are sacred arid holistic ·as well as political.
Thus, w~ have called for the clear af~irmation, not extinguishment,
of ~ur title and rlghts in the Canadian constitution.
For it is this
present denial -0f our God-given 'being~ess' by th~ acts of colonizatiQn, the neiation of Go~'& gift of li.fe, th~t· i~ at the hea~t of our
struggle and our many social an4 economic difficulties today.
Let
me ~ssure you . I am not · discussing theo.retical matters divorced from
our reality and .our . daily .lives.
In . negative ~~rms, our . struggle is against one hundred and fifty
years pf racism, oppress~on arid injustice.
. I~ is often described
as the process of decolonization; . a st.ruggle most familiar to all of
us ~hen witnessed tn countries unlike Canada, where the native population is in the majority.
Our struggle for . justice begins centuries ago with the journey of a
· small boat filled with strange bearded white men lost at sea: men who
landed on shores unknown and arrogantly claimed them as their own.
Our people, owners and occupiers of over 5,000 ~quare miles of territory since the ~emory o~ man, have always ques~i9ned this increduious
idea, so eaiily acceptabl~ to the · self-interests of some European
nations, that . one should .hav~ rights to another's land by the simple
act of discovery.
When our turn came 'to be · d~scov~red' the inco~prehensible arrogance
· of colo~izers astounded our forefathers.
Government surveyors were
told to leave after offering to give our p~ople a portion of our own
land. ·.
One of our ancestors put it this way when ~p~aking tQ a royal
-co~mission in i887 :
"'They (the_ Government) have never bo~ght it from us or our
forefather~ • . They have never fought and conquered our
people· and taken the land in "that way, and yet they say
·· now that they will gi~e us ~o much land - our own land •
. thes~ chiefs do not . talk . foolishly~ they know the l~nd
is their own; _our fdrefathefs .· for generations and generation~ past had their !arid here all around us; chi~fs
have had th~ir own htih~ing grounds, their salmon streams,
places where ~hey got . their ~erries; ~t has always been so.
It is not Only ·during the last f~ur or five · years that they
have seen· t .he land; we. have . ~lways : seen a·nd owned it,

/ '·
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it is no -new thing, it has been ours for generations.
If we had only seen it for twenty years and claimed
it as our own, it would have been foolish, but it .
has been ours for thousands of years.
If any strange
person came h~re and saw the land for tw~nty. years and
claimed it, he would be foolish ••• "
·
Our •truggle also ha~ a beginning in the universities of Spa~n . where,
unknown to us, the rights of Iridians were being debated ~n the · six. teenth century .
It is there that we must look to honour a Ch~isiian
friend, Spanish theologian Francisco de Vitoria, who asserted ''that
Indians ~ere the true owners of the land, both from the public and
private point of view".
He further stated that "the fact .that
Indians did not belie•e in the Boman Catholic faith could not affect
the question, •s beret~cs ~n Europe were not den~ed property rights''.
He suggested "that Indians were no· less intelligent than_ Spanish
peasari~~ and theref~re were etj~ally fit ~o - have legal rights''.
To _
the ar.gument that the Pope had .g_ranted the new w_o rld to Spain, Vitoria
replied ''th~t ihe Pope had no temp~ral ppwer ove~ Indian l•nds.
Spain
had no claim to the land through ~~s~o~er{~he ~aid, beca~se t~at , .
notion only applied to . unoccupied lands" . _ .
.
Pope Paul . III, short.ly thereafter in 1537,
deus wh :ich ·states - in part:

Ls~ued

the Bull

su~limis

" •• • Indians are truly men·... they may and sh_ould, . freely
and le~itimately, enjoy their liberty an~ · the posse~sion
of their properti; nor s~otil~ they be in any wiy enslaved;
2
should the contrary hap_pen,- i t shall be null and of n.o effect."
We honour these b"rave and thoughtful me_n of the sixteenth- century for
_the~r support; for t~eir _clarity 6~ thou~ht and spititual ~trength in
an age of overwhelmin• g~ee~.
For it is these intellectually and
s _piritually honest - Christians who laid the groundwork fo.r the international recog·nition· of aboriginal ti_tle and rights -a s we . kµow i :t today.
(I Should ad4 her~, .as ~n _ aside, th~t we too w~re ~ncertain
whether those stran•e ~earded beings· on our ~hores ~ete .indeed human.
It was not so ~uch their __·avarice, but rath~i their lust, that helped
us settle the question qui~kly~) .
Our struggle moves from the universiti~s of Spai~ co · the colonial
policies and practi~es of Great Br~t~in ~nd othe~ governments ~nd ·
companies erigaged ~n ~blonizing North America.
The N~~ England
co lo n i es had a part ·1 cu 1 a r 1 y - good r -e cord o f resp e c t in g Ind i an 1 and
and ac~uiring it through purch~se.
Generally, the British · c~loriizers
followed this practice ~µ Nbrth Ame~ica.
This · praGt~ce cul~inated

1 Peter A. Cum~ing an~ N~il H. Mickenb~rg (Eds . ) _Native Rights in
Canada (the Indian~Eskimo Associat~on of C~nada, 1972)~ ·
2
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in what is now one of the leading Canadian constitutional documents
on Indian rights, the Royal Proclamation of -1763.
Essentially,
this document establishes the point in British and Canadian constitutional law that Indian lands must be respect~d and may only be .
acquired through puichase by the Crowrt, this practice was la~gely
followed through the Treaty process.3
·
·
How~~e~i it m~y shock you tod~y to kno~ that 40% of the land mass
of the Canadian nation has never been formally ceded to Canada by
the abo~iginal owners or purchased from - them by the Crown of either
Britain, Cartada, o~ the Piovinces, ·2arti~~larly British Cdlu~bia.
I want to ~mphasize that British Columbia has not formally and legally acquired our territory from us.
Further, any 'land . rights
which the aboriginal owners possess in the~e non-treaty areas, in~
eluding most 6f British Columbia, are seen to be wholly dependent
upon the extent t.o which ' ·the theory' o·f aboriginal rights is ·accepted by the courts and legislatures of Canada.
Canadian Goverµments
have to date refused to provide the . aboriginal people of Canada a
clear and firm declarati?n of title and rights in Canadian law.
This is despite the undisput•d fact, . that in our case, it i~ no
the9ry that we have owned, occupied and used our land since time
immemorial.

Following yea~s of struggle, including a petition to th~ King of
England seventy years ago, and the sh~ckle~ 0£ legal restrictions
placed upon ~ur protests, we took ou~ case to the Supreme Court of
Canada in the _ early 1.9 70s.
Just prior to our: case being heard,
the Prime Minist~r stated · ~hat abor~ginal rights ~ere too vague to
be giv.en recognition.
Our ca.se split the seven-member Supreme
Court three-to-three, the .s.eventh j u4ge ruled - on a technicality,
stating that we di_d" not ·p·osses s the r:i.gh t to sue the · Government of
British Columbia without its ~ermission.
As a r~sult of our case,
the Federal G~vernment made a political decision to negotiate ~om
prehensive lan4 claims in Canada .
O~r

negotiations have been stumbling along for the past seven years
stalemated by a r~luctarit and n6n-committed Provincial Go~ernment
wh~ch refuses to negotiate· on the basis that we are the
,owners of
our land ' and by a Federal ~ Government which implicitly itisists we
accept a s .ettlement as ·a gift from Canada wJthout explicit recog_nition of our God-gi~e~ title and our God-given rights.
Clearly, our ~truggle f~r justice within Canada is far from over:
a strug~1e which i~ obs~ured by both platitudes and covenants support~
~d in international foru~s by· the Governmerit of Canada • . Nor is our
~truggle over in convincing · Canadjarts of ~he historicai truths and
justice of our case.
I q~ote from an articl~ appearing in a local
newspaper by a well know·n columnist, 28 March 1983 ·:
3
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" •.• We took this country fair and · square, i t
being practically empty anyway, and if it weren't
for all the a~ademic, political, and media creeps
that keep beating their breasts and shouting mea
_;_;:;.c.ulpa_ the're ·wo.uldn-' -t .be any o"f this· Indian noise
at al·L ~ -.. ,,4 . · ·
.
· ·
.

.

Well, · let ine ass1,lre you, that we," the N1shga · people, a ·re not asking
any one to beat his breast 'shouti~g mea _ ~ulp~~ •. Rather we are -asking all people of gbod~ili ·to re~ognize the "itrength and d~gnity of
our cas&.
We a~e asking all people of goodwill to support and walk
beside us in our struggle . for justice .
We are asking all intellectually and ~piritually horiest Christians, including the World Council
of Ch~rches~ td j oin thos~ who hav~ walked with u~ over the ~ecades;
~articularly the Angiican Church of Canada which has. supporied us
both finan~ially and spiritually.
In your thoughtful deliberations, it will also interest you to know
t~at on 24 March 1982, the President of AMAX of tanada Limited wrot~
a le~ter ~o the Federal Minister of Indian Affairs and .~bith~rn
Development, (copy to the Prime Minister), wherein he stat~d:
"In past discussions with members o.f the Council for
Yukon Indians and the Nishga Tribal Council, we have
indicated that AMAX of Canada supports fair and
expeditious settl~ent of native land claims ••••
We believ~ that - ari equitable . and timely s~ttlement
of native land claims is in the best interest of all
Canadians.
In particular, we encourage thos~ in the
private resource sector who have not already done so,
to also support such a settiement. ·
This ~ill facilitate . t~e orderly development of Canada's resources,
thus strengthening t~~ country's economic activity for
the benifi t of all Canadians."
·
We would hope that your support will help to convince the Governments
of Canada to clearly affirm ··aboriginal title and rights in the Canadian
constitution.
This will then provide . our people with·- a firm basis in
Canadian law upori which to negotiate a ju~t and honourable settle~ent;
a dignified place within the Canadian Confederatioo:· a ~ecognition by
the people of Canada and . tbe ~orld ~hat we, t~e ~i~h~a · people are
human beings whose spiritu_al 'b _e i-ngn.ess' and daily · 11ves are inseparable from our . God-given lands.
·
May I conclude by _relating a brief incident that occurred just a few
years ago when our delegation wai meeting a senior government official.
After listening co our presentati qn, the official turned to our Anglican bishop who was in attenda·nce a ·n d asked, "And what is the a.pinion of
the church on these matters my . lord? 11
Our bis hop replied, "yo·u have
just heard · the op i nion of the church".
4
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My fellow Christians, we . the Nishga people, like our bishop, would
hope that our struggle is indeed your struggle, that our dignity is
indeed your dignity, that our truth is indee~ your truth; that indeed
we are one in His truth and His love.
Ma~

God bless you and guide your safe journey home.
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LIFE - A GIFT OF GOD
(Jo~n

Vikstrom)

"In him we live, and move"
In a discuss.ion about the existence of God in F.inland' s largest dai.ly newspapers recently, there was a contribution from the paper's
politic al cartoonist. Done in the cartoonist·• s own style, t re
cartoon showed the smiling bearded face of God the Father peering
ftom behind a mountain. His arm stretched round the mountain and
in his hand sat a number. of serious-faced gentlemen engrossed in
discussion. The cartoon needed no caption. Anyone opening the
newspaper on that morning was fully aware that th~ topic of the
gentlemen's animated discussion was tl"e existence of God.
St Paul the Apostle would bave been able to supply a suitable caption to the cartoon had one been needed . He could have taken a few
words from his sermon to the Athenians on Areopagus, "In him we
live, and move, and have. our being." (Acts 17:28)
The
can
Th;
out

Old Testament story about Jacob provides ample evidence that one
fight against God without realising against whom he is fighting.
same story also · sho~s that one can even be blessed by God withknowing by whom he is being blessed.
(Gen 32:24-29)

As Christians we live in the happy assurance that it is God who has
created this world and who sustains its matter . and life regardless
of what opinions we may hold of God, regardless of our beliefs and
our doub~s. This means that it is not just human beings, but everythirg on this earth that is related to God just by the mere fact of
existence. The whole of our existence, the whole of our reality has,
in a manner of speaking, a per~onal character - not in the sense that
reality is identical with God but in the sense that all reality and
therefore all life, everywhere and at all times, is related to a
personal power which calls everything in existence. The innermost
essence of thls power is love and the name of this love is Jesus
Christ. Christ is the expression of God's love for this world "God so loved .the world that he gave his only begotten son ..• "
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(John 3:16). Through Christ (Col ·1:16)°, through the word (John 1:3)·
all th.ingsare made. Above the whole of God's creation we may therefore wr it.e the words, "GOD SO LOVED". Above the stars, we may write
the words -11 God- so loved" ·, above eve·r y flower, every human being,
every tree, and every meadow we can imagine that the words "God so
loved" are written - perh~ps rather 11 God so loves", for God is
always present as the creator and th~ force that sustains the
creation. Not a: st~gle sparrow falls to the ground without God's
knowing and willing it (Matt 10:29). Therefore 11 Cast all your cares
upon 'him, .for you are h'is charge" (I Peter 5: 7) • This is what we
believe and we acknowledge that the very essence of all creation is
faith, trust, love.. God is cont'i nually moving towards us in order
·to be met openly and in t!ust~
In God's good and unspoiled creation this love and this goodness
lead to closer interaction. and intercommunication, to greater fellowship, both between persons and between persons and nature. This we
can read in the first pages . of the Bible. God places persons in the
Garden of Eden to tend it and watch over it (Gen 2:1S). Persons and
nature are united in each other's service - the land is tended and
cared for. and persons, in turn, · experience the joy of creating,
tending and watching over the land • .In. the s~me way man and woman,
human being and human being, come together and meet each other. This
is the true reality that the Goq of love creates, sustains and continually renews through the Holy Spirit (Ps 104: 30) •
Praise the Lord, the Creator

'

The vision of God the Trinity's cr~ative work is a vision of exuberant· and abundant ·happiness and. love. Every attempt to portray this
in words therefore tends to be transformed into expressions of .
gratitude and praise. · Cons·equently, the account of God's creation
in Holy -Ser ipture is couched in the .form of praise. The creatio·n as
recounted .in the first pages of the Bible is more a hymn of praise
of the Creator than an account of .tre Creator's work arid the psalmist never ceases to sing the praises of God for God's wonderful
works:

o praise the Lord.
Praise the Lord out of heaven;
praise ·him in the heights.
Prais~ him, all his angels;
praise him, all his host!
Praise him, sun and moon;
praise him, all you shining . stars!
praise him heaven of heavens,
and you waters above the heavens!
Let them all pra~se the riame ~f the Lord!
for he spoke the word and they were created;
he established them for ever and ever
by an ordinance which shall never pass away.
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Praise the Lord from the earth,
you water-spouts and ocean d~pths;
fire and hail, snow and ice,
gales of wind obeying his voic~!
all · mountains and hills;
all fruit-trees and all cedars!
wild beasts and cattle~
creeping things and winged bird birds!
kings and all earthly rulers,
princes and judges. over the whole earth!
young men and young maidens,
old men and young together.!
L.e t all praise the name .of the Lord
'for his name is high above all others·,
and his .majesty above ·earth and heaven.
{Psalm 148)
The voices of evil
What has becom,e of this song of praise in this ·world in which we
live today? Praise of God's glory is today mingled with .many other
voices and noises - the thunder of. tanks and bomb explosions,
screams from torture chambers and prison camps, the heart-rending
weeping of starving children, the voices of those intent on destroy·ing· their lives with drugs and cursing the day they were born, tre
clatter of machines mercilessly exploiting the natural resources of
this planet.
Why has it turned out this way? Why has praise of God been drowned
by the vbices of selfishness, hat~, evil and violence? The. Bible
tells us how the first human. beings opposed ·God, how they fled ·.from
the face of G6d and were driven out of Paradise (Gen 3)~ Outside
the very gates of Parad_i se the first fratricide· takes place and ·
ther·e is heard the scornful qqestion. of selfishness and lack of concern, "Am I my brother's keeper? 11 (Gen 4:9) At the very gates of
Paradise human beings use their technical know-how not to the glory
of God ·but to further their own ·selfish interests; "Corne, let us .
build -ourselves a tower with its top in the _ heave~s,and make a name
for ouselv_e s." (Gen 11:4)
The consequences of thi~
selfishness are that the
can no longer understand
realise that the tree· of

tower .raised in the.. name of vanit·y and
builders are divided , amorig themselves .and
each other (Gen 11) . So persons com~ to
knowledge is a tr.ee of both good and evil.

This old story frQm the Bible still has something to .tell us about
ourselves and o~r world even today. They show how the good · that
God created is no longer what it was intended to be. Instea~ of
being united we are divided; i~stead of giving life we take it. We
think more of ourselves than of our. brothers and sisters.. We are_
more interested in. our own glory than in God ''s. : We. are .moving away
- from God, from . our . sisters. and brothers, from ourselves, from a
proper relationship to nature.

I.
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The occupied life
Why then this senseless self-destruction? Because this world has
been occupied by a foreign power that is opposed to God and wishes
to destroy what God has created - "the whole world lieth in wickedness" (I Jn .5:19). The good that God has created . is continually
threatened by this foreign destructive power, sorely threatened.
This explains why the good in this world can very often on.l y. be
achieved through a struggle with the evil. In such cases, it is
in fact God the Creator who takes up the struggle by creating new
life and by protecting life with the divine message of love,
justice and truth.
·
Since our Creator continues to play an active role in this world
beset by evil, we can still rejoice ove=. much that is good and
beautiful. -We can take pleasure in ·human creative ability, not
only in ·the fields of science, technology and the arts but also
in simple activities in the home and at our place of work. We may
occasionally catch glorious glimpses of the Paradise that we have
lost - .in love and tenderness, in loyalty and friendship, in solidarity and brotherhood, in happy games and lively par~ies.
Life in· this world is a mixture of freedom ·and compulsion, of kindness and cruelty, of pleasure and strife, of truth and lies, of
justice and injustice, of constructiveness and destruction. Between
these there is waged an incessant struggle, which at bottom is a
struggle between God and those who oppose God, between "the allmerc·iful Father" (II Cor 1:3) and "the father of lies" .(Jn 8:44).
This struggle concerns us all. It goes on both within ~nd without
us. We experience it through the tension between God's commandments,
which call upon us to work in the service of life, and the temptation to be the servant of destruction. This is something which
concerns us simply because we are human beings and part of God's
creation. Regardless of our beliefs we are involved in the struggle
between good and ~vil. . Regardless of our beliefs we can stand side
by side in the struggle ·for life against death, for truth, for
justice, and for a better world in every sense of the word. This
is possible n.ot least because there are obvi·ous parallels between
the moral principles of different religions. In these parallels
we, as .Christians, see proof that God as the Creator is related to
all life and therefore to every human ·being. wfi.en the apostle.. Paul
· pronounced those words upon Areopagus in Athens - ·"In him we. live,
and move, and have our being" -, he immediately pointed out that
this was in fact nothing new to the Greeks. Their own ·poets had
said earlier, "We are also his offspring." (Acts 17:28)
"The Prince of Life"
The awareness that a god exists is therefore nothing new in this
world; nor is the awareness of higher ethical ideals that can serve
in the defence of and furtherance of life. This is common knowledge· essential for the whole humanity, created and kept" alive by
the universal Creator. But Paul did not go to Areopagus just to
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tell the Greeks what they already knew. He had something new to
relate, a revolutionary piece of news for them. It was because of
this news that he had travelled .so far and it was this news which
formed the basis of the young church.
This revolutionary and fundamental news was that the lawful .~ing
has come to this, our occupied world. Naturally he has come in
disguise, which explains- why not everyone recognises him, but he
is here and now as the leader of a growing resistance movement~
Signs of the king's presence may be detected from time to time,
signs that indicate the new power which is still hidden but which
will ·one day come forth w~en the forces of the occupying power are
f ·inally broken.
We who have gathered at this assembly here in Vancouver are members
of this resistance movement. Our life as Christians "lies hidden
with Christ in God" (Col 3:3). At times we may find it hard to
recognise both ourselves and others as Christians - and sometimes we
may have difficulty in recognising our disguised king, Jesus Christ.
But we wish to give each other .support, to· be more closely united
in order to fight for our Lord and God's kingdom, inspired with the
hope that this kingdom will indeed come.
·
When we ·t ight for God's kingdom, we do so in the knowledge that we
are nor foreign conquerors of this world. When Christ came on to
this ea.r th to pe among us, ·he came to "his. own" (Jn 1: 11). It is
God's own human race and God's own creation which shall be freed ·
(Rom 8:19-23). This is why Paul in his sermon also includes a .
reference to the creation and to the fellowship that exists among
all people on th.i s earth as a result . (Acts 17:22-31). To convert
to God in Christ is to be united with the one "by whom all things
wer·e made" (Nicene Creed, Col 1: 16) - with the one who is the
rightful ruler of . heaven and earth, "the prince of life 11 (Mt 28:18;
Acts 3: 15) •
·
·
The prince of life frees and renews the life of occupied creation.
Therefore we follow
and praise · Christ as the life of the world
when we praise and pray to God, the Holy Trinity:
· "Of him, through him, and to .him, are all things;
to whom be glory for ever. Amen.• " (Rom 11:36)
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Knowledge that co~ej f~om scientific in~~stiga~ion i~ a ~ift from God.
But we can only gain ~ccess to this knowledge thtough the int•grity~
discipline and openness of mind of practising scientists, technologists and engineers:
D~s~ite th~ great adv~n~es in ph~sics •nd mathemaiics, in biology and gen~tics in ·this century ve ~r~ still at the
edge of understanding so that many recent developments in ~omputers
or in the manipulation of the living cell will come to be regarded .
as little more than useful first steps in the direction of new techno•
logies.
We str~ggle fo~~~rd c~ntinuirig to con~ront· the world of
na·ture - its t ·riumphs and disas .ters - · and at the sa·me time accepting
that the growth of kriowledge brings with it •n endless chain of new
questions sb~ut. the universe and about ourselves - our souls as well
a~ out minds and bod1~s.
It is in the nature 6f pr~gress . that we ~hall contintie thi~ journey
amazed by . bur mast~ry of ·
humbled by ou·r failure tC?
ac'l~nowiedge the essential spirituality at the centre.
For in probing
deeply to the centre of creation :· it is a ·rg.ua'.ble whet'her Je can expect
to enhance our un~erstand!n~ ·of life it,e1£.
o~ di~covery~ constantly ch~llenged arid
sc_i .~n~ce. · a,!ld. technology bu~ · inc.reasingly

:rhis is ~h~ sou~ce of th~ reAl chall~nge fnr a scientific age.
Despite our limit~d . understanding o~ riature, · W~ have acquired immense
technical skills which should allow us to confront the real problem.s
of the future:
th£ ability to feed, ~lathe, house and pro~~d~ medical care
for 4 billion people in th~ ~orld.
It can be dob~.
th.e abil.ity .to overcome. supers·tition, , ignor<!-frC.e and fear with
fife.,..affirming choices.
With scie'n tifit knowledge we can tur~
the w0 r 1 d' upside d 0 wn an q make it a .far b et t er pi ace in :which
be· ' _.

' to

Whil~ this ts fh' kirid _cif ins~~t~&~o~ th~f ~e ~~~ dr~w fto~ th~
· present state ot our knowledge; w~ ·~ari go ftiither.

-
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There is a fundamental law of experimental science which d .i rects· all
scientists - whether nuclear physicists, molecular biologists,
metallurgists or chemists - . to probe deeply into the n~ture of matter,
the living cell, the universe itself.
This law can be stated quite
simply - "Do not hold back".
We ar~ all familiar with the results of this continuing journey of
discovery.
Scientists have indeed become the new priesthood;
the
pursuit of scientific knowledge will mark this period in our history
as the Era of the Great Experi~ent .
The scientific literature abounds
with talk of "the latest breakthrough",. of "unifying theories" and
of "advances towards the science and. technology of the 21st century".
This year of our Lord - 1983 - is no exception since the march of
science is both formidable and relentless.
Let us search the first
weeks bf the first ~onth of this year for an &xample of what I have
in mind..;
At 3.00 p.m. on 21 January the European Laboratory for Particle Physics
(CERN), Geneva - a very few kilometers from the Ecumenical Centre announced that their experiment "UAl has singled out five events in
a total of one thousand million collisions revealing the expected
signature of the charged W boson".
There are four forces controlling
the universe - electromagnetic, weak nuclear, strong nuclear and
gravitational.
A number of eminent theoretical physicists predict
that these forces are not entirely separate but are interlinked.
Although the idea of a unified single force is not p~oved by the
results of this experiment, tangible proof of the existence of the
W vector :boson provides a "vital link between the electromagnetic
force and the weak nuclear force".
This is the stuff of which sub-nuclear particles are made.
The unapproachable inner world - a world of "hadrons" and "quark symmetries" a world where scientists themselves can only journey through a fierce
mixture of tenacity, immense technical skill and faith in the scientific enterprise.
For indeed CERN has become the Sanhedrin of Pure
Science and the acolytes who · travel there to conduct thei~ experiments
are the High Priests of this century.
In the space of a mere hundred years or so the growth of scientific
has ~urpas~ed all expectations.
Scientists have not held
back;
they have not attempted to stem the tide of huma~ pr~~ress.
With the evolution of scientific knowledge has come the capacity to
contrbl and even to conquer mu~h human disease and misery, the ability
to produce food · and medicines - although this is not matched by an
ability to .ensure that this reaches those often in greatest need, the
power to unlock vast sources of energy, both renewable and non-renewable,
and inevitably, as part of the Faustian bargain, the ultimate power
to destroy the whole o~ creation.
knowledg~

With som~ ctedibility, I think we can ~~y that we have left behind
the vorlds of Galileo and_ Newton, recognizing that withotit these .
great classical figures of science there could have beert no discrete
evolution of · science as we know . it.
Even Charles Darwin contemplating
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"The Origin · of Species" on the date· of its publication in · 185 9 could
have had no insight~ on th~ molecular structure of the living cell·
or of the information encod~~ in . the PNA mole~ule.
Coming hack to the
present I sho:uld of· course not wish to le~ve you with the illusion
that · all scieritific endeavour is corid~cted on such an esoteric plane.
And that is where th~ scale of a .particular scientific activity or
investigation be~omes critically important because if is bound to
influence the. scieritist's 6wn pe~ception of tbs world o~tside. the
laboratory.
I have sp6ken about the era of the Great Experiment ·but even within
the scientific c6mmunity th~re is a rising awareness of a new tension
over the public face of modern . science and technology.
The prevailing
mood is no longer one of · scientific triumphali'sm - 'Science can solve
all our problems'.
Instead the promise of more scientific power over
n~ture tends to increase the fears and anxieties that many people
entertain about the fut~re.
They can barely cope with the process
of rapid technological, economic . and social change that is already
expected of them.
However, a great many siientist~ are themselves
far removed fr6m the realities of : life in the latter part of this
century;
it might be said that they have already projected themselves
into the future.
It is therefore reasonable to ask what scientists
are doing to make sure that the Great Experiment 4oes not turn into
the Great Disaster.
We ali recognize coat the patterns of world trade . and economic development are passing through a period of deep recession.
The prospects
for recovery i~volve an inevitable and traumati~ transition .for many
industrialised countries between the "sunset" industries of a previous
generation - including the great giants of coal and steel,. of metal
extraction and metal fabrication - to the "·sunrise" industri_es grouped
around the .new technologies that miniaturise so many products through
th~ use of microprocessors thereby re~lising and releasing a vast
range of potentiai ~pplications in the fieids of communications,
robotics and automation. .This i ·mmense · challenge from the world of
microelectronics coupled with the contiriuing series of breakthroughs
in the biological and life sciences must now constitute the platform
on whi ,c h ·to create the sustainable technologies that the world will
take as commonplace as we prepare to enter the 21st century.
Such
is the . capacity of science and technology to transform our physical
world and to reveal opportunities . for a more hopeful futur~.
I think
that it is fair to say that ~e have moved foiward from the ~nlighten
ment of the Sixties and . Seventies which focussed a~ awareness of .
envil.'.onmen tal problems , . o _f "limits to growth" and of the need for a
transition towards a more just and sustainab"le society. As the world
economy struggles to r~cover we n~ed . to be ~lea~ as to whether the
decisions to be t~ken over the adoption of ne~ technologies wiLl
favour "th.e "life-enhancing" group, .building on aur knowiedge of -ecological balance and . renewable cycles of energy production and use,
or the "life-defeating " choices leading us in th.e direction of further
weapon s. of mass destruction~ .Here li~ the seeds of the .Great Disaster.
Of course we have passed this way before and people of goodwill and a
clear conscience have rttempted to articulate the concerns bf a wider
p·ubl.ic.
In the past leading members of the scientific community have

- 4 at tempted to impress on poli.t icians. their desire to hold back but
they have never been supp~rt~d or ~ustained_ in sue~ an a~g~ment. , Take, for example·; the · views ex"pres.s~d by so~e of . the nuclear
.
scientists working alongside .Rohex't Oppenheimer in 1949 · when the
technical feas.ib .i l"ity of th.e" h.ydrogen bo-mb was :under consideratio_n ':
I quote fro~ one of their · repor~s:
"Th.e fact that no limits exist to the destructiveness of .
this weapon makes its very · exi~t~nce ~nd the knowledge of
~ts construction a d~nger to hum~nity as a . whole~
It is
~ecessarily an evil t~ing considered in any light.
For these
reasons, ••..• we think {t is wrong on fundamen"tal ethical
principles . to initiate th.e development of such a weapon."
We can therefore detect the personal challenge to th~ soc~al .responsibility of scientists, technologists and engineers employed i~ the
many industrial corporations producing both .conventi9nal and nuclear
armaments.
It may be th.at the . chu~ches have been far too reticent ·
in · appealing to ~he collective sense of responsibility of this highly
skilled and professional group whose · creative energies might very
well be _harnessed t6 ~lternative sy~tems of production.
fhe attempts
by some groups of scientists and· technicians within the defence
industries to introduce and to pro111ote "alterna.tive" corporate plans
for a particular co~pany or ent~rprise are a sign that there is
~rowing unease amQngst the ~orkforce in those centres .
At such a
' ~6ment these groups can be threate~ed with the loss of their jobs and
their profes~jon~l standing as scientists and ~ngineers.
These are
moments of crisis ·when the churches acting together in any part -of the
world should be able to provide suppo~t for thos~ prepared io take an
active st~rice iri .op~osition to the c9ntinuing development of .weapons
of mass. des true ti.on.
if the churches are u.nable to off er solidarity
with th e se groups then they are . hot entitled to make public pro~
nouncements conde~d{n~ such weapons as morally and · theologically
wrong ~
In these situations th~ churches ~ust be prepared to engage
in a 'mini$try of reconciliation' in . order .to counter the inevitable
accusations of naivete and betrayal which will . be levell~d at those
·individuals and groups .who speak out in opposition to the enormoui
diversion· o "f resources, both hu'man and matet.ial, into weaporis production of all kinds.
·
The Mystery ·and the· Mastery of·. sc-ience
Those .of yo"U· wh.o are fa~.iliar with -the world of science, its systems ·:.

':-of ·:- belief . and i t "s prac ti·c es alr.eady know . t~~ t through th.e applica t ioµ
of scie~tific· ~-chod . we ~a~ study na~ural ~ phenomena at many different

: ieveli.
We · ar~ ·· not ~onf~ned to s•~ding bea~s of protons a~d antiprotons in opposite direct~ons a~~ti~d- a 7 km. circular underground
_track near the Swiss-Fren"ch border . simp·ly to observe· the · interactions·.
between these parti·cle.s -.- . how.e ver . significant th~t · may be for the
fu~ul'.e of.· li~e qn. t~is pl·a.net."B_i g s .cieric~" has. it·s p~ace in the nature ·
.of ·· things, but . fQr the . most patt science is practijed in more down·~.:to-earth. ter·ms~ - In. other :·words, most scien't ists stand· back.
They
-have entrusted the i t col leagues ' w:i.. th the r-esponsi b il i ty of "pushing
back the f·r~ntiers" and from t'ime · ~o time they may check on pro·g ress .
To that · extent ·at lea·st most sc.i .e ntists coptr:ibute to faith i ·n ' the
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scientific enterprise.
Th.ey cannot ~nfluence or ditect its p•th;
they are inclined co- leave it ·to oth.ers to ensure that the essential
scientific discipline is maintained~
However., we are all conscious th~t the influence exerted by our
scientific knowledge ~nd culture bas now permeated to virtually
every corner of t~e 'inhabited world.
If it has not been carried there
by working · scientists, then it has _ a .1-:mo st certainly travelled there
by means of some technology- or·. other _w hich has t ·rahslated s .cientific
knowledge into a m.u ndane it:e-m o_'f mass production - a tin can, a plastic
bottle or a transistor radj.o ~It
therefore reasonable to ask whethe·r science can be controlled or perhaps what is more relevant -whether scientists themselves might be prepared to exercise more careful
choices in the type of - science ~nd technology which th~y are.. inclined
to pursue.

is

In order to ad~ance their understanding in a partitu1ar field of research scientists have to . learn to stand back;· to observe and record
those events which lie within · the rang~ of th~ir own techniqu~s and
instrumentation.
Tbey acknowledg~ the constraints artd wherever possible
the boundary of each experiment is closely prescribed and maint·ained.
Thus the territory of each- scientific . discipline is carefully marked
out and def.ended.
At no point in the interdependent.chain of scientific teamwork is the
individual scientist required to exercise -,a _value judgement as to the
s6cial · acceptance of the risks of. this enterprise . . Only .in r~cent
years have some sci~ntists . elect~d to voice their own ·fears and
anxieties over the na~ure of a particular development . - sometimes at
great personal cost to theEselves - and have thereby directed the
attention of the public at large to the choi~es that need to be
examined in the political arena .
In most aemocratic societies it is
fair to say ~hat this expiession of soci~l responsibility by members
of the scientific community has been welcomed - if not always wholeheartedly.
However, it . is an i~portait and critical step towards the
formulatiort of . a science policy 'with a human face'.
The scientist's concept of the "mystery and mastery of . life" is
directly related to this overall goal of a socially acceptable science
and technology serving the needs of humanity.
The principle is embodied
in the stat~ment ~ ''~ever . underestimaie the saciamental natuie of
matter''. Let me remind you of the mastery ol the s~ientist - who after
all ii interventionist b~ nature.
Scientists can control the fission of heavy atoms and the fusion - of
light atoms thereby releasing immense quantiti~s of energy;
they
can manipulate .genetic material in the living cell and directly influence
the process of natural sehection;
they can devise machines with
artificial intelligence that as yet ha~e not been. £ormally constrained;
they have provided theories which throw into quest.ion the origin of
the cosmos itself. It must also be said that scientists collectively
do not hold back from addressing the uit i mate questions.
For this
quest is th~ very nature of science.
And on the same pathway science
and faith are drawn together for the first t .im,e after centuries of
coriflict following in the wake of Co~ernicus, Galileo and Darwin.

•.
- 6 I h _e sitate to say that science and faith.' could .beco.me ine.xtricabl.y
intertwined yet again but the signs are there - plain enough for all
to ~ee.
It ·is of course ·the inter~retation of the signs which will
a.lways prove. to he "di-fficult and _t he· continuing source of 10uc.h dispute.
Science a ·nd· So"ci"ety
There are of course many substantial arguments that need ~ ~o be
addressed.
It is ofte~ said t~at the ~~rsuit of scientific knowledge
leads to a reductionist, 'lllaterialistic and entirely ·secular view of
_the world that is incompatible with faith in Jes~s Christ.
That is
perfectly underst~ndable when w~ consider that our political, economic
and social. systems are ~oiinated by ~ssumptions about mater~al growth
and p~osperity or - on the othet side of the coin - the continuing
and increasing struagle to survive in an unloving and unheeding world.
Under these pressures it is so easy to relegate our spiritual needs
and anxieties to the interstices of our lives while we get on with
the business of living dr of coping with life a~ best we can according
to individual demands and circumstances.
The scientist, isolaied in
the labor•tory is beset by similar doubts and fears - about the future,
particularly if he ·or she is consta~tly confronted by difficult ·choices
and decisions 6~er th~ direction ·1n which science is taking ~s~
Remember the words of Robert Oppenheimer:
"A scientist cannot hold .
back progress ·because of fEars of what the world will do . with . his
dis cove ·r -:i es".
It may be that many scientists would still wish to adhere to this
kind of . statement so that they can thereby be absolved from the
guilt or anger which others can turn in their direction.. However I
b.elieve -t hat ·increasingly scientist.s, technologists and engineers
directly concerned with some of ~h~ - h~rde~ ~ecisions . are · prep~red to
open up the debate and acknowledge both the gaps in our present ~nder
standing and the need for a wider form of democratic decision-making.
Wherever this ripple of. disse?t breaks _the surface · the churches have
the opportunity to become informed and involved in some of these choices.
In many cases it is a ~atter of 6hoice and of collective decision
based . on a clear understanding of the risks and benefits associated
with an~ new te .c hnology. e'm ergi:ng from the. laboratories.
I t is no t . that we ·need a a ·o ct r in a ire s y st em to . co n tr o 1 s ci en c e and
technology within th~ pdlitical and economic framework but rather
that more pe·ople shou.l ·d b;e com·e involved and concerned with the exercise
of judg~ment ov~~ the ~future directio~s _of s~ience · and tech~ology.
Into this forum they need to· .b .r ing their own declarations of belief,
spiritu~l and ·otherwise, ~o tha~ ~ore balanced and repre~eqtati~e
decisions ~~n b~6ome · po~sible .
By this means we ~puld hope to a~oid
th~ confrontations which will continue if new for~~ of technology
are impos'ed upon whole communities wi.thout any process ·of explanation
or accommodation~ · We must recogniz~ the impasse .that has been reached
in. so. many different ,par:t ·s o.f . the world whether over the siting of
. ~ucl~ar missiles·, th~ cons~~uction of nuclear and chemicai plant,
the location o .f highway~ ~ dam~ and. a .irp.orts ·. _ in ' fact the entire infrastructure · of ·any ' industrial:ized society.
In the - pa·s c the decisions
have be~n re~ote f~bm the : c~~~unit{es directly concerned and . the
changes to the way of life ·a-nd means · of ·subsistence of large numbers
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of people have simply been acce~t~d •albeit unwilli~gly at first .
At the other end of the ecotiomic cytle the enforced cha~ges re~ulting
from the coLlapse of traditional industries and th~ ensuing unemployment has also to be acco~modated in due course.· Now more and more
people are ·coming to real1z~ that . these planning decisions which
affect th~ir ow~ lives and that · of their famil~es over several generations should be the subject of careful publ.ic scrutiny and inquiry.
For th.e church.es this is an . important and essential way of grappling
with the hard decisions of the material world while at the same time
providing an opportunity· to· focus and reinforce other values in a
caring and responsive way. · . This is a further element in the "ministry
of reconciliation" which the church.e s are now called -to exercise if
the future is to become manageable in any better sense of the word.
My own view is that these problems and choices have to be tackled at
a local level.
Here the detail~d aspect of any proposed development
incorporating new technology can be teased out and explored . in a
fundamental way.
It is at this point the scientists, the planners
and the politicians can be brought face to face with the realities
of their proposals as seen through the eyes of those most likely to
be directly concerned with the consequences of the final decisions.
If the churches are able to contribute a perspective and to remind
the decision-makers of the spiritual dimension of their concern for
the f~ture, then the new streams .bringing together science and faith
in the face of conteEporary issues will be joined in earnest.
We
shall th.en be able to put aside · the ~terile debates on the conflicting
philosophical or spiritual assumptions which have added to the conflict between science and faith over many years and plan for a more
constructive dialogue between the two respective schools of th~ught.
It has to be said that they still . have much in common and far more
now than might have been im~gined at the turn of this century.
As for the ecumenical dimension of this problem, there is still an
immense task stretching forward to provide an overview of the . struggle
to gain insights at t~e ~ommunity levei.
The communica~ion of
experience from one .country to another , s haring the insights and the
ehrist~an response to the ch~llenge of science. and te~hnology will
itself pr~vide the basis for continuing commitment by the World Council
of Churches over the coming decades. The wee has not spared itself
in the past in identifying this as an ongoing task and I feel sure
that this Assembly will also wish to encourage and endorse a substantial
programme of further work in this area.
Conclusion
In this short paper I ha'v e atteinpt~d to do two things~
First, to
remind you that every advance in scientific understanding brings with
it new threats and new possibilities.
Scientists do not hold back
on disco~eries, but more and rmoie they ~re anxious to inform~ wider
public about the corisequences of some · of this . new knowledge and the .
power it represents.
They are anxious. to see th.e choice e.xplored and
the decisions made in an o~en and responsible manner.
Se t ond, th e chall~nge to the chu~ches is to become vigorously involved
iri this dialogue ~ith mem~ erS of the scientific comm~nity.
We have

·.

8 an immense task before us if we are to harness the true _power of
science and technology to keep tbe world in peace~ to feed the
hungry and heal the sick.
That is the .m easure of the ·tas·k.
to the b.r im - with. ·steady· hands.

How to hold the ·cup of life full

;
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Since thit? is a. · testimony· of my personal experience as a mother,
I run the ~isk of roIDanticizing childbirth. and motherhood and ' of
sha~i~g from ·a human arid emot~onal v~ew point rather than from an
inte1lectual or· sci'.enti.fic point of view.
CHILDBIRTH'
Giving birth to children is one of those experiences that confront
· women with both physical pain and suffering as well as joy.
In my
case, I have had long ·hours of labour f 'o r my· two sons.
In each case
I ended up unde~going a caesarian section.
In the case of my ·
daught•r who is 6 months now and ~resent here with me, although I
did not go ·throu•h .the labour pains, I was very ill for week• after
the caesarian section.
After each anasthetic, I woke up in great
pain, but with a tremend·ou·s deep feeling of joy in the thought that
I have participated· :tn the Lord's creation of life.
Something in
me and in the W'Orld has been made anew •
"Behold · I make all things new". ·
For me, ~hildbirth is not
frightening - the thought
what could go wrong as in
hope and faith in God the
life as a gift of God.

only a painful process, it is also
of going through a caesarian · section and
my last child.
But I go through it in
Creator and in the knowledge and love of

DANGERS
After ch~ldbirth dangers continue to confront me and my children.
These are many.
They are both physical as well as spiritual
dangers. More . dramatic however are the · danger~ of militarism,
drought and the ariti-Christ alternative religions.
In my country
t6d~y a~ is true of some parts of AfTica, there are some villages
with more arms and armed men than there are water points and tood
for people.
With South Africa at our door steps·, we shall continue
to b~ divided and set against each other, recognizing also our
own humanweaknesses as a nation. Tb·e result of all this is politic.a l
instability and a global thre~t to peace .
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Another disturbing factor is dro~ght.
Some villages have gone · two
years without any· harvest.
There ·is: a short.a ge of food and water.
Disease is r.ife.
Th.ous·ands of babies are dy'i .ng from s·ome mysterious
as well as common diseases.
Under· th.ese conditions·, what is the
future of my childreri? Am I producing future soldiers? Will they
be affected by the drought and the threatening diseases? Will I
be one of the lucky mothers?
Should they live, will they be part
of the 20 % privileged few· of ·my country, fighting and jostling
for power?
Will they be of s·eryice co: the nation? Will they
change things for· the Better for all? Will they belong to the
deprived 80%? - no jobs? no land? no hope? What is the destiny
of my children under all these dangers?
All these are frighteriing questions, for ~hich I have no answers.
Society is not helpful eith.er. Noboc:ly, not even th.o se close to
me vrohably reaiise how much r agonise over the future of my
children_.
This is partly because· society does· not care to understand the meaning of motherhood in its fullest sense.
For ~e,
motherhoo~ goes beyond childBirth and upbringing.
It brings with
it a lot 'Of res·ponsibility amo~g which is to see that this ·1 ife
is nurtured and li-ved in i .ts fullness.
TEMPTATIONS
Most of the temptations I face as a mother stem from the ·confusion
and social forces and p~essures acting upon .me. · On one hand society
expects me as a woman to have children and "look after them".
On
the other hand because of· my education and social status, I am
expected to pay back that which society gave me t~rough education
by wo~king· for it.
I lo~e my children and I care about ·them.
They need me.
I need
them. Apart from the social pressures on me to work, I feel very
strongly that my work in Rural Development is a challenge to
which every Christian in our so called developing countries must
respond.
We have got to rid our countries of these fortes whith
keep our rural populations poor and powerless. As a ~esult ~f these
two realities, I am a torn person, torn between motherhood and a
worker for social change.

THE BEAUTY
Despite all these dan~ers and teruptaiions the beauty of moth~rhood
cannot be o~erempbasized.
Part of it ~an neither be transformed
into beds of flowers, · or rolling hills, or the rising or the
setting su~, the blue skies and seas or · the green vallies of
this world.
Was this possible, it would have been easily
shared and thus possibly better understood and appreciated by
our societies.
But the beauty of motherhood- ca~ only be
experienced.
It can only be lived.
I ·have also learnt that motherhood .and parenthood are inseparable.
This is my hope for our manfolk and our world.

•.
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- 3 Parenthood has helped me to experience and understand the love of
God as it was reflected in his son Je~us Christ.
"Abba · father"
"Then Jesus gave up a loud cry and said 'Father (Mother) into
your hands I commit my spirit"
(Luke 23-45)
"Ask and you will receive -- ls th.ere a parent among you who will
offer their 'children' a stone when they ask for bread--?"
(Math. 7.7-10).
All parents of the world are called to share in this beauty of
the love of life. To riurture it, to protect it and to assist God
to fulfill his will on earth through this gift of life.
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· Ladies and Gentlemen, my fellow Christians, Friends:
It is indeed an honour to be asked to speak to you at this .Sixth
' gathering of the World Council of Churches, here in Van~ouver.
On
behalf of the Nishga peopl~, I · thank you for this oppor~unity to .
further your ~wareness -of our fundamental world view, its relation~
ship to the -theme, 'Life as a Gift of God', a_nd its absolute inseparableneas from -our longstanding struggle for recognition and
justice in pursuit of an honourable sett"i~aien_t · of the -Canadian Government's claim to the title of our God-given lands; lands which · ~e
have owned, occupied and "governed "since time immemorial.
In keeping with the protocol of aboriginal nations, may I first
publicly thank the Musqueam pe6ple for this opportunity to confer
. with you within their territory ~
They too have their trail of
teirs,· a~ do*s every tribe ~nd aboriginal nation in this country, and
in particular, w.ithin the province -of ·British Col~mbia.
I would
hope that before this Asse~bly closes, you w~ll recognize their
struggle ~nd ours by a!so publicly ihanking the Musqueam people fo~
th._i s :opportunity to meet here.
'rheir story like ours t is one of
hope and disillusionment, anger and frustrat-ion.
Oppression and
injustice extending well over one hundred years. ·
However, in keepiri~ with pt6t~col, "it is only our stor~ which t ~an r~late to you.
Our struggle- is for the recogriition and just - settlement of our
aboriginal title and rights ~ithin _ the C~nad~an - confederation.
In
positive terms, our struggle is for the re-affirmation artd effective
- re-establish•ent of our universally reco.nized r~ght to the self~ · government of our .·traditional lands.
It is the struggle for cultural
survival; the struggle to re-aff:J..rm our . social and spiritual way of
.
life and to bring its values to bear upon a modetn. eco~omy in .a
changing wqrld •.
Our history begins i~ th~ spirit world . before the light of day.
O~r humanness derives fro~ the ~ct of o~r creation and placement . upon
our traditional lands by Go~.
Our land i i ind~ed a holy lan~.
Our
identity is inse_parab le f r ·om our land.
By definition, a Nishga does
not exist in ~~e fullness of his 'being' withou~ · a complete melditig of his land, language~laws, tribal system and spirituai values~

- 2 The fundamental integrating force for this holistic existence has
alway~ been our bel~ef in God .
Since - the time the missionaries
brought the gospel to us, Christianity has been the integrating and
central element in our society.
It is the continuing demand of God
for unity within · the Body of Christ which calls our community together
and which gives our culture and tribal system its power and its
strength.
With great emotion, our people of~en a~ticul~te this holistic spiritual reality from the depths of theii souls in demand~ng that r•cog· nitib~ must first be giv~n to .Nishga · title by the community of man in
order for the Nishga people to . be fully integrated human beings,
Thus,
we have indicated to governments that our aboriginal title and rights
are sacred and holistic as well as political.
Thus, ~e h~ve called for the clear affirmation, not extinguishment ,
of our · title and rights in the Canadian constitution.
For it is· this
present denial .of our God-giv_,n 'being·ness' by the acts of coloniza- ·
ti~n, the negation of God's gift of life, that is at the heart of our
struggle and our many social and economic dif~iculties today~
Let
~e _assure yotl I am ~ot disc~ssing theoretic•l matters divorced f~o~
our realit·y and .-our . daily .lives.
In. negative terms, our . str~ggle is against on, hundred and fifty
years of racism, oppress~on . and injustice.
. It is often described
as the process of decolonization; a struggle mo~t familiar to · all of
us when witnessed in countries unlike Canada, where the native population is in the majority.
- Our struggle for j~stice ~egins centuries ago vith the journey of a
s~all boat filled ~ith strange bearded white men lost at sea: men who
la~ded on shores unknown and arrogantly claimed them as their own.
Our people, owners and occup.iers of over 5; 000 square miles of te~ri
tory since the fuemory of man, have always questioned this incredulous
idea, so easily acceptable to · the self-interests of some European
nat~ons, that . one should .have rights to another's land ~y the si~ple
act of discovery.
When our turn came 'to be -discovered' the incomprehensible arrogance.
of colonizers astounded ou~ for.fathers .
Gove~nment surveyors we~e
told to leave after offering to give our people· a portion of our own
land.
One ofc our . ancestors put it this way when speaking to a royal
-commission in ·1887:
· "'They (the · Government) ·have never bo~ght it from us · or our
forefather~. · they h~ve ·never fought and conquered our
people and taken th~ land in that ~ay, and yet they say
· now that they will gi~~ us ~o much land - otir owrt l~nd.
thes e chiefs do not talk foolishly, they ~now the . land
is their own; oui fdiefathers for ~enerations and generations past had their land here all around us; chiefs
have had their own htibting grounds, their salmon -streams,
places where they got - t~e i r b.erries; · it has alwa.ys been so.
It is not dnii du~ing the last f~ur or five ·years that they
have seen the land; w~ have always seen and ow~ed · it,
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- 3 it is no new thing, it has been ours for generations.
If we had only seen · it ·for twenty years and claimed
it as our own, it would have been foolish, but it
has been ours for thousands of years.
If any strange
person came her~ and saw the land for twenty years a~d
claimed it, he would be foolish .•• n
Our struggle also _has a beginning in the universities of Spain where,
unknown to us, the rights of Indians were being debated in the sixteenth century.
It is there that we must look to honour a Christian
friend, Spanish theologian francisco de Vitoria, who asserted "that
Indians ~ere the true owners of ~he land, both from the public and
private point of view".
He fu ·r ther stated that "the fact that
Indians did not believe in the Roman Catholic faith could not affect
the qu,e st·ion, as heretics i ·n Europe· were not denied property right.s".
He suggested "that Indians were no less intelligent than Spanish
peasan~~ and therefore were e~ually fit ~o have legal rights''.
To .
the argument that the Pope had granted the new . ~orld to Spain, Vitoria
replied "th~t ihe Pope had no temp~ral ppwer over Indian lands.
Spain
had ._no claim to the . land throu~h d~s~overr~h~ ~~id, because that
notion only applied ' to unoccupi~d lan4s" .. .
. ·
.
Pope Paul rr I, shortly . thereafter 'ip 15 3_7,
deus which ·states in part~

;i.s~ued

the Bull sub limis

" ••• Indians are truly men ••• ~hey may and should, freely
and le~itimately~ enjoy their liberty and · the pos~e~sion
of the.ir ' property; nor should they . be_ in any way enslaved;
2
should the contrary 'h appeQ, it. shall be null and of no effect·."
We hon~ur these b~ave a~d ' thoughtful men of the sixte~nth ceptur~ fo~
their support; f~r their clarity 6f thought and spirit~al stiength in
an age of overwhelming greed·. : F·or 'it is these intellectually and
spiritually honest · Chris_tians who laid t}le groundwork fo.r the _international r~cognitio~ of aboriginal t~tle and iights ~s w~ know i t today.
(I should add he~~, as ~n . aside, that we too w~re uncertain
whether those stran•e bearded beings on our - ~hores were - inde~d humari.
It was not so much their ~varice, but rathei th~ir lust, that h~lped
us settle the question quickly~)
Our str~ggle moves · fTom the universities of Spain to the colonial
policies and p~actices of Gr~at Br~t~iri and other government~ artd
companies engage~ ~n colon~zing North America.
The Ne~ _ England
colonies had a particularly . good record of respecting rndian land
and ac~uiring it through ~urchase.
Gerrer~lly, ' the British · cQloni~ers
followed this prac~ice ~n · N~~th ' Ameiica.
This practice cul~i~ated
1
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Peter A. ~um~ing and Ne~l H. Mickenberg (Eds.) .Native
Canada (the Indian~Eskimo As~ociation of Canada, 1972).
2
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in what is now one of the leading Canadian constitutional documents
on Indian rights, the RoyaL Proclamation of 1763.
Essentially, ·
this document establishes the point in British and Canadian constitutional law that In~ian lands must be respect~d and may only be
acquire~ through purchase by the Crown, this practice was largely
followed through the Treaty process~3
However, it m~y ·shock y~u today to know th~t 40% of the land mass
of :the Canadian nation has never been formally ·ceded to Canada by
the aboriginal owners or purchased from ·- them by the Crown of either
Britain, Catiada, or the. Provinc~s, pa~ti~ula~ly B~itish Cdlu~bia.
I want to emphasize that British Co;Lumbia has not formally and
legaily acquired our territory from us.
Further, any l~nd rights
which the aboriginal owners . Possess in these _ non-treaty areas, in~
eluding most of British Columbia, a~e seen to be wholly dependent upon the ext.e nc. to which · ' the theory' of aboriginal -rights is -.accepted by the courts -and legislatures of Canada.
Canadia~ Governments
have to date refused to provide the aboriginal people of Canada a
clear and firm declaration of title and rights in Canadian law.
This is . despite the · undi~puted fact, . that in our case, it is no
theory that we have owned, occupied and used our land since time
immemorial.
Following years of struggle, including a petition to the King of
England seventy years a~o; and the shackle~ of lega1 re~trict .ions
placed upon ~ur p~ot~sts, we took o~r case to the Supreme Court bf
Canada in the early 1_970s .
JusC: prior to our. case being he~rd,
the Prime Minis~et _stated ·that aboriginal rights were too v~gue to
be given recognition.
Our ca•e split the seven~mem~er Supreme
Court three~to-three, the ~eventh judge ~uled on a technicality,
stating that we did not possess the right to sue the Government of
British Columbia withoµt its permission. . As ~ r~sult cif our case,
the Federal Government made a political decision. to negotiate comprehensive land claims in Canada.
·
Oqr negotiations have been. stumbling along f-or the pas.t seven years
staiemated by a reluct~nt and n6n-committed Provincial Go~ernment
which refuses to· negotiate· on the basis that we are the .owners of
our ~and and by~ Federal _Government which implicitly . insists : we
accept a settle~~nt as ·a gift from Canada ~ithout explicit recog· nition of 6ur God-give~- title _and our Gcid-gi~en . rights. ·
C'learly, our struggle for justice within Canada is far from over:
a struggle whic-h is obs cured by botq platitudes and covenants sup po r_t~
~d in international foru~s by th~ Governmerit of Canada.
Nor is our
~truggle over in co~vincing · Canaaia~s of ~he historical .truths and
justice of our case.
I q~ote from an ariicl~ appearing in a local
new.s paper by . a well know-n col·umni"s t, . 28 March 1983":

.
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We took this country fair and square, i t
being practically empty anyway, and if it weren't
for all the academic, political, and media creeps
that keep beating their breasts and shouting mea
. t :culpa ·there wouldn't be any of this Indian no±·se
· at ·a1·1 · 11 4 ·
o
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Well, let me assure yoft, that we·, · the Nishga p~ople, ~r~ not asking
anyone to beat · his breast 'shoutipg mea culpi~~
Rather~~ . are a~king all people of goodwill. to ' recogni'ze the strength and cfignity of
our case.
We ate asking all people · of goodwill to support and walk
beside us in our struggle . fo~ justice.
We are asking all intellectually and ~piritually honest Christians, including the World Council
of Ch~rches~ to join thos~ who hav~ w~lked with us over the decades;
particularly the Anglican Church o:f Canad·a which has supported us
both fin~n~ially and spiritually~
In your thoughtful deliberations_, _·it will also interest you to know
that on 24 March 1982, the Pre~ident of AMAX of Canada Limiied wrot~
a 1 e·tter 't o the Federal Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern
Developmerit, (copy to the Prime Minister)~ wherein he stat~d:
"In past discussions with members of t he Council for
Yukon Indians and the Nishga T~ibal Council, we have
indicated that AMAX of Canada sup~orts fair an~
expedi.tious settl~m~nt of native land claill:ls ••••
We believe that an equ'itable . and timely. se.ttlement
of native l~nd claims is .in the best interest of _all
Canadians.
In particular, we . encourage thos~ in the
private resource sector who have not already done so,
to also 'support such a settlement.
This- ~il l facilitate the orderly deve1opment of Canada's resources,
thus •trengthening t~~ country's economic activity for
the benifit of all Canadians."
·
We would hope that your support will help to convince the Governments
of Canada to clearly . affirm abor~ginal title . and rights . in the Canadian
constitution.
This will then provide our people with . a firm basis in
Canadian law u~on which to neg6tiate a ju~t and honourable ~ettl~~ent;
a dignified place within the Canadian Confederation:· a ~ecognition by
the .people of Canada and . the ·.world t.hat we, . th.e Nish.ga · people are
human beings whose s~irit~al 'being~ess' and daily lives are inseparable from our . God-g:iven la-n ds. ·
..

May I conclude by relating a brief incident that occurred just a few

years ago when our delegatio~ wai meeting a senior gov~tnment ofiicial.
After listening to our presentation, the official turned to our Anglican bishop . who wa s in attendance and asked, "And what is the opinion of
the church on these matters my _lord?"
Our bishop _ replied, ·"you have
just heard · t .he opinion of the church".·
4
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My fellow Chtistjans, we. the Nishga people, like our bishop, would
hope that our struggle {s indeed your · struggle, that our dignity is
indeed your dignity, that our truth is indee~ your truth; that inde~d
we are one in His truth and His love • .
Ma~

God bless you and

guid~

your safe journey home.
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LIFE - A GIFT OF GOD
Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum

I.

MORAk AND "ETHICAL VALUES AND IDEALS . IN JUDAISM

The Jewish \va·y of life' ·has its origins in ~he experience of the Divine
Presence in the midst of the decisive events ~f the Exodus and of Sinai,
events which have altered the entire course of human history.
The
children of Israel experienced the reality of the Lord of history
through His involvement in their liberation from physical oppression,
persecution, m~s~•cre, and !~justices as 'slaves unto Phaiaoh in Egypt'.
To Pha~aoh, who wa~ w6rshipped a~ a divine emperor and who was the
source of law, never its servant, the Israelite slaves were regarded as
chattel, 'the untouchables' of ancient Egypt.
At sinai, the Isr~elites had a transforming experience of Divine Revelatiri~ as moral will which was ratifi~d by . an everlasting Covenant.
Henceforth, the Israelites a~e perceived by God to be a 'kingdom of
. pries~~ · and a holy nation'.
What an extraordinary Divine-human
scenario!
Yesterday, they were slaves, the outcasts of history; now
an entire people are stamped with ihe d~gnity of priesthood and hol.iness, and are set on the course ·of history with a messianic task of
re~empt~on in society and through history until the coming of the Kingdom.
Israel's religion, Prof. David Flusser asserts, was a breakthrough in human consciousness.
The God of Israel initiated a new era in the hi~toty of mankind, i~troducing a new concept of justice - which is the
. c~ntral · message of His revelation - an uncompromising moral law, and an
original social order to be .establi•hed paradigmatically in the Holy
Land of Pal~stine (see The H6ly Year and Its Origins in the Jewish
Jubilee Year, by this writer, published by the Vatican Office for the
Holy Year, 1975, Vatican City) conceived in this justice.
This postulate of individual and social justice was not to be limited to Israel
onl~.
The treatoi of the unive~se postulates this justice for all . His
human creatures; it was incumbent on all the peoples of the world.
.
The conce~t of justice which . emerg~s from the Hebrew Bible is not just
the regiment of mighty men - the Bible "does not identify God on the side
of Pharaoh and his imperium!
It stresses that God cares for the poor
and unprotected, .for the orphan, the widow and the stranger.

'
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The basis of social justice was not to be external power and might.
but the reverence of ·God and obedience to His moral will.
A.

The Sacredness of Human Life

To understand th~ idea of justice in Israel, we must bear in m~nd the
Biblical teaching that the human being is created in the image of God,
that each human life is sacr~d and ~f infinite wo~th.
In consequence,
a human being cannot be treated as a chattel, or an object to be dis.posed of for ~omeone's programme or project or ideology, but must be
treated as a personality .
Every human being ii the possessor of . the
right-to-life, dignity and hanbur, and the - fruits of · his or her labour.
Justice is respect for the persQnal~ty of others and their inalienable
rights, even as injustice is the most flagrant manifestation of disrespect for the personality of others.
Judaism requires that human
personality be respected in every human being - in the female prisoner
of war, in the delinquent, even. in· the criminal condemned to death.
The supreme importance of the hum~n being in the ~conomy of the·Universe is expressed in this Rabbinic teaching: 'Man (the human being)
was first created as a single jnd~yid~al , to tea~h· ~he ies~on that whoever destroys one lite, S~ripture ~sctibes ~ it to him as thotigh he . had
destroyed . ~ whole .world; · and: . whoev~r ~a~es ~ one life, . $crip~~re a~c~ibes
it to him as though' h~ had _ sa•ed a whbie world' (S~n~~drfn 4 : 5) .
However, justice is mor~ ~ban ~,re abstentiQn fr~~ irijui{ng· ~ur · ~ell6y ·
human beings.
'the w6rk of justfce is pea~e~ and the ef~ect thereof
quietness and confidence forev~r' (Isaiah 32:17} • . . it i~ a po~iti~e ·
conception, and includes economic weil-being, inteliectual and spirit~
ual growth, ph~lanthrppy, a~d every . endeavour that wi~l enable human
beings to reali~e the h~~~est a~d . best i~ theit ~atfires; _ .
The conditions for that self-realization· reqtiire active efforts ·to bring
bring about the fin~l. disappearan_<;e of injustice and oppression, which
as r~presented in the Jewish High Holiday lit~~gy, · Are the goal~ . of
human htstory. · 'And may .' all wtckedness b"e consumeci·· as a flame an·d
may evil rul~ be ~emoved from ' the · eatth', ~~clare the Rdsh Hash~na
prayers.
B.

The

M~ral

Dut~es

of Tzedakah

Nothing is more fundamental· in Biblical and . Rabb~nic ethics than the .
moral obligation of tz~dakah, : g ' ~ebr~w term whi~h means bo~h 'char~ty'
and 'to do justi~~'. · The Rabbinic sages of ~he Ta~mud· ~~cl~~ed t~~t
'Almsgiving - · i . e.~ aiding the po6~ and feedi~~ tti~ hungry ~ ~eighs
as heav,ily. as all the other co~marid"ui'ents · _of ..t"he )orah I (Talmud Baba .
Batra 9a).
In ~rocl~im~ng the Jubile~ · year, ·which lik; ·the Teh Commandments

~~s

~scribed to diVih~.ly-inspited l~gijl~~f~n r~vealed o~ Mount Sinai, the
Bib.le · ordained : 'And if your brother waxes poor,; and his means faiT

with you, then you shall uphold him : as a stranger and a settler shall
he live .with you' (Leviticus 25:35). · The Ra.bbis observ e that the·
expression. that .'Your brother may live with. y.o u.' · means that it is our
personal and communal duty to s·ee to it that our fellow human ·beings do

.•
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not die of starvation.
Though the person be a •·stranger' or 'an
alien settler', he (or she) is to be included in the term 'your
brother' and is to be treated in a brotherly and comp~ssionate manner.
To underscore the supreme ~irtue of humanitarian aid to the needy in
the hierarchy of . Jewish moral and spiritual values, the Ra~binic sages
regarded such compassionate care of man as an act worthy of association
with Divinity itself: 'God says to Israel, "My sons whenev.er you give
sustenance to the poor, I impute it to you as though you gave susten~
. ance to me, for i t says, 'Command the children of Israel. •• .!!!I bre.a d for
for~ sacrifices ••• shall ye observe unto me.
Does, then, God eat
and drink?
No, but whenever you give food to the poor, God ac~ounts
it to you as if you gave food to Him'" (Numbers Rabbah XXVIII: 2).
The virtue of su~h care for the poor and hungry is depicted ih Jewi~h
tradition as the salient attribute of the . 'founding father' of Judaism,
the Patriarch Abraham, who is called the archetype of the 'Pharisee of·
love'.
In a midrashic commentary that begins with the phrases, 'Let
your house be open; let the poor be members of your household.
Let a
man's house be open to the north ~nd to the south, and to th~ east and
to the west', the Rabbis describe the humanitarianism of A~raham:
·He went out and· wandered about, and when he found wayfarers,
he brought them to his house, and he gave wheaten bread to
h.im whose wont it was.!!.£.! to eat wheaten bread, and so with
meat and wine.
And not only this~ but he built large inns
on the roads, and put food and drink with~n them, and all
came and ate and drank and blessed God.
Therefore, quiet
of spirit was granted to him, and all that the mouth ot man
can ask for was found in his house /Abot de Rabbi Nathan,
VII: 17a,£_f
Elsewhere the Talmud admonishes: 'He who has no pity upon his fellow
creatures is assuredly not · of the seed of Abraham our father'
(Bezah 32b).
In Jewish communities, from Biblical times through the present, there
was much free and generous giving of alms to all who asked - even to
deceivers! - and there was also much systematic and careful relief
through established institutions.
Each Jewish community boasted of
a tamhui (public kitchen) from which the poor received two meals daily.
There was also the kupah (alms box) for the disbursement of ben~volent
funds on Sabbath eve to provide three meals for Sabbath (Mishnah Peah
VIII: 7).
Additional care was exercised in respect of the itinetant
poor, who were . provided with a loaf of bread which su·f f iced for two
meals, and who were . also entitled to the cost of lodging.
The Biblical laws of charity in Palestine relating to 'gleaning' the
'forgotten sheaf' and 'the corner of the field', implied the underlying idea that national territory belongs to . the public as a whole.
In accordance with Jewish law, landowners used to lay open fences ·
surrounding their fields and vineyeards, and d~ring certain hours of.
the day, the needy were allowed to eat from the produce of ·the harvest.
There was also a three-year.ly allocation of Maas er Ani (poor man's tithe)
from the threshing floor.

- 4 Thus, there ' arose , the charitable traditions and institutions of the
Jewish people: which have remained a . religious - cammunal characteristic
~ver sin~e.
These customs of charity, which were foreign to the . pagan
frame of mind of the Greeks and Romans, also had an abiding impact on
t):l~ nature . of the Christ~~P 'caritas'.

And finally, the stabilit~a ~ as well as the happiness of a community,
can 9rily be •ssured wben it rests upon a foundation of peace.
In
t):l~ . al>sence of pea.c e there can be neither prosperity· nor well-being.
'Peace . is equal in worth to everyth~ng', declare the ~abbis (Sifra),
and t~ey . add; 'Beloved is peace since the benedictions only conclude
with the .hope of peace', thus teaching that the blessings even of
the Uigh · Priest are of no avail . unless accompanied by peace (Numbers
RabJ>ah 11:7).
While tbe Prophets of Israel and the Rabbis believed that God intended
t~e .natio~s to · be· ' t peace with one another, war was not prohibited •
.. Jewish ethics would •4mit the duty to defend the higher values in
humai;i. l~f~ by wa~ if necessary.
If Isaiah or Jeremiah had thought
tha~ yielding to the foreign · invader would mean destruction to the
religion or the people they valued, they would have urged resistance,
with the same vigour that they. demanded constantly the pi:actice of
righteousness in QbedienGe to God'~ will.
All the facts of Biblical
and post-Bibli~al Judaism·taken together lead to the conclusion that
the ethi~al judgemept on war~ ~ccording ~o Judaism, ~s that it must be
eradicated to m~~~ human life conform to the Divine rule, ~hat those
guilty of caµsing it cpmmit a crime against humanity and · a sin against
God.
However, they are justified whp, to defend the higher values
in human life, resist, if n~cessary by war, an attack on them.
The
j us t i f i c at ion w o u 1 d ext end t o a n at ion ' s de f e n c e o f i t s l i be r t y •
T.h e
sp~ritual value~ i~ the life of a nation, which include its historic
distinct.iveness, may justify it, when attacked or threatened, to engage
in war to save its independent existence.
(See Dr Israel Mattuc~ in
his study, Jewish Ethics, particularly his chapter on 'The Judgement
on - War' .• )
II.

SOME IMPLICATIONS FOR CHRISTIANS AND JEWS

What are · the implicat.ions of these facts for Christians and Jews
today?
It is evident that we liv~ in an age of violence and of terror.
There
is not . a continent; on the .gl,obe . th~t is n9t despoiled by terror and
violence, by barb~rism and by , a growing callousness to human suffering
and pain and thr~at to human ·existence.
At the centre of the human
crisis is the fundamental depreciation of the meaning and value of
human li.fe.
.In tbeological terms, t~e Biblical · affir~~tion that each
hum~n life is created in the sacred image of Gqd and is therefore of
ulti~ate wo~th and · preciousness is being battered from every side ;
-

.

It is my conviction that this erosion in the belief in the sanctity
of human life is one of the decisive black legac~es bequeathe~ by
Nazi Germany to . mankind.
By and large, with rare exception, the
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overwhelming majority of citizens of the Western ·world, and their
dominant institution~ have avoided confronting the magnitude of evil
iµcarnate in the Nazi ~oJocaust, and have therefore failed to learri
how to cope . with forces and structures of dehumanization that are
bein~ replicated in many parts of the globe.
The Nazi ·ca~paign against the Jewish people was . unique and in many
ways unprecedented.
Yet th~ Nazi trauma must . not be seen •s 'a
J•wi'h . obsess~on', for the fateful meaning of the Holocaust is of
ultimate importance to the future capacity of mankind to understand
itself and to acquire the resources to cope with the . challenges to
its survival~
(See the d~scussion of Max Web~r's . 'secularization,
dise~chani~ent . of the world, and ratiorialization' a~ root causes for
under~ining all · m~tal norms in a bu~ea~cratized . society in my
Relig.i ous Values in an Age of Vi.olen·ce, pp. · 46/52.)
Bl~ak as are · the prospects for counterin~ these fories of dehumanitati6n in the world, 'we need not complete the task', as Rabbi Tarphon
ad~oni~hed, 'but neither ~re we free to desist· therefrom'.
In concert,
if we are t6 l~arn from the Nazi Holocaust· and not be · d6ofued to allow
its .repe~ition, we ·~ust at~•mpt at the ·very.· le~~t .. the fdllowin~:

First, Ch~i~tians apd Jews should engage in a m~ssive, concerted ·effort
to establish a 'new humanism' on a global basis that seeks to restore.
the Bib 1 ical valu~ of the inf in i t .e worth and preciousness of ~ach human
life that . must be appreci~ted as an · end . it~elf · -~d never
an object
of ~omebody el~e's project; programme, ide~logy, or rev6lution.

•s

S~cond, Christians. and Jews must help engender a national and international attitude of !; corn and contempt for . those _wh.o use violence or
whb advocate ~he use ~f violence.
We must work t-0 deromanticize · ali
appeal~ · to use ~fole~ce and . terrorism a~ .a· cieans 6£ liberation · or of
iqstft{~uionalized o~~~es~i6n, sin~e· fro~ a moral standpo~rit no ends
·can . j usd. fy
anti-human means..
'

such

Third, Christians and Jews must work to cur~ail the resort t6 in~
flammatory propaga~da, especially .from .international forums which have
psychological impact on an international scale.
A~ Prof. G6rdon
Allport of Harvard UniversitY demonstrated in. his monume~tal ~t~dy,
The Nature of Prejud~ce, . ther~ is an inevitable progression : from
'verbal aggression to violence, f~om r~mou~ .to riot, from gos~ip to
genocide'.
·
Fourth, Christians . and Jews must work toward educational development
and communication among peoples to . ~educe th~ abrasi~e effects of
'differences'.
Differences, as we have learned in the pluralistic
experience of the West.ern world, can be a s ·o urce of enrichment · rather
than a threat.
Fitth, Christians and Jews should engage ·in an urgent ind sustained ipte.llectual and edu.cational effort to elaborate a theo·logy and ideology
of pluralism which presupposes the right of ~ach religious, racial~ . and
ethnic g roup to . define it~~lf in its own terms and to be accepted .unconditionally by its own self-definition.
Group narcissism, as Dr Erich
Fromm. observes, arouses intense hostilit~ between · groups, . and 'is on~ of

--

..
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the most important sources of human ag~ression' . ·
In helping establish
a pluralistic world-view, Christians and Jews have a de~isive contribution to make to the b~ilding _ of the _ id~ological foundations_ without
which a stable world community cannot come into being.
Sixth, ·C hristians and Jews should work toward making the e~conomy of
each nation as self:..sufficient and stable as possible in the sense of
not ~erpetually ~e~uiring relief support.
Inextricably linked wit'
such ~n ~ff9rt is the~ ~ontrol of the ar~~ race on an international.
scale, and a ratiortal re-otdering of . priorities th~~ allows f9r
adequate d~fence .and yet at· t ·he same time real:t.ocates some of the
billions wasted on arm• ihat . s~ould be applied to ~h~ ctjink n•eds of
the hungry' the~ diseased. and the homeless.
Central in such efforts must be the pressing need to raise human con~
scidusn~ss in a~ effective international effo~t to halt the · irFational
proliferation of nuclear· weaponry and to bring about seriou~ sustained
actions for i~iversal simultaneous disarma~ent.
The~e i~ no ~igher
prior~ty for human survi~al ~t thi~ moment in human hi~tory.
Apd finally, Christians and Jews need to reco~nize the fundamental ipterdependen~e . of all hu~an rights and collaborate vigorous!~ to assure· that
every nation - East and West, North and So~th - implement fuily the1r
commitmen~s t6 : the Pniv~rs~l Declara~i~n on H~ma~ Ri~hts.
In particular, Christians . arid Je~~ shotlYd work for th~ compietion of
the judicial instrtimentaiities called for by Article 6 of the Genocide
convention in the form of an internati~nal penal · tribunal· fat . trying
~hose liho are . accused of genocide '· at tempts anywhere in the wor.l d.
'The salvation of mankind', ·Al·e xander Soizhe.nitzyn reminds us, 'wilt
depend on ~~ety6ne be~~m~ng concerned abdut the welfare of everyb~dy
everywhere' • .

...

:

..
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is not only a religion, it is also a mode of life. On the ground
of this teaching Islam requires from its adherents to lead a decent
life, an honest life to be worthy of God's creation.
Secondly, lslam requires to preserve everything living on earth, as
everything on earth is the creation of God and is intended to serve
man as the highest of all God's creations. To preserve everything
that exists on earth i~ again the continuation of life, because li£e
is impossible without the ~urrounding nature. The problem of
preserving the environment has become most acute on our planet in
our days. But 11 centuries ago our Prophet Muhanuned called people
to be careful with the environ~ent as .He understood that life on
earth will become impossible if the environment is poluted or spoiled. "Say who has forbidden the beautiful things of this world which
God has created for His Servants ••• ~ (7:32}
Physical and spiritual aspects of life in Islam are thus merged
together, and life is coqsidered only in these two aspects.
Islam teaches to overcome death by establishing links with the ·
Living God,Who does not die. It means that Islam teaches to fear
God, to worship God, as God is present in each living peing and
is always ready to lead man on the right path.

·-.
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LIFE - A GIFT OF GOD
Shri Shrivatsa Goswami
Brothers and Sisters,
One of the earliest Hindu scriptures opens with this ·affirmation:
"Whatever there is in creation is the Lord." God is truth, consciousness and
bl{ss . Each of us, therefore, partakes in this ·manif,e station of God .
But what have we done with tbis manifestation1 When we look around, we do not
find the Kingdom ·of God; we are surrounded by war, exploitation of nature,
suppr~ssion of the .weaker by the stronger.
Why has this happened?
'

It is because we have turned away from God and have not used God's gifts as we
should. For God has given us knowledge to understand the universal reality that
undergirds the whole of humanity. We are given the intellect to know the
sufferings of others, and the free-will to say "no" to . injustice. We are even
given the free-will to lay down our lives non~violently in the face of violence.
Our ignorance, however, has caused.us to. turn away from God. 'lberefore we. feel
estranged from nature; we have enmity toward~ the other. human beings and creatures.
This alienation leads to the perversion of the divine nature in us. Our ego feeis
itself as a separate entity from God, and grows more and more powerful causing the
loss of ·the Kingdom of God in us.
Instead of the unity of the Kingdom of God we have innumerable separate egos
affiliating themselves ··w;i.th a race, a particular language, se:x, class or ·nation;
splintering the basic unity. Even in the field of religion instead of approaching
a universal spiritual experience, we experience only further separation. '!be
Vedas acknowledge that "the truth is the same, but may be expressed or realized
in different ways".
From time to time God compassionately appears among us. One such appearance was
in the form of Chaitanya Maha Prabhu in . the fifteenth century. He spoke of the
reality of God as love and of the individual as the atomic expression of that
love-energy; God and creation are thus two dimensions of the whole, which is
love divine.
In this spirit of universal love may I offer the words spoken by Chaitanya as my
offering to this assembly:
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"Be .humbler than a blade of grass;
Mo!e persevering than a tree.
Take no honour to yourself but give honour to all.
And thus remain in constant remembrance of God."

Om shanti, shanti, shanti.
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LIFE - A GIFT OF GOD

(Masuo Nezu)

Buddhism affirms the sanctity of all life. ~ts goal is to free all
living beings from the miseries of life, so that they may attain
the "joy of peace". ~his peace and liberation .are the right of .all
beings; they are equal before the dharma; the message 9f liberation
therefore falls on all, ·like rain, that their lives may blossom and
bear fruit. This is best expressed in the following Lotu~ Sutra:
! appear in the world just . like .a great crowd,
to our enrichment on all parched living beings,
to free them all from misery
and so attain the joy of peace., .
joy in the world,
and the joy of n~rvana.
11

To give peace to all creatures,
I appear in the world .and,
for the hosts of the living,
preaching the law,.
·
pure at sweet dew;
the one and the only l,aw of emancipation
and the nirvana. · ·

I preach the law equally;
as I preach to one person,
so I preach to all .
This is tm · 1aw preached by the Buddha.
It is just like · a great cloud .
which with the same kind of rain and
wh·i ch is men and blossoms,
so that each bears fruit."
Lotus Sutra (mainly taken
from chapter S but also from 3 & 4)
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JOSE MIGUEZ-BONINO

Age:

59

Residence:

Buenos Aires,
Argentina·

Citizenship: . Argentinian

Evangelical Methodist Church of Argentina
Presbyter
Dean of postgraduat~ · stud~es at ~vangelica1 : 1nstitute for
aigher Theological Studies
President, WCC (1975-)
Chairman, The Board for Life & Mission, EMCA
Previous
Professor of dogmat:j..cs and symbolics
experienc~:
President, Facul tad Evangelic a Teo"logia
Secr~tary, Association for Theological
Institutions . (.Southern Region)
Member, WCC Faith & Qrder Commission
M~mber, Cotnm. on. Church Union in . Argentina
and Uruguay
.
.
Other biodata: Married to Noemi Nieuwenhuize 1947, ' three children
Specialist on Roman Catholic theology
Hobby: football

· DR: JQHN VIKSTROM
Age: · 51
Citizenship:

Finnish ··

Archbishpp of Turku & Fipland (1980-} .
Previous
experience:
. ..

Secret~ry for diaconal work and social ethics
. in th.e Berga diocese (19!:)7-61)
Research and instruction in the Theological
Facu~ty of Abo ~ademi (1962-70)
..
Associate Professor of. Ethics and Philosophy
of keiigion (19~0~ .
. ·
aishop of Botga diocese (1970-82)

Other biodata: Married to Birgitta Vikst.r om 1957, three children
Hobby: . . sports
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JOHN MICHAEL FRANCIS
Age:

Residence:

44

Scotland; UK · · · Citi'z enship:

UK

Church of Scotland
Government Assistant Secretary with responsibility for social
work services
Chairman, Church of Scotland Committee on Society, Religion
and Technology
Adviser,

wee

Previous
experience:

Subunit on Church and Society
Nuclear .scientist (1960-70)
Consultant on science policy, particularly
with regard . to N,orth Sea oil (1970-74)
Senior research fellow in energy studies,
the Heriot Watt University, . Edinburgh
.'

'

Other biodata: Married with two daughters ·

SITHEMBISO NYONI
Age:

33

Anglican
Development Consultant
Previous
experience:

·YWCA rural development programme secretary in
Zimbabwe
Work ~ with the USA food &. nutrition programme
in ·Mississippi and G'e orgia
Dorothy Cudbury fellow, Selly Oak Colleges,
Birmingham: tea~hing groups about rural
development and the relation•hip between
mission and development (1979-80)
Oxfam ·rural development consultant, Zimbabwe (1980)
~umer.ous consultancy assignments . at village level

,· Other. bioda·t a: .. Founder· ·member "of the· brg.a nisation of Rural
· '
A~socfa~ions' fo'r Itrogress I including 2 50 ' village
groups
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RODERICK ANTHONY .
Age:

52

Residence:

(MINESQUE)

Aiyansh,
B.C., Canada

Citizenship: Canada

Anglican
Hereditary Nishga Chief
Executive Vice-President Nishga Tribal Council, New Aiyansh, B.C.,
Canada
Roderick Anthony Robinson Sr was born in Aiyansh B.C. Canada,
March 30, 1931.
He was raised from youth as a Nishga Prince
and graduated through the Hereditary Tribal System to achieve
one of the most honoured and respected ranks, Chief Minesque.
His Nishga rank and traditional wisdom would be seen by his people
as equivalent to a ·Canadian Government Minister with Doctoral
degrees in Law and Philosophy.
Rod was taken from his parents
as a child by Canadian Authorities to attend Indian schools where
he was forbidden to speak his native language.
By trade Rod has
been both a fisherman and a logger: He is an Anglican lay reader
and has served as a church warden ~
He has been elected to both
his village council and the Nighga Tribal Council Executive for
many years~
He is· currently the Chief Councillor of his home
town and is occupied full time as the Executive Vice-President
of the Nishga Tribal Council.

MARC H: '

TANENBAUM

Citizenship:

USA

Rabbi
National Interreligious Affairs Director of the American Jewish
Committee.
In a cover story, entitled "The Ten Most Powerful Rabbis",NEW
YORK magazine described Rabbi Tanenbaum as "the foremost Jewish
ecumenical leader in the world today."
President Carter invited Rabbi Tanenbaum as the American Jewish
Leader among the national religious spokesmen to discuss "the
State of the Nation" at Camp David "summit" _meetings in 1979.
He served as a consultant to the NBC-TV nine-hour special "Holocaust", was the only Rabbi at Vatican Council II and is the founder
and co-Secretary of the Joint Vatican International Jewish Consultative Committee.
Rabbi Tanenbaum lectured at major universities, seminaries and
religious and educational bodies in the USA, Europe and Israel,
and is the author or editor of several books and numerous articles .

- 4 SHEIKH DR YUSUFKHAN.SHAKIROV
Age:

57

Previous
experience: ·

Nat:ionality:

Sovi.e t Union

After his graduation from the religious school Madrassah in
Bukhara, , he went to Cairo (Egypt} and became a student of
the "Al-Azhar" Islamic University. Graduated in 1961 with
the diploma of a specialist in Arabic philology and returned
to his country to begin work at the Muslim Religious Board
for Central Asia and Kazakhstan.
For 15 years Sheikh Shakirov headed the Department of Foreign
Relations of the Board. Then he was promoted to the post of
Vice-President responsible for international relations.
He later enrolled in the Tashkent State University, Arabic
Department of the Oriental Faculty, from which he successfully
graduated after five years of intensive studies. He holds
the degree of Doctor in Arabic Philology.
In his capacity of Vice-President of the Board responsible
for international relations Sheikh Shakirov often undertakes .
trips to various countries, where he participates in conferences,
symposiums and different meetings both on religious and civil
levels.

SHRIVATSA GOSWAMI
Director of the Sri Caitanya Prema Sansthana, an institute
of Vaisnava culture and studies and a fast-growing centre for
interfaith and dialogue at Vrindaban, is a member of eminent
family of priests and scholars at Sri Radharamana Temple
Vrindaban.
Toured extensively to participate in conferences on philosophy and
religion and lecture in major universities round the world, he is
co-author (with John Stratton Hawley) of At" Pl·a y with Krishna:
Pilgrimage· Dram·a ·s ·f ·r onf Brind·a van (Princeton University Press, 1981)
and contributor to· The· Divine· co·n·s ort-:Radha and the Godd!es·s es of
Indi,a (Berkeley Relig.ious Studies Series, 1982) , · Har·e · Kri"shna, Hare
Krishna: Five Distin ui·shed Scho1a·r s .on· the Kr·i shna Movemei"nt in the
West (Grove Press, 1983 and is editor of forthcoming volumes on
Caitanya, Nirnbark and minor Vaisnava sampradayas for the Encyclopedia
of Indian· Philosophies (American Institute for Indian Studies) .
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MASUO NEZU
Age: . 50

Nationality:.

Japc:inese

Buddhist
Managing Director of .Iriternational ·Affairs Department of
Rissho Kosei".""Kai, a. lay Buddhist 'organisation with 5 ~ 7 million
members in Japan · and a~r·oad (since 1981)
Previous
experience:

Publisher, · Rossho Kosei-Kai (1956-61)
Editor, Newspaper Dept. Rissho Kosei-Kai (1961-71)
Managing Director, .Kosei Publishing Co. (1971-81)
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LIFE - A GIFT OF GOD

(John Vikstrorn)

- "In him we live, and ·move"
In a discussion aboti~ the existeQce of God iri Finlan4's largest daily newspapers recently, there was a _c ontribution from the paper's
political cartoonist. Done in the cartoonist's own style, t re
cartoon showed the smiling bearded face of G6d -the Father peering
from behind a mountain. His .arm stretched round· the .mountain and
in his hand sat a number of serious-faced . gentlemen engrossed in
discu.s siqn. The cartoon ne~ded no caption. Anyone opening the
Qewspaper on that morning was fully aware ·that the topi9 of the
gentlemen's animated discussion was tl-e existence of God.
s~-

Pa-u:L the Apostle would have been able to supply a· suitable caption to the cartoon , had one been needed ~ He could have taken a .few
words from his sermon to the Athenians on Areopagus1 "In him we
liye, . and move, and have_ our being." (Acts 17: 28)
The: Old Testament story about Jacob provides ample · evidence that one
can fight against God without realising against whom he is fighting.
T~ same story also shows that one can even be blessed by GOd ' without knowing by whom he. is being blessed. (Gen .32:24-29)
As Christians we live in the happy assurance that it is God who has
created this world and who sustains its mat~er and life -regardless
of what opinions we may hold of God, regardless of our beliefs and
our doubts. This means that it is not just human.· beings, but everythi~ on this earth that is related to God just by the mere fact of
existence. The whole of ou:r existence, the whole of . our reality has,
in a manner of speaking, a personal character - not in the sense that
reality is identical with God but in the sense that all reality and
therefore all life, everywhere arid at all .times,· is related to a
· personal power which calls everything in existence.. The innermost
essence of this power is love and the name. of this love is Jesus
Christ . Christ is the expression · of God.' s .love for this · world "God so loved th.e world that he gave his only begotten son ••• "

·-2{John 3 : 16') ·•

Through Christ {Col l: 16) , through the Word (John l: 3)
Above the whole of God's creation we may therefore write the words, "GOD SO LOVED". Above the ·stars, we may write
the words "Gods<;> loved", above every flower, every human being,
every tree, and every meadow we can imagine that the words "God so
loved'" are written - perhaps rather "God so loves", for God .i s
always present .as the creator and the force that sustains the
creation. Not a si~gle sparrow falls to the ground without God's
knowing and willing it (Matt 10:29). Therefore "Cast all your cares
upon him, for you are his charge" {I Peter 5:7). This is what we
believe and we acknowledge that the very essence of all creation is
faith, trust, love. God is continually moving towards us in order
to be met openly and in trust.
all th.ingsare made.

In God's good and unspoiled creation this love and this goodness
lead to closer interaction and interconununication, to greater fellow- .
ship, both between persons and between persons and nature. This we
can read in the first pages of the Bible. God places persons in the
Garden of Eden to tend it and watch over it (Gen 2:15). Persons and
nature are united in each other's service - the land is tended and
cared for and persons, in. turn, experience the joy of creating,
tending. and watching over the land . In the same way man and woman,
human being and .human being, come together and meet each other . This
is the true reality that the God of love creates, ~ustains · and con~
tinually renews through the Holy Spirit .( Ps 104: 30) •
Praise the Lord, the Creator
The vision of God the Trinity's creative work is a vision of exuberant and abundant happiness and love . Every attempt to portray this
in words therefore tends to be transformed into expressiops of
gratitude and praise. Consequently, the account of God's cre.ation·
in Holy Scripture is couched in the form of praise. The creation as
recounted in the first pages of the Bible is more a hymn of praise
of the Creator than an account of th2 Creator's work and the psalmist .never ceases to sing the prai~es of God for God's wonderful
works:
O praise the Lord.
Praise the Lord out of heaven;
praise him in the heights.
Praise him, all his angels;
praise him, all his host!
Praise him, sun and moon;
. praise him, all you shining stars!
praise him heaven of heavens,
and you waters above the heavens!
Let them al~ praise the name of the Lord!
for he spoke the word and ihey were created;
he established them for ever and ever
by an ordinance which shall never pass away.
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Praise the Lord from the earth,
you water-spouts and ocean· depths;
fire and hail, snow and ice,
gales of wind obeying his voic~!
all mOun~ains and hills;
all fruit-trees and all c~dars!
wild beasts and cattle,·
cieeping things and winged bird birds!
kings and all earthly rulers,
· princes and judges over the whole earth!
young men and young maidens,
old men and young together!
Let all praise the name of t~e Lord
for his name is high above all others,
and his majesty above earth and heaven.
(Psalm 148)
The voices of evil
What ·has become of this song of praise fn this world in which we
live today? Praise of God's glory is today mingled with many other
voices and noises - the thunder of tank.s and bomb explosions~
screams from torture chambers and prison camps, the he~rt-rending
w~eping ~f sta~ving chi~dren, the voices of those intent on destroying their lives with drugs and cursing the day they were born, t:re
clatter of machines mercilessly exploiting the natural resources of
this planet.

Why has it turned out this way?

Why has praise of God been drowned

by the voices of selfishness, hate, evil and violence?

The Bible
tells us how the first human beings opposed God, how they fled from
- the ~ace . of God and were driven out of Paradise (Gen 3)~ Outside
the ~ery gates of Paradise the first fratricide takes place and
there is heard the scornful questio·n of selfishness and lack of concern, "Arn I my brother's· keeper?" (Gen 4:9) At the very gates of
· Paradise human beings use their technical knoW-how not to the glory
of God but to _further their own selfish . interests; "Come, let us
buil.d ourselves a tower with its top in the heavens,and make a name
for ouselves." (Gen 11:4)
The consequences -of this
selfishness are that the
can n~ longer understand
realise that the tree · of

tower raised in the name of vanity and
builders are divided among themselves and
each other (Gen 11). So persons come to
knowledge is a tree of both good and evil.

This old story from the Bible still has something to· tell us about .ourselves and our world even today. They show how the good that
God created is no longer what it was intended to be. Instead of
bein_g united we are divided; instead of giving life ·we take it. We
think more of ourselves than of" our brothers and sisters. We are
more intere.s ted in our own glory than in God's. We are moving away
- from God, from our sisters and brothers, from ourselves, from a
proper relationship to nature.

-4- ·
The occupied life
Why. then this senseless self-destruction? Because this world has
been occupied by a foreign power that is opposed to God a~d wishes
to destroy what God has created - "the whole world lieth in -wickedness" (I Jn 5~19). The good that God has created is continually
· threatened by this foreign destructiv.e power, sorely threatened.
This explains why the good in this world can very often only be
achieved through a struggle with the evil. In such cases, it is
in fact God the Creator who takes up the struggle by creating new
life and by protecting life with the divine message of love,
justice and truth.
Since our Creator continues to play an active role in this world
.beset by evil, we can still· rejoice ove~ much that is good and
beautiful. · We can take pleasure in human creative abili -t;:y, not
only in the fields of science, technology and the arts but also
in simple activities in the home and at our place of we>rk. We may
occasionally catch glorious glimpses of the Paradise that we have
~O$t - in love and tenderness, in loyalty and friendship, in solidarity and brotherhood, in happy games and lively parties •
.L·ife in this world is a mixture of freedom and - compulsion, _ of kindness and cruelty, of pleasure and strife, of truth and lies, of
justice and injustice, of constructiveness · and destruction. Between
these there is waged an incessant struggle, which at bottom is a
struggie between God and those who - oppose Goq, between "the allmerciful Father" (II cor 1:3) and "the father of lies" (Jn 8:44).
This struggle concerns us all. It go~s on both within and without
us. We experi~nce it through the tension between Goo's commandments,
which c·all upon us to work in the service of life, and the temptation to be the servant of destruction. This is something which
concerns us simply because we are human beings and part of God's
creation. Regardless ·of our beliefs we are involved in the struggle
between good and evil. Regardl·e ss of our beliefs we can stand side
by side in the struggle for life against death, for truth, for
jµstice, and for a better world in every sense · of the word. This
is possible not least because there a~e obvious parallels between
the moral principles of different religions. Iti these parallels
we, as Christians, see proof that God as the Creator is related to
~11 - iife and therefore to every human ·being.
Wheii the apo~tle Paul
pronounced those words upon Areopagu_s in Athens - "In him we live,
and move, and have our being" - , he immediately. pointed . out that
this was in. fact nothing new to the Greeks. Their own poets had
said earlie~, ~We are also his offspring . " (Acts 17:~8)
"The Prince of Life"
that a god exists is therefore nothing new in this
wOrld; nor is the awareness of higher ethical ideals that can serve
in the defence of and furtherance ·of li_fe. This is corrunop knowledge essential for ~he whole humanity, created and kept alive by
the univ€rsal Creator. But Paul did not go to Areo~agus just to

~he ~wareness

·-
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--stell the Greeks what ·they already knew. He had something new to
relate, a revolutionary piece of news for them. It was because of
this news that he had travelled so far and it was this n·ews which
formed the basis of the young church.
This revolutionary and fundamerital news was that the lawful king
has come to this, our occupied world . Naturally he has come in
disguise, which explains why not everyone recognises hj,.m, but he
is here and now as· the leader of a growing resistance movement.
Signs of the king's presence may be detected f~om time to time,
signs that indicate the new power which is stiil hidden but which
will one day come forth when the f 'o rces of the occupying power are
finally broken.
We who have. gathered at this assembly here in Vancouver are members
of this resistance movement. Our life as Christians "lies hidden
with Christ in God" (Col 3:3). At times we may find it hard to
recognise both ourselves and others as Christians - and sometimes we
may 11,ave difficulty .in recognising our disguised king, Jesus ·chr ist.
But we wish to give each other .support, to be more closely united
in order •t o fight for our Lord and God's kingdom, inspired with the
hope :that t .his kingdom will indeed· come. ·
When we fight for God's kingdoi:n,' we do so in the knowledge .t hat we
are nor foreign conquerors of this world. When Christ came on to
this earth to be among us, he came to "his own" (Jn 1:11). It .i,s
God's own ,human race and God's own creatio~ which shall be freed
(Rom 8:19-23). This is why Paul in his sermon also includes a
reference to the creation and to the fellowship that exists among
all people on this earth as a result (Acts 17:22-31). To convert
to God in Christ is to be united with the one "by whom all things
were made" (Nicene Creed·, Col 1:16) - with the one who is the
rightfbl ruler of heaven · and earth, "the prince of life" (Mt 28:18;
Acts 3:15).
·
The prince of life frees and renews the life of occupied creation.
Therefore we follow .. and praise Christ as · the life of the world
when we praise and pray to God, the Holy Trinity:
"Of him, through him, and to him, are all things;
to whom be glory for ever. Amen." · (Rom ·11: 36)
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Knowle~ge

that comes frpm scientific investiga~ion is a gift from God.
But we can only g~in ~ccess to t~is knowledge through the int~grity,
discipline and openness of mind of practising sciehtists, tecbhologi~ts and engine~rs~
Des~ite th~ great adv~nces ~n physics •nd mathematics, in biology and genet~cs in ·this century we are still a.t the
edge of understanding so that many recent developments jn computers
or in the m~nipulation of the living cell. will come to be ~egarded .
as little more than u9eful first steps in the direction of new technologies. We struggle foYward c~nt~nul~g to confront ~he world of ·
nature - ~ts trium~hs and disasters - · and at the same time accepting
that the . growth ~f krtowledge brings with it an endless chain of new
questions about the universe and ab6ut ourselves - our soul~ as well
a~ out fu{nds and bod~es.
It is in the nature 6f progress . th•t we ~hall c~ntinue thi~ journey
of d.iscov.e ry, con~tantly challenged and .amazed by our mastery o.f ·
s~~ep,ce, ~nd te~_ hnology but· increasingly humbled by our failure to
acknowledge · the· esseritia.l spirituality at the centr1:.
For in probing
deeply td the c~ntr~ of creation ·it is ar~ti~bl~ whether ~e tan expect
to e_nhance our understanding ·of life itself.
This is the source of the. real challenge for a scientific age.
Despite our limited understanding of nature, w~ have acquired immense
technica1 skills whith should ailow· bs to confront the real probiem~
of the future:
the ability to feed, dlothe, house jnd ~ro~id~ medical care
for 4 billion people in th~ ~drld.
It c~~ be doti~.
the abiliti to over~o*e super~~~tioni igri6ratite ind feat with
fife~affirmfng choices. · Wit~ scie~tiii6 knciwl~dge ~e ·can ~utn
the world upside do~n and make it a .far better place in which
'to be':
· \.

While this i s th~ kfnd 6f ihs~ir~~iori th~t we ~~h diaw fro* the
· present state of our k~owledge, we can .go ftirth~r.

-
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There is a fundamental law of experimental science which directs· all
scientists - whether nuclear physicists, molecular biologists,
metallurgists or chemists - . to probe deeply into the µ~ture of matter,
the living cell, the universe itself.
This law can be stated quite
simply - "Do not hold back".
We are all familiar w~th the results of this continuing journey of
discovery.
Scientists have indeed become the new priesthood;
the
pursuit of scientific knowledge will mark this period in our history
as the Era of the Great Experiment.
The scientific literature abounds
with talk of 11 the latest breakthrough", of "unifying theories" and
of "advances towards the science and' technology of the 21st century".
This year of our Lord - 1983 - is no exception since the march of
science is both formidable and relentless.
Let us search the first
weeks bf the first month of this year for an example of what I have
in miner:
At 3.00 p.m. on 21 January the European Laboratory for Particle Physics
(CERN), Geneva - a very few kilometers from the Ecumenical Centre announced that their experiment "UAl has singled out five events in
a total of one thousand million collisions revealing the expected
signatur~ of the charged W boson".
There are four forces controlling
the universe - electromagnetic, weak nuclear, strong nuclear and
gravitational.
A number of eminent theoretical physicists predict
that these forces are not entirely separate but are interlinked.
Although the idea of a unified single force is not ~roved by the
results of this experiment, tangible proof of the existence of the
W vector : boson provides a "vital link between the electromagnetic
force and the weak nuclear force".
This is the stuff of which sub-nuclear particles are made.
The unapproachable inner world - a world of "hadrons" and "quark symmetries" a world where scientists themselves can only journey through a fierce
mixture of tenacity, immense technical skill and faith in the scientific enterprise.
For indeed CERN has become the Sanhedrin of Pure
Science and the acolytes who travel there to conduct thei~ experiments
are the High Priests of this century.
In the space of a mere hundred years or so the growth of scientific
has ~urpas~ed all expectations.
Scientists have not held
back;
they have not attempted to stem the tide of human progress.
With the evolution of scientific knowledge has come the capacity to
contr~l and even to conquer mu6h ~uman disease and misery, the ability
to produce food · and medicines - although this is not matched by an
ability to ensure that this reaches those often in greatest need, the
power to unlock vast sources of energy, both renewable and non-renewable,
and inevitably, as part of the Faustian bargain, the ultimate power
to destroy the whole o~ c reation.
knowledg~

With some ctedibilitj, I think we can ~~y that w~ have left ~ehind
the Morlds of Galileo and Newton, recognizing that withotit these ·
great classical figures of science there could have beert no discrete
evolution of science as we know it.
Even Charles Darwin contemplating
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"The Origin of Species" on the date· of .its publicat·ion in 1859 could
have had no insight~ · on the molecular structure of the living cell
or of the infor"II1ation encod.e d in ~he DNA mole.cule .· Comi~g back to ·the
present . I . should of course ~ot wish to leave you with the iLlusfon
that all scientific endeavour is coriducted on such an esoteric plan•.
And that is wh~re th~ scale of · • particular scientific activity or
investigation ·becom·e s crit.i _cally "important ·because it is bound to
influen·ce th.e. scientist's ow.n perception of . the world outside' the
laboratory.
I have spoken about the era of the Great Experiment but even within
the scientific community there· is a .rising awareness of a new tension
over the publ~c face of modern , science and technology.
The prevailing
mood is no longer one ~f scientific triumphalism - 'Science ~an solve
all our problems'.
Instead the promise of more scientific power over
natute tend~ to increase th~ feats a~d anxieties that many people
entertain about the fut~re.
They can · barely cppe with the process
of rapid technological, economic and social change that is al~eady
expected of them.
How·e ver, a great many sci en tis ts· a re th ems elves
fai removed from the realities of : life in the latter pa~t of . this
century;
it might be said that they have already proj,cted themselves
into the future.
It is therefore reasonable to ask what scientists
are doing 0 to make ~ure that the Great Experimeftt does not turn into
the Great Disaster.
We all recognize that . th~ pattetns of world trade and economic development are passing 'through a period of deep recession.
The prospects
for recovery involve an in~vitable ahd traumati~ transition -for many
industr.i~lised countries between the ·"sunset" · industries of a .previo.us
generation - including the great giants of coal and .steel> of m~tal
extraction and metal- fabrication ·...: to the "sunrise" industries grouped
around the .new te~hnologie~ that .miniaturise so many proaucts through
the use of microprocessors thereby re~lising and : releasing a vast .
range of . potential ·appli~a-tions . in the fiel.ds of communi"cations,.
robotics and automation . .This immense challenge fro~ the w~r.ld of
microelectronics couple~ with ~he continuing series of breakthroughs
in the biol~gical and life sciences must now constitute the platform .
on whi~h to create the sostainable technologies ~hat the world will
take as commonplace as· ·we prepare to enter the ·21st century.
Such .
is the . capacity of science and technology to transform our · physical
world and to reveal opportunities . for a more hopeful futur~.
I think
that it is fair to say that we have moved forward · from the ~nlighten
ment of the gixties and Seventies which focussed an awareness of ·
environmental prob.lems, ". of "1.imits to growth" and of the need for a
transition towards a more just and sustainable ·society. As the world
economy struggles to recover we need . to be 61eai a~ to whether the
decisions to be taken over the adoption of new technologies will
favour. ·th.e "l.ife-enhanci;rig"- group, .bu:l,lding on our knowiedge of ecological . balance and. renewahle cycles of energy producti~n and use,
or the "life-_de_feating" choices leading us in th.e direction of further
weapons of .inass dest .r uctiO.n . .. Here lie the seeds of the Great Disaster.
Of course we have yassed this way before and people of goodwill and a
c.lear consci.ence have att"empted to art"ic'.ulate the concerns of a wider
public .
tn th~ past leadi~g members of the scientific community have

- 4 attempted to impress on poli.ticians their desire to hold back but
they have never been supp0..rt.ed or . austa~ned in such an a,rgument.
Take, for example," the view's expressed by so~e of . t .h.e nuclear
scienti,sts - working alo~gside Robe;r·t Op.penheimer . in 1949 w·hen the
tebhnical feasibility of the hidr~g~n · ~o•b ~as . ; under considerati6n:
I quote ..fro~ one of th~ir reports £
"Th.e fact that no limits . exist to the des.t;ructiveness of .
this weapon make~ its very existence and the knowledge of
its c~nstruction a ~~n~er to humanity as a .whole.
It is
necessarily an evil thi~g considered _in ~ny light.
For these
reasons, . ..•. we think it is wrong on fundamental ethical
principles to initiate the development -of. such a · weapon."
We can there~ore detect the pers6nal challenge to the social responsib i 1 i ty: of .scientists, technologists and engineers emp.loyed in the
many industrial corporatidns producing both .conventional and nuclea~
armaments.
Ii may . be that · the churches have b~~n far too reticent ·
in appealing to the collective sense of responsibility of this · highly
sk~lled and profess~onal group : whose creative energies might very
w:ell be harnessed to alternative sy!?tems o_f production.
The attempts
by some groups o~ scientists and t'chnicians within the defence
industries to introduce (lnd to promo·te · "~l .ternative" corporate plans
for a particular company or enterprise are a sign that there is
growing unease amongst the workforce . in .those centres.
At such a
moment these group~ can b~ threatened with the l~ss of their .jobs and
their -professional standing as . scientists ~nd e~gineers • . These are
moments of crisis when the -chur~hes a~ting together in any part of t~e
world should be able to provide suppo.r t for thos·e prep(lre.d t .o t .ake an
active st'ance in opposition to the continuing d _e ve-lop:oient of weapo.ns
of mass des true t ion. .. If: the churches are u.nabl e to · off er solidarity
with these groups then they are . riot entitled to .make public pro~
nouncement~ condezjiing such weapons a~ m~~ally and th~ologically
wrong. · In these siiuat~ons the churches must · b~ prepa~ed to engage
in a 'ministry of re~onciliatibn' ~n order to count~r the i~evitable
accusations of naivete and betrayal which will . be levelled at those
individuals and groups who speak oµt in opposition to the enormous
diversion· of resources, both . human and material, into weapons p~o
duction of all kinds.
Th,e Mystery an·d 'the Maste·ry o'f ·s ·c·ience . ·
Those of you who are familiar wi·th the world of science~ its systems
of bel.ief and its practices alneady know that throtigh the appliciiion
of s~ientific method ~e can study nattiral phenom~na at many different
levels~
We are not confined to s~nding beams of protons and anti-·
protons in opposite directions around a 7 km. circular underground
track near the Swfss-F~ench border simply to observe the interactions
between these particles - h.ow:ever significant that may be for the
fut u r e o f ·1 i f e on th i .s p 1 an e.t ~11 B.i g Sci enc e " has it s 'p 1 ace . in the nature
of things, but for .the most part science is pra.ctised in more down.to-earth. terms.
In othe.r wo _r ds, most scientists stand back. They
have entrust~d the{r colleagues with . ih~ responsibility of ''pushing
back the frontiers" and .from time to . t ·ime they may check on progress.
To that extent at lea-st mos.·t scientists contribute to faith in the

.......
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scientific enterprise. They canndt inEluence or di~ect its p~th;
~hey are inclined t~ leave it to ..oih~rs to ensure that the essential
scientific di~cipline is maintained?
However, we are all consc.ious. tha·t ·the influence exerted by our
scient i .fic knowleQ.ge .·and c.Ul tur.e :has now permeated to vi·rt·ually
every corner of th~ inh~bited world.
If it has not been carried there
by. working scientists, then it h.as . almost certainly travelled there
by means of some technology or·. ot.her. which has translated scientific
knowledge into a mundane item of "mass production - a tin ca:n,
plastic
bottle or a transi~tor radio~ . 1t is therefore reasonable to . ask ·
whether science can . be controlled or perhaps what is more relevant . . .
whether scientists themselves migh~ be p~e~ared to exercise more careful
choices in the . type of science . and technol~gy wh_ich they are . inclined
to pursue .

a

In . order to advance their · understanding in .a particular field of research sciehtists have ·to . l~arn to stand back;· to observe and record
those events which ·lie within the range of th~ir own techniqu~s and
instrumentation.
They ackno~ledge the . constraints arid wherev~r possible
the boundary of each e.xperiment is closely prescribed and maintained.
Thus · the territory of each · scie11tific discipline is carefully marked
out and defended.
~t

no
point in the interdependent . ch•in of ~cientific teamwoik is the
individual. scientist required to exercise-: a . value judgement as to the
social acceptance of the risks oE this enterp~is~ • . Only .in r~cent
years have some . scientists elect~d to voice th~Lr own :fears and
anxieties over the. na~ure of a ~arti~ular development . ~ sometimes at
great personal cost to themselves - and have thereby directed the
attention of the public a~ large to ~he choices that need to be
examined in the political · arena.
In most democratic societies ~t is
fair to. say -~hat this expression of soc~~l responsibility by members
of the scientific .community has been welcomed - if not always wholeheartedly. Rowever, it is an importa~t and critical step towards the
formulation of a science policy 'with a human · face'.
The scientist's concept of the ".myst·e ry and mastery of life" is
di re ct ly related. to this ·overall goal of a socially. acceptable science
and technology servin~ the needs . of humaniti.
The principle is embodied
~n the statement ~ "~ever . underestimate the saciamental natuie of
matter''. Let me remlnd you of the mastery of _the s~ientist · who after
all ii intetventionist by nature.
Scientists can control the ·f is s ·i on of heavy atoms. and the fusion . of.
light atoms thereby releasing immense quantities of energy;
they
can manipulate .genetic material in" the living cell and direct.ly inf.luence
the process of natural selection; . they can devise. machines · with
artificial intelligence _that as yet have not been..formally constrained;
they h.ave provided theories which throw in to quest ion .the or_igin of
the cosmos itself . It must .also · be sa~d that scientists collectively
do not hold back from addressing the uitima~e questions.
For this
quest is th~ very natu~e of science. And on the same pathway science
.and faith are drawn together for the first t .ime after centuries of
conflict following in the wake of Copernicus, Galileo and Darwin.
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I hesitate to s·ay that science and · faith could beco.me ine.xtricably
intert~ined yet again but the signs are there • ·plain enou~h for all

to see.
It ·is of course ·the inter'p.retation of the 'signs which will
always prove 't;o be 'd:i,:-fficult and the continuing source of lllUCh dispute.
Scien~e ~nd ~~c~~ty

There are of course many sub~tantial arguments cha~ need .to be
addressed.
It is ofte~ said that the ~ursuit of scientific knowledge
leads to a reductLonisc;· ~~terialisiic and entirely secular view of
the world that is inco'lllpatible with faith in Jesus Christ . . That is
perfectly understanda~le when we consider· that our political, economic
and sociaL systems are dominated by assumptions a~out material growth
and p r o s per i t y o r - on the o the t s i de o f th e co in - th e · c on t in u in g
and i~creasing struggle to survive in an unloving and unheeding world~
Under these pressures it ls so easy to relegate our spiritual needs
and anxieties · to the interstices _of our lives while we get . on with
the business of living or . of coping with life a~ best we can according
to individual demands and circumstances.
The scienti~t, isolated in
the laboratory is beset by similar doubts · and fears about the· future,
particular.ly if he or she is constan.tly confronted by diffic·ult ·choices
and decisions over the direction in which science is taking us.
Remember the word's of Robert Oppenheimer:
"A sc.ientist cannot hold
back progress becau~e of fuars of what the world will do wit~ his ·
discoveries".
It may be that many scienti~ts would still ~ish to adhere to this
kind of statement so that they can thereby be absolved from the
guilt or anger which others can ~urn in their direction.
ijowever I
believe that increasingly scientists, technologists and engineers
directly concerned with so•e of the harder decis~ons are prepa~ed to
open up the debate and a~knowled~~ both the gaps . in our present · ~nder
standing and the ne~d for a wider form of democratic decision~making.
Wherever thi~ ripple of dissent breaks _the surface the churches have
the opportunity to become · informed and involved in some of these choices.
In many cases it is a matter 6f choice and of collective decision
based on a clear understanding of the risks and benefits associated
with an~ · new technology e~ergirig f~om the laboratories.
It is not that we need a doctrinaixe system to control science and
technology within the p~litical and economic framework btit rather
that more people should become involved .and concerned· with the exercis'e
qf judgement over the · future directions .of s6ience and technology.
Into this forum they need to bring th~ir own d'ec.larations of belie.£,
~piritu~l and otherw~se, so tha~ ~ore balanced and representative
detisions ~an beco~e po~si~le.
By this means we could hope to avpid
th.e conf rontatioris which will continue if .new forms of· tethnology
are impos~d upon whole communitie.s without any process of explanation
or accommodation .
We must recognize the impasse ·chat has been re~ched
{n so many different parts of th~ world whether over the siting of
nuclear missiles, th~ construction of npclear and chemical plant,
. the location of · highways, dams and airports fact the entire infra. structure of any ~ndustriaLized s~ciety.
I~ th~ pa~t the · de~isions
have been rem~t~ from the communities directly conc~rn~d and the
changes to the way of li£e and means of subsistence of large numbers
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- ·7 of people have simply been accepted albeit unwi~~i~gly at first.
At the other end of the economic cycle the enforced chan~es resulting
!rom the collapse of traditional industries and th~ ensuing uriemployment has also ·to oe· acc·o.mmodated in ·due course.
Now more and more
people are coming to realiz~ ·that . these ~lanni~g decisions which
affect th•i'r owri lives and that of their families over several gen~
rat~ons should be th~ subject of careful public scrutiny and inquiry.
For ths church~s this is an . importartt and essential way of grappling
with the hard decisions of the material world ~hile at the same time
prqviding an opp6rtunity to -focus and reinforce other values iri . a .
car~ng ;.and responsive way. ". Thi·s is a further element in the "ministry
of r¢c.o._nciliation" which the churches a .re now called to exercise if
the ..'f\rt:ure is to become .manageable ·1n any better . sense of the word.

My

~wn view is that these problems and choices have to be tackled at
a loc:al level.
Here the detailed aspect of any proposed development
incorporating new technol~gy can be teased out _ and e~plored in a
funda~ental way.
It is at this point the scientists, the planners
and ~ ~h~ - politicians can · be brought face to ~ace with the realities
of th~fr proposals as seen through the eyes of those most likely to
be directly concerried w{th the ~onsequences of the final decisi~ns.
If t~e churches ~re able to contribute a perspective and to remind
the decision-makers .of the spiritual dimension o1 their concern for
the future, then the new streams .bringing together science and faith
in the . face of contemporary isiues will be joined in earnest. We
shali '<then be able to put aside ' the sterile debates on the conflicting
philosoph~cal or spiritual assumptions which have added to the conflict between science and fa·ith over many years and plan for a more
constructive dialogue between the two respective schools of thought.
It has to be said that they still have much in cDmmon and far more '
now th a.n mi g ht h ave b e en i mag in e d at the turn o f th i s century .

As for the ecumenical dimension of this problem, there is still an
immerise task stretching forw~rd to provide . an overview of the struggle
to gain £nsights at the community level.· The communication of
experience from one country to another, sharing the insights and the
Christian response to the ~hallenge of science and technology wil.1
itself prbvide the basis for continuing commitment by the World Council
of Churches over the coming decades . . The WCC h~s not spared itself
in the past in identifying this as an ongoing task and I feel sure
that this Assembly ·will also wish to encourage and end~rse a substantial
programme of further work in this area.
Conciusion
In th~s short paper I have attempted to do two things.
First, to
remind you that every advance. in scientific understanding brings with
it new threats and new possibilities.
Scientists do not hol~ .back
on disc~veries, but more and more they are anxious to inform a wider
publjc about the consequences of some of this new knowledge and the
powe·~ - :ft r ep.resents.
They are anxious - to see th.e choice explored and
th~ . decis~ons made in an open and responsible manner.
Second, the challenge to the churches is to become vigorously involved
in this dialogue with members of · the scientific community . . We have

- 8 an immense task before us if we are to harness the true power of
science and technology to keep t .h;e ·w orld in peace. to feed the
hungry and heal th~ sick.
That · is the .m easure of the· task.
to the brim - with. ·~teady h ,ands ..
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Sith.e11;1oiso Nyoni
Since this is a testi•ony of *Y personal experience as a mother,
I run the ·risk of ro1Ilanticiz ing ch~ldbirth
and motherh.o od and of
sharing f~om a · human arid emotional view point rather than from an
inte.llectual or S'Cienti.fic point of v .i ·ew.
CHIL.DBI'RTH"
Giving birth to children is one of those experiences that confront
· women with both physical pain and suffering as well as joy.
In my
case, I have had long.·hours of labour for my two sons.
In each case
I ended up undergoing a caesarian section.
In the ca~e of my
daught~r who is 6 months nov and present here with · me, although I
did not go through . the labour pains, I was v~ry ill for week~ after
the caesarian section.
After each anasthetic, I woke up in great
pain, but with a treme~4ou~ deep feeling of joy .in the thought that
I have participated in. the Lord's creation of .life.
Something in
me and in the world h•s o~en made anew;
"Behold I make all things new".
For me, childbirth is qot
frightening - the ~bought
what could go wrong as in
hope and faith in God the
life as a gift of God.

only a painful process, it is also
of going thro~gh a caesarian section and
my last child.
But I go through it in
Creator and in the knowledge and love of

DANGERS
After childbirth dangers continue to confront ~e and my children.
These are ~apy.
They are both physical . as well as spiritual
dangers. More dramatic however are the dangers of militarism,
drought arid the arit:i-Christ alternative r~ligions.
In my country
today as is true of some part~ of Afric~, there are some villages
witih more arms and armed men tha~ th.ere are water points and food
for people.
With South Africa at our door steps, we shall continue
to b~ divided and set against each other, recognizing also our
own humanweaknesses as a nation.
The result of all this is political
instabiiity and a global threat to peace.
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Another dl$turbing factor ts d~ought .
Some villages have gone two
years without any· h.arvest.
i'he·r ·e is: a short.a ge of ~oo.d and water.
Disease is r.ife.
Th.o·us:ands of babies are ·dying from some mysterious
as well as common diseases.
Under th.ese conditions·, what is the
future of my children? Am I producing future soldiers? Will they
be affected by the drought and the threatening diseases? Will I
be one of the lucky· mothers·?
S'hould they live, · will they be . part
of the 20% privileged few· of -my country, fighting and jostling
for power?
Will they be of s·ervice to the nation?
Will they
change th±ngs for· the bette~ for all? Will they belong to the
deprived 8 0 %? - . n 0 j 0 l)s·? n 0 1 and ?
n0 h0 pe ?
Wh a t i s the de s tiny
of my children under all these dangers?
All these are frighte~ing questions, for which I have no answers.
S o c i e t y is no t he 1 p f u 1 e i th.er •
Nobody , no t even tho s e c 1 o s e · to
me probably realise how much r agonise . over the futur~ of my
children.
This ~s partly because ·society does not care to understand the meaning of mothe·r bood in its f ul.lest sense.
For me,
motherhood goes beyond childBirth and upbringing • . It brings with
it a lot of responsibility among which is to see that this life
is nu.rtured and li-ved in i.ts· fullness·.
TEMPTATIONS
Most of the temptaiions I face as a mother stem fro~ · the · confusion
and social forces and pressures acting upon .me. · On one -hartd society
expects me · as a woman to have children arid "look after them".
On
the other hand be ca us·e of my education and social ·st at us , I am
expected to pay back that which society gave me through education ·
by working for it.
love my children and I care about them.
They need me.
I ne~d
them.
Apart from the social pr~ssu~es on me to work, I feel very
strongly that my work in Rural Development is a challenge to
which every . Christian in our so called developing countries must
respond.
W~ have got· to rid our countries of these forces wh~ch
keep our rural populations poor and powerless .
As a result of these
two realities, I am a torn persori, torn between motherhood and -a
worker for social change.
I

THE BEAUTY

Despite all these dang~rs and temvtations the beauty of ~othe~ho~d ·
cannot be oYeremphasized.
Part of it can neither be trarisformed
into beds of flowers, or rolling hills, or the rising or the
setting suv, the blue skies and seas or the green vall{~s of
this world.
Was this possible , it would . have been easily
shared and thus possibly better understood and ~ppreciated by
our societies.
But the beauty of motherhood can only be
e·xperienced.
It can only be 1 ived . ·
I have also learnt that motherhood atid parenthdod are insepa,able.
This is my hope for our manfolk and our world.

-
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Pa~enthood

has helped me to experience and understand the love .of
God as it was reflected in his son Je~us Christ.
"Abba · father"

"Then Jesus gave up a loud cry and said 'Father · (.Mother) into
your hands I commit my spirit"

(Luke 23-45)

'.'_Ask and you w·ill receive -- I's there a parent among you who will
·offer their 'children' a s·tone when · they ask for bread --? "
. (Math. 1.1-10).
All parents of the world are called to share in this beauty of
the love of life. to riurture it, to protect it and ·to assist God
~o fulfill his will on earth through this gift of life.
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LIFE A GIFT OF GOD
Roderick A. Robinson Sr.
Ladjes and Gentlemen, my fellow Christians, Friends:
It is indeed an honour to be asked to speak to you a~ · this Sixth
gathering of th~ World. Council of Churches, here in Van~ouver.
On
. b.ehalf of .the Nishga people, I · thank. you for this opportunity to .
further your awareness of 6ur fund•mental world view, its r~la~ion
ship to the theme, 'Life as a Gift of God',·and its abs~lute in~ ·
separableness from our longstandin• struggle for recogni~i~n and
justice. in. pursuit 9f an honourable settl~ment of the Canadian Governmen~ 's claim to the title of our God..;.given lands; lan<JS ·:Which we
have. owned·, occupied al!4 ._g~v~.r.~ed. since time i~me~Qrial~
·
In keeping with the protocol of aboriginal nations, may I first
publicly thank the Musqueam people for this opportunity to conf~r
with you within· their territory.
They too have their trail of
tears, as does every tribe and ab6rig{nal na~ion in this, country, and
in parti~ular, within the pro~ince of .B~it~sh Columbia.
I would
hope that before this Assembly closes, you will recognize their
struggle and ours by also publicly th•nking the Mu$queam.people for
this opp~rtunity to meet here.
Their story like ours, ~ is one of
hope and ' disillusionment, anger and frustration. ·. Oppression and
injustice extertding . well over one hundred years.
However, in keeping with pro.tocol, it is only our story which I can relate to y~u.
Our struggle is for the recognition · and just settlement of our
aboriginal title and rights within .the C~nadian . confeder•tion.
In
posit:ive terms, our struggle is for the re-affirmation and effective
re-establishment of our universally recognized right to the selfgoyernment of . our traditional lands.
It is the struggle for cultural
survival; .the struggle t-0 re-affirm our social and spiritual ·way ·Of
l .if e and to b'rin·g its values to ·bear upon a modern economy in a
changing world.
Our histciry ~egins in the ·spirit world before the light of day.
Our humanness derives from the act .of our creation · and placement upon
our traditional lands by God.
Our land is indeed a holy land.
Our
identity is inseparable from our land. · · By definition, a Nishga .does
not exist in the fullness ' of his 'being' without a c'o mplete melding
of his land, language,laws, tribal system and spiritual values.

-
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The fundamental integrating force for this holistic existence has
always b _e en our b·elief in God.
Since the time the m·issionaries
brought the gospel to us, Christianity has been the integrating and
central eiement iµ our society.
It is the continuing demand ' of God
for unity within the Body of Christ which calls our community together
and which gives our culture and tribal system its power and . it~
strength.
With great emotion, our people often arti~ulate this holistic spiritual reality from the depths of their souls in demanding that recognition ·must first be given to .Nishga · title by the community ·of man in
order for th~ Nishga pe~ple to be fully inte~rated human beings.
Thus,
we have indicated to governments tha~ ocir aboriginal title and rights
are sacred and holistic as well as political •.
Thus,. we .have called for the cle~r affirm~tion, · not extinguishment,
of our title and rights in the Canadian consti~ution. · For it is this
present denial · of our God-given 'beingne•s' by .the acts of coloniza~ ·
tion, the negation -of God·'s gift : of· lit'e, that · .is at the heart of our
~truggle and our many soci~l and
econ6mic difficulties today.
Let
me assure you I am not · discussing theoreti~a1 m~tters divorced from
our reality and -our . daily lives!
In negativ• terms, our struggle is against one hundr~d and fifty
years ~f racism, oppression and · irtjustice.
It is often described
as t~~ process of decolonization; ~ struggle mo~t ~a~i~iar to all .of
us when witnessed in 'countries unlike · Cana·da, whe.re the native popu~
lation is· in the majority.
Our struggle for justice begins · centuries ~go with the journey of a
small boat ·filled with strange be~rded white men lost at sea: men who
landed on shores unknown and arro*antly claimed them as their own.
Our people, owners· and occupiers of over 5 _, 000 . square miles of · t ·erritory since th~ mem~ry ~f man, ~ave always questloried .this increduious
idea, so easil.y acceptable to· the sel.f-interests of some European
nations, that one should .bave rights t~ another's land by the simple
act of discove~y.
When our turn came 'to be discove~ed' the incomprehensible arrpgance
of colonizers astounded our forefathers.
Government · surveyors were
told to leave after offering to give our peQple a portion of our own
land.
One of o~i ancestors put it this way when ~peaking to a ~oyal
commission in 1887:
nThey (the Government) have never 'bought i.t fl:'·om us or our
forefathers.
They have never fought and conquered our
people and taken the l•nd in that way, and yet th~y s~y .
now that they will give us so ~uch land - our own land • .
These ch~efs do not talk foqlishly, they know the land
is .their own; our forefathers for generations . and generations past had their land here ali around us; chiefs
have had . their own hunting grounds, their salmon streams,
places where they got their berries; i t has always been so.
It is not only during the last four or five years that they
have seen the land; we have always seen and owned i t ,

'
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it is no new thing, it has been ours for generations.
If we had only seen it - ~or twenty years and claimed
it as our own, it would have been ~ool~sh, but it
has been ours for thousands of years.
If any strange
person came here and saw the land fo_r tw~nty. years and
claimed it~ he would be foolish .•• "
Our struggle also has a b~ginning in the universities of Spain where,
unknown to us, the rights of Indians weFe being debated in the sixteenth century.
It is there that we must look to honour a Christian

friend, Spanish theologian Francisco de Vitoria, who asserted "that
Indians ~ere the true owners of ~he land, both from the public and
private point of view".
He furth .e r stated that "the fact that
Indians did not beli~ve in the Roman Catholic faith could not affect
the ques·tion, as :..heretics in Eu·rope were not denied property rights 11 •
lie suggested "that .I .ndians ~er.e no less intelligent than Spanish
peasant~ and theref~re were eq~ally fit to have leg•l rights''.
To
the _argument that the Pope had gra~ted the new world to Spain, Vitoria
rep~ied "that the Pope had no temporal ppwer over Indian l~nds.
Spain
had no claim to the -land through d~scoverr~he said, because t~at
.
notion onlj applied to unoccupi~d lands".
. .
.
,
Pope Paul .III, shortly thereafter in 1537,
deus which ·states - in part:

is~ued

the Bull sublimis

" ••• .Indians are truly men ••• t;hey may and sh_ould, freely
and legitimately~ enjoy their ~iberty and the posseision
o_f _the:ir · property; nor should th~y pe in any way en.s laved; ·
2
should t .he contrary happen,· . it, shall be null and of no effect."
We hon6ur thes~ brave and thqu*htful men of the sixte~nth tentury f~~
their support; for their clarity df . thought and spiritual stre~gth in
an age of ov~rwh~lming g~ee~. F~r it ts these .intellectually and
spiritually honest Christians who laid the groundwork for the international re~ognitip~ of ~boriginal tttle an~ rights ~s w~ . know i t today.
(I should add her•, a~ ~n aside, that we .too w,re upcettain
whether those stran~e bearded beings on our ~bores were indeed htiman.
It was not so .much their. avarice, · btlt ~ath~i their lu~t, that helped
us s~ttle the que~tion quickly.) .
Our stru~gle moves from th~ universities of Spain to the co1onial
polic;les ·a n.d practices of Gr-eat Br~tain and other governments .a nd
comp~~ies engaged ~n ~olon~iing North America.
The Ne~ Englartd
colonies h~d a particularly .. go6d record of resp~ctini Indian lan~
and ac~uiring it through ~uichase.
Generally, · the British colonizers
followed this practic• ~n ~~ith'Ameiica.
This · pract~ce cul~inated

1 Peter A. Cum~ing an~ N~tl H. Nickenberg (Eds.) N~tive Rights 'in
Canada (the Indian~Eskimo Association of C~nada, 1972).
2

Ibid.

'
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in what is now one of the leading Canadian constitutional documents
on Indian rights, the Royal Proclamation of 1763.
Essentially, ·
this document establishes the point in Bri~ish and Canadian constitutional · law that Indian lands must be respected and m•y only be
acquired through purchase by the Crown; this practice was larg~ly
followed throuih the Tr~aty process.3
However, it may shock: yDu today to kriow that 40% of the land mass
of the Canadian nation has never been form~lly teded to Canada by
the aboriginal owners or pti~chased ·from -· them by the Crown of either .
Britain, Canada, or the P r6vinces ,- ·p a·rticularly ·Brit·rs·h ·co·1 um:b i a •
.I w~rit to e~phasize that British tolumbia has· not · formally and ·
legally acquired our territory from us,
Furth·er, a.ny ·1and rights
wh.ich the aborigi~al owners pos~ess in these . non~treaty areas, in~
eluding ciost 6£ British Columbia, are ' seen t6 be whoily dependent
upon the extent to which 'the theo~yt of abori~inal rights is ·· ac~ept
ed by the court~ and leg1slatures of Canada. • C•nadia~ Governments
have to date refused to provide the ..aboriginal peo~le of Can~da a
clear and f i r:in declara t ·ion of tit le and rights it;t Canadian law.
This is . despite the · undisputed fact, . that in our case, it ~s no
the9r' that we have owned, occupied and used our land since ti~e
immemorial.
Following years of struggle, including a p~tition to the King of
England sev~nty years ago ; •nd the shacklej of lega1 restrictions
placed µpon ~ur p~otests, ~e took our case to the Supreme Co~it af·
Canada in th~ early l970s, ··
Just · prior to our cas, being heard,
th~ Prime Miniiter .stated ~hat abori~inal rights were too vague to
be give~ recognition.
Out case split the se~eri-~~mbet Stipreme
·
Court three-to-three, the seventh judge ruled ob a technical~ty,
stating that we did not ~os~ess the right to .sue the Governm~nt of
aritish Columbia without its ~ermission.
A~ ~ r~sult of our case,
the Federal Government made a political decisiQn t~ negotiate comprehensive lan~ claims in Canada,
Our negotiations have beeri stumbiing along tor the pa&t seven jears
stalemated by a reluctant .and non-committed Pr·o vincial Governl!lent
wh~ch refuses to negotiate on the basis that we are ihe
9wners of
our land and by a Federal · Govern~ent which implicitly ins-ists · we
accept a s.ettle'm ent as ·a gift f ·rom Canada wJthout explic.it recog~ition of ou~ God-gi~en- title and our God-giv~n . rights.
.
.
'

.

Clearlj, our ~truggle f~r justice ~ithin Canada i~ far from over:
a struggle which is obscured by · both platitudes ·and covenants suppor:t.,..
ed in international fo~tims by the Governmerit. ~f C~nada.
Nor is our
struggle over in convincing · Canad.:i.ans of the. histo.rical truths and
justice of otir case.·
I q~rite from an arii~le· appearing ip a local
newspape~ by ~ well known colu~nist, 28 ~arch 199.1 :

3

~.,

pp . 23-30.
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"
We took this country fair and square, it
being practically empty anyway, and if it we~en't
for all the aca.demic, political, and media creeps
that keep beating their breasts . and shouting mea
·.culp·a there wouldn ,.t be any of this Indian nois·e · ·
a t a 11 • • •. • " 4
Well, let i:ne assure you, th.at we, the N"fshg.a people, - are not asking
anyone to beat his breast 'shouting m~p culpi'.
Rather w~ are ask~
ing all people of gocidwili t-o· re·cognize· the strength and dignity of
our case.
We are asking all people of goodwill to support and walk
beside us ~n our struggle for · justice.
We are asking all intellectually and spiritu.a lly honest Christians, including the World Council
of Chtirche~, to join thos~ who have walked with us over the decades;
particularly the Anglican Church bf Canada which has. support~d us
both finan~ially and spiritually.
In your thoughtful deliberations, it will also interest yo~ to know ·
that on 24 March 1982, the President of AMAX of Canada Limited wrote
a 1 e_tter ·to the Federal Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern
Developmerit, (copy to the Prime Minister}~ wherein he ~tat~d:
"In past discussions with members of the Council for
Yukon Indians and the Nishga T~ibal Council, we have
indicated that AMAX of Canada supports fair and
expeditious settlg.ment of native land claims ••••
We believe that an eq~itable and timely settlement
of nati~e land claims is .in the best interest of .all
Canadians.
In particµlar~ we . encourage thos~ in the
private resource sector who have not already done so,
to also support such ~ settiement.
This will facilitate the orderly development of Canada's resources, .
thus strengthening t~e country's economic activity for
the benifit of al.l Canadians."
· ·
·
We would hope that your support will help to convince the Governments
of Canada to clearly . affirm · abori~inal title _ and rights in the Canadian
constitution.
This will then provide . our people with· -a firm basis in
Canad~an law upon which to neg6~iate a ju~t and honourabl~ settl~ment;
a dignified ~lace within the Canadia~ Confederation: a recognition by
the people of Canada and . the vorld ~hat we. the ~ishga people are
human beings whose spiritual 1 be~-ngn.ess' and daily lives are inseparable from our God-given lands.
May I conclude by relating a brief incident that occurred just a few
years ago when ·o ur delegation was· meeting a senior government official.
Aftei l~stening co our presentation, the . official turned to our Anglican bishop who was in attendance and asked, "And what is the o.pinion of
the church on these matters my . lord?"
Our bishop replied, "yo·u have
just heard · the opinion of the ch~rch".·
4

Collins in
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My fellow Christians, w~ t~e Nishga people, like our bishop, would
hope that our struggle is indeed your struggle, that our dignity is
indeed your dignity, that our truth is indeed your truth; that indeed
we are one i~ His truth and His love.
M~~

Cod bless you and guide your safe journey home.
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LIFE - A GIFT OF GOD
Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum

I.

MORAL AND ETHICAL VALUES AND IDEALS IN JUDAISM

The Jewish ~ay of life' has its origins in the experience of the Divine
Presence in the midst of the decisive events of the Exodus and of Sinai,
eve~ts which have altered the entire course of human history.
The
children of Israel experienced the reality of the Lord of history
through His involvement in their liberation from physical oppression,
persecution, massacre, and injustices as 'slaves unto Pharaoh in Egypt'.
To Pharaoh, who was worshipped as a divine emperor and who was the
source of law, never its servant, the Israelite slaves were regarded as
chattel, 'the untouchables' of ancient Egypt.
At Sinai, the Israelites had a transforming experience of Divine Revelation as moral will which was ratified by an everlasting Covenant.
Henceforth, the Israelites are perceived by God to be a 'kingdom of
priests and a holy nation'.
What an extraordinary Divine-human
scenario!
Yesterday, they were slaves, the outcasts of history; now
an entire people are stamped with the dignity of priesthood and holiness, and are set on the course of history w~th a messianic task of
redemption in society and through history until the coming of the Kingdom.
Israel's religion, Prof. David Flusser asserts, was a breakthrough in human consciousness.
The God of Israel initiated a new era in the history of mankind, introducing.a new concept of justice - which is the
central mess~ge of His rcvel~tion - an uncompromising moral law, and an
original social order to be established paradigmatically in the Holy
Land of Palestine (see The Hol~ Year and Its Origins in the Jewish
Jubilee Year, by. this writer, published by the Vatican Office for the
Holy Year, 1975, Vatican City) conceived in thi~ justice.
This postulate of individual and social justice was not to be limited to Israel
only.
The Creator of the universe postulates this justice for all His
human creatures; it was incumbent on all the peoples of the world.
The concept of justice which emerges from the Hebrew Bible is not just
the regiment of mighty men - the Bible does not identify God on the side
of Pharaoh and his imperium!
It stresses that God cares for the poor
and unprotected, for the orphan, the widow and the stranger.
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The basis of social justice was not to be external power and might,
but the reverenc~ ·bf God and obedience to His moral will.
A.

The Sacredness of Human Life ·

To understand the idea of justice in Israel, .we . must bear in mind the
Biblical teachin~ - that the human being is c~eated in the image of God,
that each human l .ife is sacred and of infinite worth.
In consequence,
a human being cannot be treated as a chattel, or an object to be disposed of for someone's programme or project or ideology, but must be
treated as a personality.
Every human being is the possessor of the
right-to-life, dignity and honour, and the fruits of his or her labour.
Justice is respect for the pers~nality of others and their inalienable
rights, even a• injustice is the most flag~ant manifestation of disrespect for the personaiity of others. · Judaism reqtiires that human
personality be respected in every human being - in the female prisoner
of war, in the delinque~t; even in the crimi~al condemned to death.
The supreme importance of the human being in the economy o~ · th~ Universe is expressed in this Rabbinic ~eaching: 'Man (the human being)
was first -created as • single individual to ~ach the lesson that whoever destroys one life, Scripture ascribes it to him as though he had
destroyed ~whole world; and whoever saves one life, Scripture ascribes
it to him as thoµgh he .had . saved a whole world' (Sanhedrin 4:5) _.
However, justice ts more than mere abstention from injuring our fellow
human be~ngs.
' 'The .work ·of justice is peace~ and the effect thereof
quietness and 6onfidenc• forever' (~saiah 32:17).
It is a posiiive
conception, and includes econom~c wel~-being, intellectual and spiritual growth~ philanthropy, and · every endeavour that will . enable human
beings to _realize the . highest and b~st in- their natures • .
'The conditions for .that ~elf-realization require active e£forts to bring
bring about the final disappearance of tnjustice and oppression, whicb
as represented ~n the Jewish High ~pliday liturgy, are the goals of
human history.
'And may all wickedness be consumed as ~ flame and
may . evil rule be removed fJom the earth', declare the Rosh Hashana
prayers.
B.

The

~oral

Dut.ies of Tzedakah .

Noth~ng is mor~ fundamental in B~bli~al· and labbinic ethics than the
moral obl·igation o.f tzed,akah, . a Hebrew term which means J:>oth 'c.h arity'
and 'to do just{ce'.
The Rabbini~ ~ages of the Talmud de61ared that
'Almsgiving :.. i.e., ~.idtng the poo:r _and. fe~ding the hun.g ry - weighs
as h~aviiy as all th~ othe~ 6ommandm~nts of the T~rah' ' (Talmtid Baba
. Batra 9a).
In proclai•ing the Jubilee yeai~ which like the Ten Commandments was
ascribed to divinely-inspired legislation .revealed on Mourit Sinai, the
Bible ordained: 'And if · your broth~r waxes poor, and his means fail
with you, then ·yoti shall uphold him: as a ~tranger and _a settler shall
he li·ve with you' (Leviticus 25:·35) ·.
. The Rabbis observe that the
expression that 'Your brother may live with you' mea~s that it is _ our
personal and communal · duty to see 'to·· i t . that o·ur fellow human beings do
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not die of starvation.
Though the person be a 'stranger' or 'an
alien settler', he (or she) is to be included in the term 'your
brother' ~nd is to be treated in a brotherly and compassionate manner.
To underscore the supreme virtue of humanitarian aid to the needy in
the hierarchy of Jewish moral and spiritual values, the Rabbinic sages
regarded such compassionate care of man as an act worthy of association
with Divinity itself: 'God says to Israel, "My sons whenever you give
sustenance to the poor, I impute it to you as though you gave sustenance to me, for it says, 'Command the children of Israel ••• .!!1_ bread for
for !!l. sacrifices ••• shall ye observe unto me.
Does, then, God eat
and drink?
No, but whenever you give food to the poor, God accounts
it to you as if you gave food to Him'" (Numbers Rabbah XXVIII: 2).
The virtue of such care for the poor and hungry is depicted in Jewish
tradition as the salient attribute of the 'founding father' of Judaism,
the Patriarch Abraham, who is called the archetype of the 'Pharisee of
love'.
In a midrashic commentary that begins with the phrases, 'Let
your house be open; let the poor be members of your household.
Let a
man's house be open to the north and to the south, and to the east and
to the west', the Rabbis describe the humanitarianism of Abraham:
He went out and wandered about, and when he found wayfarers,
he brought them to his house , and he gave wheaten bread to
him whose wont it was ~ to eat wheaten bread, and so with
meat and wine.
And not only this, but he built large inns
on the roads, and put food and drink within them, and all
came and ate and drank and blessed God.
Therefore, quiet
of spirit was granted to him, and all that the mouth of man
can ask for was found in his house /Abot de Rabbi Nathan,
VII: 17a,~f
~
Elsewhere the Talmud admonishes: 'He who has no pity upon his fellow
creatures is assuredly not of the seed of Abrah•m our father'
(Bezah 32b).
In Jewish communities, from Biblical times through the present, there
was much free and generous giving of alms to all who asked - even to
deceivers! - and th~~e ·was also much systematic and careful relief
through established institutions.
Each Jewish community boasted of
a tamhui (public kitchen) · from . which the poor received two meals daily.
There was also the kupah (alms box) for the disbursement · Of benevolent
funds on Sabbath eve to provide thr~e meals for Sabbath (Mishnah Peah
VIII: 7).
Additional care was exercised in respect of the itinerant
poor, who were provided with a loaf of bread which sufficed for two
meals, and who were also entitled - t~ the cost of lodging .
' The Biblical laws of charity in Palestine relating to 'gleaning' the
'forgotten sheaf' and 'the corner of the field', implied the underlying idea that national territori belongs to the public ·as a whole.
In accordance with Jewish iaw, landowners used to lay open fences
surrounding their fields and vineyeards, and during certain hours of
the day, the needy were allowed to eat from the produce of the harvest.
There was al~o a · three-yearly allocation of Maaser Ani (poor man' ·s tithe)
from the threshing floor.

- 4 Thus, there arose the charitable traditions ~nd institutions . of the
Jewish people which h~~e remained a religious-communal characteristic
ever since~
These customs of charity, which were foreign to the · pagan
frame of mind of the Greeks and Romans, also had an abiding impact on
the nature of the. Christian 'caritas'.
C.

Peace and War

And finally,

t~e

stability~

as

~ell

as

~be . happiness

of a- community,
foundatiort of pe~ce . . In
the absen~e of pea~e the~e can be neither ptospe~ity nor ~ell-being.
~Pea~e is equal .. in worth tb.everything', - aeclare the Rabb~s (Sifra),
and they add ·: 'Beloved - is peace -since th.e - benedictions · only conclude
with the hope of peace', thus t~aching that the blessings ~veri of
the High . P~iest · are · of no avail unless · accompanied by peace (Numbers
Rabbah li!7). _-

: ca~ onl~ ·be a§sured when it rests upon · a

While the Prophets of Israel and the Rabbis believed that God intended
the nations to . be at peace with one another, · war was not proh~bite~.
Jewi~h ethics would ~dmit the 4uty to defend the - higher values · in
_ human ~ life , by w~r · if frecessary.
·"If .Isaiah -or Jeremiah had thought
that yielding to the foreign invader would mean destruction to the
religion - or the . people they valued, they would have urged resistance,
- With the · s~me-~igour that ' they.· demanded constantly the practice of
righteousness in obedience to God's will. _ All the facts of Biblical
and post ~ Biblital Judaism taken together lead to the . · conclusion that
the ethical judgement on war, according· to Judaism, is that it must be
eradicated to make human iife confoim to the Divirie rule, that those
guilty of ~ausing it commit a · crime . against.hbmanity·and a sin against
tod.
However~ · they are · jus~ified who~ to defend - the higher values
in human life, re~ist, if necessary by war, an attack on them.
The
justification would extend to a nation's defence of its liberty.
The
spiritual .values in the life of a . nation, which include its historic
distinctiveness, ~ay justify · it, · when · attacked or threatened~ to engage
in w~r to save its independent exi~t.nce.
(See Dr Israel Mattuck in
his study, ~ewisb Ethics, particularly his chapter on 'The Judgement
on . War'.)
~
II.

_ SOME.I~PLICATIONS

FOR CKRISTIANS AND JEWS

What a~e ~he implications · of these facts for Christians and J~~s ·
today?.
It is · evident that we live : in an age . of violence·an4 ·of terrot.
There
is not a .continent on the globe that is .not despoiled by ·r:errot and
violence, · by l;>arbaris~ · and .by a growing callousi:iess to human suffering
and· pain and threat to htiman existen~e.
At the centre of the human
crisi~ is · the fundamental depte~iation of the · ·mea~ing arid · v~lue of ·
human , life.
In theological t~rms_ ; the Biblic~l-affi~~ation ·that each
h~man lffe i~ created iri the.sacr~d image . of God and . is therefore of
ultimate worth . and : preciousness -is being battered from · every .side.
It is my ·convict ion - that this erosion in -the beli-ef in the sanctity
_of_ human iife i~ one of - the decisive bla~k legacies bequeathed by
Nazi Germany to mankind.
By and large. with r~re exc~~tion, the

·'
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overwhelming majorit y of citizens of the Western world, and their .
dbminant institutions have avoided .confronting the .magnitude of evil
incarnate ~n the Nazi Holocaust, and have therefore failed to learn
how_ to cope. wi~h forces and structures of dehu~anization that are
being · repli~ated · in many . par.ts of the gl.ob.e.
The . Nazi campaign against the J~wish people was
unique and . in many
wa·ys unprecedented.
Yet the •Nazi trauma must not be seen as 'a ·
Jewish· obsession', for the fateful . meaning o-f ·the Holocaust is of
ultimate importance to the furure capacity of mankind to understand
itself and to acquire the resource~ to cop~ with the challenges to
its s ur vi v a.l •
(See the discuss ion· of Max Weber ' s . ' sec u 1 a r i z at ion ,
. disench~ntment of the world, and rationalization' as root causes for
undermining all moral norms in a bureaucratized society in my
Religious Values in an Age of Violence, pp . 46/52.)
Bleak as. a .re the. prospects for countering · these forces of deh~man
ization in the world, 'we need not complete . the task', as Rabbi Tarphon
ad mo.n i sh e d , - ' b u t n e i the r are we f .re e t o des is t the re "f r om ' •
In con c e r t ,
if we are to learn from the ~ Nazi Holocaust and not be doomed to allow
its repetition, we must attempt at the very least the following:
Christians and Jews should engage in a massive, concerted effort
a 'new humanism' on a global basis that seeks to restore
the Biblical value of the infinite worth and· preciousness of each human
lif~ that must b~ appreciated as an end itself and never as an object
of somebody else's proj~ct, programme, ideology, or revolution.
Fir~t,

to : establ~sh .

Second, Chri~tians and Jews must help engender a . national and international ·attitude of sc6rn an4 contempt for those who use violence or
who advocate the ~se of violence.
We must work to deromanticize all
ap~eals to u~e violence and terrorism as a means of liberation or of
igsCitituionalized oppression, ~ince from a mo£al standpoint no ends
can justify such anti-human means.
Third, Christians and Jews must work to curtail the resort to inflammatory prop ~ ganda, -e s pecially from international forums which have
p~ychological impact on an international scale.
As .Prof . Gordon
Allport of Harvard Universi~y ~emonstrated in his moriumental study,
The Nature of Prejudice, there is an inevitable progression from
'verbal aggression to violence, from rumour _ to riot, from gossip to
genocide'. ·
Fourth, Christians and ~ews must work toward ·educational development
and communication imong peoples ~o reduce the abrasive effects. 6f
'differences' .
Differences, as
have learned in the pluralistic
experience of the . Western world, can be a source . of enrichment rather
than a threat.

we

Fifth, Christians and J~~s should en~age . in an . ur~ent and sustained intellectual and edu~aiion~l eff6rt to el~borate a theolbgy and ideology
of piuralfsm which presupposes the right of e~ch ~eligious, racial, and
ethnic group to define itself in its owh terms . and to be accepted uncon·ditiqnally by its own ~elf-definition.
· Group narci'ssism, as Dr Erich
Fromm observes-. . arouses intense hos~ility between ·. groups· , ·and 'is one ._ of

:..
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the most important sburces of human aggression'.
·rn helping establish
a pluralistic world-view~ Christians and Jews ha~e a decisive contribution to make to the building of the ideological foundations without
which a stable world community canno~ come into being.
Sixth, Christians and Jews should work toward making the e~onomy of
each nation as self-sufficient . and stable as possible in the sense of
not perpetual~y requiring relief su~port.
Inextricably linked with
such a~ effort is the control of the arms race on an internation~l
scale, and a rati6nal re~9~dering of prio~ities th~t allows for
adequate defence . and yet .at the same ti~e · reallocate~ some of th~
bi1ii9ns ~~sted ori a~ms , that should be ~pplied t6 the . crying needs of
the hungry, the diseased and the homeles~.
Central ·· in such ·efforts m_u:st · be the pre·ssing need t"o raise human consciousness in _an effective in ter:natioiic1l effort to ·.halt the irrational
proliferation of nuclear weaponry and to bring about seriotis sustained
actions for universal . simultaneous disarmaJl1eilt .
There is no higher
prior;i.ty for human survival at . thi-s ~oment" in ht,tman -hfstory.·
· And finally, Chri~tian~ an~ Jews need to recognize the fundamental interdependence of ali hum.a n rights an·d ·col.laborate ·vigorously to ·assure that
every nation - ·E"a.s t an·d West, North and South - implement fully their
. commitments to the Univers~l. Declaiation ~n . Human Rights ~
In · particular, Ch~ist.ians _ and Jews sh_o uld work for_ the completion of
the judicial insirumentaliti~s called· f6t by Article · 6 of the . Cenocide
con~ention in the form of an internation•l penal tribunal · fo~ trying
th~se who · ate accused of g~rto~ide att~mpts· ariywhere in the · ~orld. ·.

'The salvatiori · of mankind', Alex~nd~r Soizheriitzyn r~minds us, 'will
depend ~n · everyone - be~oming · co~cer~ed · about the welfar~ of everybody

eve~ywhere

1

•

·

;·

.·

·.'
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A GIFT OF GOD

:

.s~ayk Yusuf .Khan_ Shakirov
>.

From the point .of yiew ·of Islamic teachings life in all its
.. - d1vers.l:ties and' rnan.ife'stati.ons 1 in all _it's kinds and forms 1 inclUd'"".
in~ · d~ath a~ the cessaiion 6f the earthly ~xistance - is the
creation of the Almighty
.
. .A1;1..ah.
....
.

. .

First of a1i we believe .that Allah ~s the Living God, who lives the
life of his own, does ~ot depend upon ' anyo~e · ~nd is not guided by
anybody. In the Quran Allah is therefore ·called "al-Hayy alQayyum", the Living, the Self-Subsisting. He continuously and
restlessly controls everything that exists in the world and nothing
can be realised without Him. This idea is present in many Ayats
of the Holy Quran (2:255, 3:2, 25:58) and many others, as well as
· in many Hadithes of our Prophet.
Another important moment of the Islamic teachings about life is the
belief that God has control not only over life, but over its cessation, i.e. death as well. God gives life and nobody else besides
Him can grant life. God ceases life, and nobody besides Hirn can
take this life away. Everything is in His power, everything belongs
to Him. This teaching is confirmed by the Ayats 2:28, 3:156, 7:116
of the Holy Quran, as well as by many others.
Muslims consider life to be the greatest "gift of God. It is- why our
Prophet Muhanuned and after him all prominent scholars of Islam
stressed, that people must appreciate life. Islam is therefore
rightly called a life-asserting religion. It promotes in the souls
of its believers the feelings of careful and respectful attitude
towards life. To take· away life given by God to any living being,
is a great sin, which the Almighty Allah will never pardon. Because
only Allah grants life and only Allah m~y take it away.
Allah gives us not only life, but all means of its development and
continuation. He gives us air to breathe and water , to drink and to
feed all plants and animals we use for the continuation of our life.
He gave us earth which we use for our nutrition. These are very
deep philosophic conceptions because they are closely connected with
ciur·life, with iti manifestations and protesses. We say that Islam
. '
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is not only a religion, it is also a mode of life. On the ground
of this teaching Islam requires from its adherents to lead a decent
life, an honest life to be worthy of God's creation.
Secondly, Islam requires to preserve everything living on earth, as
everything on earth is the creation of God and is intended to serve
man as the highest of all God's creations. To preserve everything
that exists on earth is again the continuation of life, because life
is impossible without the surrounding nature. The problem of
preserving the environment has become most acute on our planet in
our days. But 14 centuries ago our Prophet Muhammed called people
to be careful with the environment as He understood that life on
earth will become impossible if the environment is poluted or spoiled. "Say who has forbidden the beautiful things of this world which
God has created for His Servants • •• " (7:32)
Physical and spiritual aspects of life in Islam are thus merged
together, and life is considered only in these two aspects. ·
Islam teaches to overcome death by esta-b lishing links with the
Living Go<l,Who does not die. It means that Islam teaches to fear
God, to worship God, as God is present in each living being and
is always ready to lead man on the right path.
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LIFE - A GIFI' OF GOD
Shri Shrivatsa Goswami
Brothers and Sisters,
One of the earliest Hindu scriptures opens with this affirmation:
"Whatever there is in creation is the Lord. 11 God ·is truth, consciousness and
bliss. Each of us, .therefore, partakes in this manifestation of God.
But what have we done with this manifestation? When we look around, we do not
find the Kingdom of God; we are surrounded by war, exploitation of nature,
suppression of the weaker by the stronger. Why has this happened?
It is because we have turned away from God and have not used God's gifts as we
should. For God has given us knowledge to understand the universal reaiity that
undergirds the whole of ·humanity. We are g:iven the intellect to know the
suf·f erings of others, .;ind t:he free"'.'will to say "no" to injustice. We are even
given the .free-will to lay down our lives non-violently in the face of violence.
Our ignorance, however, has caused us to turn away from God. Therefore we feel
estranged from nature; ·we have enmity towards the other. human beings and creatures.
This alienation leads to the perversion of the divine nature in us. Our ego feels
itself as a separate entity from God, and grows more and more powerful causing the
.loss · of the Kingdom of God in us.
Instead of the unity of ·the Kingdom of God ".le have innumerable .s eparate egos
affiliating themselves ·with a race, a particular language, s~x, class or nation;
splintering the basic un.i ty. Even in the field of religion in~tead of approaching
a universal spiritual experience, we experience only further separation. The
Vedas acknowledge that "the truth is the same, but may be expressed or realized
in · different ways".
From time to time God compassionately appears among us. One such appearance was
in the form of Chaitanya Maha Prabh~ in the fifteenth century. He spoke of the
reality of God as love and of the individual as .. the atomic expression of that
love-energy; God and creation are thus .two dimensions of the whole, which is
love ·divine .
In this spirit of universal love may I of fer the words spoken .by Chaitanya as my
.offe.ring to thi.s assembly:

- 2 -

"Be humbler than a blade of grass;
More persevering than a tree.
Take no honour to yourself but give honour to all.
And thus remain in constant remembrance of God."

Om shanti. shanti. shanti.
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LIFE - A GIFT OF GOD

(Masl,10 Nezu) ·

Buddhism affirms the sanctity of all life. · Its goal is to free all
living beings ·from the miseries of life, s6 that they may attain
the "joy of peace". T.h is peace and _liberation. are the right of .ail
beings; they are equal, befo·r e the dharma; the message of· libe.ration
therefore falls on all, 1ike rain, that their lives may blossom and
bear fruit. This is best expressed in the following Lotus Sutra:
"1: . appear in the world just . like . a . gr,eat crowd,
to our enrichment on all parched living beings,
to free them all from misery ·
and so attain the joy ·of peace, .
joy in the world,
and the joy of nirvan.a.

To give peace to all c~eatures,
I appear in the world .and, .
·for the hosts of . the li.ving,
preaching tthe law,
pure at sweet dew;
the one and the qnly law. of emancipation
and the nirvana.
·
I preach the law equally;
as I preach to one person,
so .I preach to all.
T~is

is . t;te law preached by the Buddha.
It is just like a great cloud
which with the same kind of rain and .
which is men and blossoms,
so that each bears fruit . "
Lotus Sutra (mainly taken
from chapter 5 but also from 3 & 4)

'
/
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JOSE MI.GUEZ-BONINO

59

Age:

Residence:

Buenos Aires,
Argentina.

Citizenship: _

Arg~ntinian

Evangelical,. Method.i st Church . of Argentina
Presbyter
Dean of postgraduate · stridies at Evangelical· In~titute for
Higher Theological Studies
President, WCC (1975-)
Previous
Chairman, The Board - for Life .& Mission, EMCA
experience:
Professor of dogmatics and· symbolics
President, Facultad Evangelica Teologia
Secretary, Association for. Theological
Institutions (Southern Region)
Member, WCC Faith & Order Commission
Member, Comm . on Church Union in· Argentina
and Uruguay
·
Other biodata: Married to Noemi Nieuwenhuize 1947, three children
Specialist on Roman Catholic theology
Hobby : football

DR: JOHN VIKSTROM
Age:

51

Cit~zerishlp:

Archbishop of Turku
-

j?>.

Previ6:U5
' 7
· ex per i~nce:

&

Finhish

Finland . ,(1980-)

Secr~ta~y fot diad6nal work ~nd sbcial ~thit~

in the Borg~ diocese (19~7~61) ·
. '
.Research :~nd inst.ruction in the Theo'l,ogi,,c al ·:
Facul:tY of Abo Akaderni ( 19-62' ~70) · ·
·
As~ociat~ Professor 6f ~thics . ~nd ~hilosophy
of Religion · (1970)
Bishop .of Borga diocese (1970~82)

Other biodata: Married to Bi~gitt_a Vikstrom 19.5,7, three c:hildren
Hobby : sports
·
···

..

..
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JOHN MICHAEL FRANCIS
Age:

44

Res~dence: .

Scotland, UK

C~tizenship:

UK

Church of Scotland
Government Assistant Secretary with responsibility for social
work services
Chairman, Church of Scotland Committee on Society, Religion
and Technology
Adviser, WCC Subunit on Church and Society
Previous
experience:

Nuclear scientist (1960-70)
Consultant on science policy, particularly
with regard to North Sea oil (1970-74)
Senior research fellow in energy studies,
the Heriot Watt University, Edinburgh

Other biodata: Married with two daughters

SITHEMBISO NYONI
Age:

33

Anglican
Development Consultant
Previous
experience:

YWCA rural development programme secretary in
Zimbabwe
Work with the USA food & nutrition programme
in Mississippi and Georgia
Dorothy Cudbury fellow, Selly Oak Colleges,
Birmingham: teaching groups about rural
development and the relationship between
mission and development (1979-80)
Oxfam rural development consultant, Zimbabwe (1980)
Numerous consultancy assignments a .t village level

Other biodata: Founder memb~r of the Organisation of Rur.al .
. Associations for Progress ·, · including 250 vil°lage
groups
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RODERICK ' ANTHONY

Age:

52

Residence:

(MINESQUE)

Aiyansh,
B.C., Canada

Citizenship: Canada

Anglican
Hereditary Nishga Chief
Executive Vice-President Nishga Tribal Council, New Aiyansh, B.c ••
Canada
Roderick Anthony Robinson Sr was born in Aiyansh B.C. Canada,
March 30, 1931. · He was raised from youth as a Nishga Prince
and graduated through the Hereditary Tribal System to achieve
one of the most honoured and respected ranks, Chief Minesque.
His Nishga rank and traditional wisdom would be seen by his people
as equivalent to a ·canadian Government Minister with Doctoral
degrees in Law and Philosophy.
Rod was taken from his parents
as a child by Canadian Authorities to attend Indian schools where
he was forbidden to speak his native language.
By trade Rod has
been both a fisherman and a logger.
He is an Anglican lay reader
and has served as a church warden.
He has been elected to both
his village council and the Nighga Tribal Council Executive for
many years~
He is currently . the Chief Councillor of his home
town and is occupied full time as the Executive Vice-President
of the Nishga Tribal Council.

MARC H:

TANENBAUM

Citizenship :

USA

Rabbi

National Interreligious Affairs Director of the American Jewish
Committee.
In a cover story, entitled "The · T~n Most Powerful Rabbis",NEW
YORK magazine.described Rabbi Tanenbaum as "the foremost Jewish
ecumenical leader in the world today."
President Carter invited Rabbi Tanenbaum as th'e American Jewish
Leader among the national religious spokesmen to discuss "the
State o.f the Nation" at. Camp Davi.d "summit~' meetings in 19 7 9..
He· i;erved as a ' consu·l tart t to· die'. NBC-TV ~ '.fne-liou; : special "Holocaust", was the only Rabbi at Vatican Council II and is the founder
and co-Secretary of the Joint Vatican International Jewish Consultative Committee.
Rabbi Tanenbaum lectured at major universities, . seminaries and
religious and educational bodies in the USA, Europe and Israel,
and is the author or editor of several books and numerous articles.
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Age:

DR YUSUFKHAN :SHAKIROV

57

Previous ··
experience: ·

Nationality.:

Savi.e t· Uniori

After his· graduation from the religious school Madrassah .in
Bukhara, , he went to Cairo (Egypt) and became a student of
the "Al-Azhar" Islamic University. Graduated in 1961 with
the diploma of
specialist in Arabic philology and .returned .
to his country to b.egin work at the Muslim Reiigious Board
for Central Asia ·and Kazakhstan . ·

a

For 15 years Sheikh Shakirov headed the Department of Foreign
~elations of · the Board . . Then· he was promoted to the post of
Vice-President responsible for international relations.
He later enrolled in the .Tashkent State University, Arabic
Department of. the Oriental Faculty,- from which he successfully
graduated after five years of intensive studies. He holds
the degree of Doctor in Arabic. Philology.
In his capacity . of Vice-President of the Board responsible
for international relations Sheikh Shakirov often undertakes .
tripS-to various countries, where he participates in conferences,
symposiums and different meetings both on religious and civil
levels.
.

SHRIVATSA ·GOSWAMI
Director of the Sri Caitanya Prerna Sansthana, an institute
of Vaisnava culture and studies and a fast-growing centre for ·
interfaith and dialogue at Vrindaban, .is a member of eminent
family of priests and scholars . at Sri Radharamana Temple
Vrihdaban.
Toured extensively to participate in cqnferences on philosophy .and
religion and lecture in major universities round the world, he is
co-author (with · John Stratton Hawley) of At ·p1·ay- with Kr"i·s hna:
Pilgrim·a ge· orama:s· "from· BrindaV'an (Princeton university Press, 1981)
and contributor to· The· Divine· Con·s ·o 1:t:1radha· ·and· the· Godde·s ·s ·e ·s of .
· India (Berkeiey Reli"giou$ ~~u<iies series,. 1982) ., H~ar~ Kr{shna:, Hare
Kri"shna: .Five Distin ui:shed·. s.cholar"s<on·. :t:h e Krishna-. Movement in .the
West Grove Press, 1983 and is editor of forthcom~ng volumes on
Caitanya, Nimbark and minor Vaisnava · sampradayas for the Encyclopedia
of Indian· Philo·s ophies (American Institute for Indian Studies).
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5 . MASUG NEZU

Age: · SO

Nationality: . J .a panese

Buddhist
Managing Directo·r of International Affairs Department of
Rissho Kosei-Kai~ a lay Buddhist organisation with 5.7- million
members in Japa!l and. ab.r oad (since . 1981 )
.

Previous
experience:

-

Publisher, -Rossho Kosei-Kai (1956;_61)
Editor, Newspaper Dept. Rissho Kosei-Kai (1961-71)
Managing Director, Kosei Publishing Co. (1971-81)

Una cilurosa acogida a sn grupo peque;o.
Esperamos que distrutec
de esta ·oportunidad de establecer ·diariamente contactos persone!es~
En los grupos com·p uestos y las s .e .s iones plenaria.s podran compertir
~
sus experiencias.
Por favor, consulten 1~ Gu1a de la Asamblea ·para
localizar. a su grupo y su grupo compuesto.

*

*

Warm welcome to ·your small group .
We hope you'll enjoy this daily
c~ance fpr personal contact. ·
Through clusters and plenaries you
will be able to share your experiences.
Please consult your Assembly
DiJ;ectory for the 'location of· your _ group an.l cluster.
·

*

*

:':

lb~er

Arbeitsgruppe ein herzliches Willkommen.
Wir hoffen ., dass Sie
au dieser t~glichen Moglichkeit zu pers~nlichem Kontakt Freude h?ben
werden.
nie Themengruppen und Plenarversammlungen bieten Gelegenheit
zum Erfahr"ungsaustausch.
Bitte schlagen Sie in Ihrem Handbuch der
V oil~ersammlung nach, wo . Ihre Gruppe und Ihre .Themengruppe tagen.

*

*·

,

f: o ye z

1 es b i en v en us d ans v o t re p e t i t g.r o up e •
Nous esp e r on s q ue vous .
anorecierez la possibilite qui vous est ainsi of ferte' j our ~pres jour
de contacts .personnels.
Grace aux g·roupes generaux et aux seances
pl~niires, vou~ pourrez ainsi f~ire part de vos expiriences.
Veuille=
vous rapporter i votre guide de l'Assembl'e pour
trouver
le
lieu
de
/
,
reuuion de votre groupe et de votre groupe general.

,

*
~o6po

no~anoBaTb

·* .:

B scµ.uy Many;1 rpynny.

Mbt iia.neeMc.R:, qTo BaM noHpainfTbCfl

3Ta e~e,nHeBHa.R: B03MO~HOCTb nHqHoro KOHTaKTa.
B KnacTepax H Ha nneaapHblX 3.ace,naHH.R:X
y sac"6y~eT B03MO~HOCTb no.nenHibCR CBOHM on~TOM.

IlpocHM sac ITOCMOTpeTb B CnpaBoqHHKe AccaMJieH,
r.ne ,y,neT Haxo,nHTbCH Bal.Ila rpynna H KnacTeP

I _ _.,_

,
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JOSE MIGUEZ-BONINO
Age:

59

Residence;

Buenos Aires,
Argentina

Citizenship~

Arg~ntinian

Evangelical Methodist Church of Argentina
Presbyter
Dean of postgraduate · studies at Evangelical · Institute
Higher Theological Studies
President, WCC ( 1975-)

fo~

Chairman, The Board for Life .& Mission, E;MCA
Profes·sor of dogmatics and· symbolics
President, Facultad Evangelica Teologia
Secretary, Association for Theological
Institutions (Southern Region)
Member, WCC Faith & Order Commission
Member, Co~ . on Church Union.in 'Argentina
and Uruguay

Previous
experience:

Other biodata: Married to Noemi Nieuwenhuize 1947, three ch:ildren
Specialist on Roman Catholic theology
Hobby: football

. DJR: JOHN VIKSTROM
Age:

51

.

.

Citiz·e nship:

Finnish

Archbishop of Turku & Finland (1.980-)
Previous
experience:

Secretary for . diac~nal wo~k ~nd ~dcial · ethits
in the Borga diocese . (1957-61) ·
·.
.Resear.c h ·a rid inst~uc_tion in the Theologic~l,
Faculty of Abo Akademi ( 1962'-'70) ·· ·
·
Associate · i>rofessor
Ethics . and Philosophy
of Religion (1970)
·
Bishop of Berga diocese (1970~82)

of

Other biodata: Married to Birgitta Vikstrorri 195,7, three qhi.J..c:Iren
Hobby: sports ·
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JOHN MICHAEL FRANCIS
UK
Res·~de rice _:, Scotland,
Age : 44
.
. ..
Church of Scotland
,'

-Cj,t .izens~.ip: · UK

Government Assistant Secretary with responsibility for social
work services
Chairman, Church of Scotland Committee on Society, Religion
and Technology
Adviser, WCC Subunit on Church and Society
Nuclear. scientist (1960-70)
Consuitant on science policy, particularly
with regard to North Sea oil (1970-74)
· senior . research fellow in energy studies,
the Heriot Watt U?i~ersity, Edinburgh
Other biodata: Marri.e d with two daughters

Previous
experience:

SITHEMBISO NYONI
Age:

33

Anglican
Develop~ent

Previous
experience:

Consultant
YWCA rural development programme secretary in
Zimbabwe
Work. with the USA food &· nutrition programme
in .Mississippi . and Geq~gia
·
Dorothy ·Cudbury feilow, Selly oak Colleges,··
Birm'l.ngham: teaching groupi; about rurai
development and the relationship between
mission and deve~opment (19~9-80)
O~fam rural development consultant, Zimbabwe (1980)
Numerous
consultancy. assignments
a.t;. yillage · levei
.
:
. .
'

'

·,

.

.

Other bi,odata.: . Founder '. ~ember of .the - organ·isa~.ion· of Rural . ··
. Ai~6ciatiori~· tor ~rb~re~~~ : ihbludin~:. 2~8 · - ~iliage
groups ·
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RODERICK ANTHONY .
Age:

52

Residence:

(MINESQUE)

Aiyansh,
B. C., Canada

Citizenship: Canada

Anglican
Hereditary Nishga Chief _
Executive Vice-President Nishga Tribal Council, New Aiyansh, B.C.,
Canada
Roderick Anthony Robinson Sr was born in Aiyansh B.C. Canada,
March 30, 1931. · He was raised from youth as a Nishga Prince
and graduated through the Hereditary Tribal System to achieve
one of the most honoured and re·spec ted ranks, Chief Minesque.
His Nishga rank and traditional wisdom would be seen by his people
as equivalent to a ~anadian Government Minisier with Doctorai
degrees in Law and Philosophy.
Rod was taken from his parents
as a child by Canadian Authorities to attend Indian schools where
he was forbidden to speak his nat~ve language.
By trade Rod has
been both a fisherman and a logger. He is an Anglican lay reader
and has served as a church warden~
He has been elected to both
his village council and the Nighga Tribal Council Executive for
many years~
He is currently the Chief Councillor of his home
town and is occupied full time · as the Executive Vice-President
of the Nishga Tribal Council.

MARC H:

TANENBAUM

Citizenship :

USA

Rabbi
National Interreligious Affairs Director of the American Jewish
Committee.
In a cover story, entitled "The Ten Most Powerful Rabbis",NEW
YORK magazine . described Rabbi Tanenbaum as "the foremost Jewish
ecumenical leader in the world today."
President Carter invited Rabbi Tanenbaum as the American Jewish
Leader among the national religious spokesmen to discuss "the
State of the Nation" at . c ·amp David "summit~' meetings in 1979.•
He served as a consulta~t to "tiie "NBC-'i'V nfne-liour · special "Holocaust", was the only Rabbi at Vatican Council II and is the founder
and co-Secretary of the Joint Vatican International Jewish Consultative Committee.
Rabbi Tanenbaum lectured at major universities • . seminaries and
religious and educational bodies in the USA, Europe and Israel,
and is the author or editor of several books and numerous articles.
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Age:

57

Previous ·
experience: ·

Nationality.:

Savi.et Union
.... ·

After his. graduation ftom the rel_igious· school Madrassah . in
Bukhara, , he went to Cairo (Egypt} and became a student of
the "Al-Azhar" Islamic Uni-V:ersity. Graduated in 1961 with
the diploma of .a· specialist in Arabic philology and .returned .
to his country to begin work at the Muslim iR.eligious Board
for Central Asia ·and Kazakhstan . ·
·
For 15 years Sheikh Shakirov headed the Department of Foreign
Relations of the Board . . Then· he was promoted to the post of
Vice-President responsible for international relations. ·
He later enrolled in the Tashkent State University, Arabic
Department of the Oriental Faculty,- from which he successfully
graduated after five· years of intensive studies. He holds ·
the degree of Doctor in Arabic Philology.
In his capacity. of Vice-President of the Board responsible
for inte~national relattons Sheikh Shakirov often undertakes .
trips- to various countries, where he participates in conferences,
symposiums and different meetings both on religious and civil
levels.
·

SHRIVATSA ·.GOSWAMI
Director of the Sri Caitanya Prema Sansthana, an . institute
of Vaisnava culture and studies. and a fast-growing centre for
interfaith and dialogue at Vrindaban, is a .member o:f · eminent
family of priests and scholars . at ·sri Radharamana Temple
·
Vrindaban.
Toured extensively to participate in conferences on philosophy and
religion and lecture in major · univeq;ities round the world, .he is
co-author (with John Stratton Hawley) of At p1·a y· with Kri·s hna:
Pi.l grim·a ge· Drama:s· ·t ·r orn· ffrin'da:V-an (Princeton University Pre~s, 1981)
and contributor to·· The· Di'v'ihe" C<;>n·s ·o rt":.Radha ·and the· Go4de·sse·s of
India (Berkeley. Rell,g.io~s Stu9.ies .sei:ies, 19.82) , · II;are Krishna-, Hare
Kri sh~a: Five Distil) tiish~.d . Sc~oia·r·5·.·: on , :t :he Kr·i shna . Mb\7$rn·e nt in the
West (Grove Press, 1983 and is editor of forthcom;i.ng vol·u mes on
Caitanya, Nimbark and minor Vaisnava sampradayas for the· Encyclopedia
of· Indian Philo·s ophies (American Institute for Indian Studies).
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LIFE IN ITS FULLNESS
Dorothee solle

Dear Sisters and Brothers,
I speak to you as a woman from one of the wealthiest countries irt
the world; a ~ountry whose history is tainted with bloodshed and
the stench of .gas that some of us who are Germans have not been
able to forget; a country that today .has the world's greatest
concentration of nuclear weapons lying at the ready. I would like
to tell you a little about the fears and anxieties that reign in
anger, in criticism and in sorrow. The grief I feel at my own country, the friction that sets me at odds with my own socie~y is not
a whim on my part or because I have nothing better to do1 .i t springs
·from my bel.ief in the life of the world ·as I find it in the poor ~an
from Nazareth who had neither wealth nOr weapons. This man, a poor
man, portrays the life of · the world for us to se·e and points us
towards the ground of our being, to God. Christ is God's exegesis,
the exposition who made him- known to us (Jn· 1:18).
l; don't intend any kind of religious imperialism in saying this·, as
though there could be no other expositions of God in other religions;
I mean it rather in the sense of unconditional conunitment to become
fully involved with this Jesus Christ if we seek the life of the ·
world and riot death~
·
·
Christ came into the world that all may have life "and have it in
all its fullness" or, as i t can· also be translated, ".that they may
live and find in abundance all that they. need0 (Jn 10:10). What is
this "life in all its fullness" ? Where does it take place ? Who
lives it ? Looking· at our world I see two ways in which life is
being destroyed.: ou.tward povertY and inward emptiness.
For a good two-thirds of the human family there is no such thing as
"life in all its fullness" because they are impoverished, living on
the edge of death . in stark, economically conditioned ·poverty. They
are hungry, they have: no shelter, no shoes, no medicine for their
children, no clean water to drink, no work - and they see no way
getting their oppressors off their backs. Trade agreement and international relat.i ons are dictated by the rich first world and imposed
on the poor plunging them daily deeper into. destitution. The mere
struggle for survival destroys the fullness of life, .tne shalom of
God, of which the Bible speaks: ·Where people need not be anxious
about their daily food, where they are healthy, where they are not
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threatened py their enemies and can enjoy a long life in the bosom
of their family and community. "Long life is in her right hand, in
her left hand ar~ riches and honours", as we read in Proverbs 3:16.
Poverty destroys this life which is promised to all of us.
I would like here to read you a letter from a Brazilian woman, which
she dictated to a nun because she herself cannot read . or write.
"My name is Severina, I come from the north-east. Up there in -my
country two of my babies died because I had no milk. One day in my
village I saw forty-two little coffins being carried to the cemetery.
My sister-in-law who was very poor had seventeen children: three of
them lived, all the others died before they were four. Of the three
who lived two are not normal. I was with her for the births and . . · sometimes ther~ wasn't even a clean piece of sheet to wrap the baoy
in. That's what happens in lots of families, thousand even - ten or
fifteen children are born and five or six of the ten die. And there
are priests who tell us, 'If you have seven children who die as
infants .you will be blessed: · a crown of angels awaits you in ·h eaven'.
But who really knows what it means for a woman to carry a child for
nine months, weeping for the first three of them because she knows
she will never see her baby grow up - and that perhaps ten· times or
more. Is she to love the child only to see it die of starvation
within,. four months ?
Can that really be what they mean. when they speak about 'human dig~
nit~' ? Of co~rse~ i see from. _the gospel that Claudia and Vera
often rea9 ~o .. me that Christ loved poverty; · but not human suffering,
he didn't put ~p · with tpat.
·
There's a difference between being poor ·and having nothing to give
YO}J.r baby except sweetened water, and you give her the water and
you_. know she's going to die·. "
Christ .. came i~to t .h e world so that all .~ight have life "in all its
fullness" but the absolute impoverishment which is a crime in a
technologically developed world is destroying people physically,
spiritually, mentally and. also religiously because_· .~t poisons hope
and makes a mockery of faith by turning it ·into helpless ap.a thy. ·
What comes between Christ and ·t he world's · impoverished peoples .is .
exploitation, the s ·i n of the rich who are seeking to destroy Christ's
promise.·. Speaking of "fullness of life" Christ says in John's Gospel: "I am the door; _anyone who comes into the fold through me shall
be safe. He shall go in and out and find pasturage. The thief comes
only tb ste~l ., to kill·, to destroy; l ~~ve come that human beings
may .have life,
and . .may
.have· it in ~11 its fullness" (Jn 10:9-10).
. '
Ch.r ist and , ' the thief' stand at oppos.ite extremes from one another.
The thief comes to plunder the poor so they will die. · Christ ·came
·to· bring fullness of life. But .it would be a childish kind of
Christianity that simply sat back and waited to see whe·t her it was
the thief · or Christ who came. we are involved in both these undertakings, . the plundering· and the. fullness of life. Eith.e r we participate in .Christ's .mission·, or we participate in the thief's plans
for the world. As long .as we remai~ merely victims or merely spectators in this struggle for justice, we are supporting the thief and
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By J01n1ng in the struggle for a world of greater
the bther hand, we are taking part in the plan for
creation of the God who has given us this earth in trust that all
may have l~fe in fullness.
Life in all its fullness is an impossibility when one is forced to
live in absolute poverty. But even in the wealthy first world there
is very little fulfilled life to be found, only an ever-growing
inner emptiness. What comes between Christ and the middle classes
of the first world is not material poverty but spiritual emptiness.
The meaninglessness of life perceived by many sensitive individuals
ever since the beginning of industrial development has now become
a widespread experience among the mass of people in the first world:
nothing delights them, nothing moves them deeply, their relationships are superficial and inter-changeable, their hopes and dreams
go no further than their next holiday trip. For the majority, work
is unsatisfying pointless, boring. God created us as men and women
with a capacity for working and loving ~' We participate in creation
in our work and in _our sexuality in the widest sense of the word.
Fullness of life means amongst other things becoming a worker and a
lover. For most people in the first world, however, life is more
like a long death lingering over many years. It is pain-free: there
are pills and to spare, after all; it is feeling-fre·e : 'Don't be
so emotional' is an expression of strong disapproval in our language;
it is without grace because .life is seen as self-achieved and not as
a gift from the Creator; it is life without a soul lived in a world
which calculates everything in terms of what it's worth; nothing is
beautiful and a source of happiness for its own sake, the only thing
that counts is what you can get for it. We are empty and at the same
time surfeited with superfluous goods and products. There is an odd
relationship between the many objects we possess and consume and the
emptiness of our real ex-istence. While Christ came that we might
have fullness of life, capitalism came to turn everything into
money: that is the long death that looks out at us from so· many
empty faces. Just think for a moment ·af a traffic jam, everyone
sitti~g alone inside their own tin can, slowly and aggressively
edging the_ir way forward. Frustration and hatr~d of the people in
front and the people behind is the normal reaction . This is an
image of life in its' emptiness in the rich world.
In the gospel we read the story of the rich young man who seemed ~o
possess fullness of life in the form of_mc;my possessions yet is .
overcome by the inner emptiness of his life. Life has treated him .
kindly. He has what he needs and much more besides. But his questions go beyond having and being satisfied in this material sense.
What shall I do with my life ? What must I do to inherit eternal
life? How can I .make my life 'more radical, less ambiguous, less
fragmented, less of a compromise ? What can I do to escape from.
the half-heartedness of my existence ?
Not long ago I saw a letter which might have come from the rich
young man's brother, an ordinary .member of the white middle-class
in Europe. He wrote: -"I am thirty-five, a civil servant with a
good pos.ition, married. We have two children. So far our marriage
crimes~
justice~ on
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has been happy. The children are fine. I have everything I need,
a secure well-paid job, there's nothing wrong at home. But for all
that, recently I haven't been feeling right. I've been. feeling more .
and more that my life is empty. Something is missing, but I don't
know what. Sometimes I think I should drop everything and just ..take
off. But I haven't the strength for that. You can't just throw
away ·e v,e rything you've worked for.
His letter ends with the
question~ "Wh~t shall I do ?"
I se~ these two -~aces before me, . the civil servant from West Germany
and the rich young man in the New Testament. They have all they.
need, yet something is missing. They are not the type of .the hardheaded successful male., they are not brutal but if anything rather
soft. They have not earned their position and their wealth by·
fighting and stealing; maligning others or cheating and explottip~
them. They probably look after their parents.~nd don't beat their
wive.s. They are -p olite and disinclined to radicalisi:n of any kind.
Both want to do something with their lives, they want to win eter~
nal life. Th.e y want to be whole., they want to live · unfragmented
lives and reflect something of the glory of fullness. But their
lives have no glory to reflect. They do not radiate brightness.·
There.-is
only emptiness and, behind ·-it, . the long
death.
.
The evangelist Mar~ tells us t~at Jesus 109ked upop the ~ich young
man and loved him (Mk io:21). Je~us wants to draw ~im, and all of
us,. into fuller life than. we have known bet'ore.· This rich young nian,·
too, could enter into the fullness of life, he is even aware that
something is lacking, that .he can expect more of life. · But there
is something radic:ally wrong with his notion · of eternal lit'e for he .
thinks: I have everything, .I have obeyed all the rules, there is. ·
only one thing missing and that is: the meaning of life, ful~iilment.
If I can only have th~t as well ~verything will be .fine.
Jesus turns this expectation · upside· down: '·you don't have too little,
you have too much. "Go, sell everything you have and give to the
poor, and you will have riches in heaven; ai,ld come, follow me"
(Mk 10:2i).
.
A lot of ·middle-class people today are searching for a new .spirituality. They have a training and a profession, education and a secure
income, family and friends but they are looking for something more
- religious fulfilment, meaning in life, food for the soui, con- ·
solation; all this on top of -material security, a _religious added
value, as it were, ~or people who are already over~privileged. They·
are seeking spiritual fullness of life -in addition to material fullness., blessing from above in addition to their wealth.
.
But Jesus rebuffs this pious middle-class hope. Fullness of li;e
does not come wh.e n you alrea,dy _have .~v~rything. We first pave to
empty ourselves to receive . God's fullness • .Give away wh~t you .have,
give it to the poor then you. will have found what you ~re looking
for. The story of the rich young man ends in sorrow; sorrow in the
heari;: of the rich young man, for he is very rich - a11d he goes . away.
Perhaps he will become depre·s sive, perhaps he will start drinking,
perhaps he will cause an automobile accident. He wouldn't let him11
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-sself be drawn into more life, fullness of life, sharing of life.
In many towns in west Germany you will see painted on walls the
English words 'NO FUTURE '. The people who feel like this are young
and energetic; yet they cannot imagine bringing a child into this
world, they have stopped planting trees. Life in its fullness, the
promise of Chr·ist, produces only a weary smile. Sometimes their
sorrow is turned outwards, in aggressiveness, often it is turned
inwards, in depression. Life is empty.
Jesus, too, in our story goes son::owfully on his way. "How hard it
will be for the wealthy to enter the kingdom of God!" (Mk 10:23).
Fullness of life, . the kingdom of God, eternal life, all are destroyed by wealth of possessions, exploitation, injustice. But the
rich young man doesn't know this, he is filled with hopeless sorrow
and ·sorrowful hopelessness . Why are so many people in the rich
world so empty ? With a superfluity of things life itself becomes
superfluous. Among the younger generation in particular today there
is a strong and growing desire to break away from -dependence on too
many. possessions. Henry David Thoreau sa~d: "The possibilities of
life diminish as so-called 'means' increase. The best thing a rich
man can do to preserve his humanity is to realize the . dre~s he
cherished when he was poor . " · Economics alone cannot explain it:
they have everything, people say, what more do they want! I doubt,
too, whether ind·i vidual psychology 1 that. opium of the middle-classes
can offer much explanation here. I don't see that we need to know
the r.ich young man's parents anq_analyse their relationship with
their son before we can understand his history with God. What I
think we need in fact if we are to understand the empty and meaningless life of the rich, is knowledge of God, theo;I.ogy.
·God is the ground. of our · life: he it was who breathed the breath of
life into humankind . (Gen 2:7). If we hide ourselves from God behind
the barrier of our many possessions so that God ,c annot touch us,
then we die ••• the long death of the middle classes and also, now,
of the elites of third world countries. Wealth acts as a wall more
invincible by far than the famous walls of Jericho: we set ourselves
apart, we make ourselves untouchable, and our wall is sound-proof
so that we cannot hear the cries of the poor and oppressed. Apartheid is not just a political system in an African country; apartheid
is a certain way of thinking, feeling and living without being conscious of ·w hat is happening around us. There is a way of doing
theology in which the poor and economically exploited are never seen
or heard - and that is apartheid theology. I ~m speaking here about
my own social class, but I would also want to include al.l those -from
other economic situations who pursue the same ideals even though
they may not yet have achieved them. Dear sisters and brothers from
the third and second worlds, I beg of you : Do not follow our example!
Claim back what we have stolen from you, but do not follow us. Otherwise, like the rich young man, you will have sorrowfully to bid
farewell to Christ. Do not pursue the idea of 'fullness of life'
as we have developed it in the western world. It is a delusion.
It separates us from God, ·it makes us rich ••• and dead.
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The spiritual emptiness of the rich is a result . of the economic injustic·e on which they capitalize. We have chosen a system based on
money and violence. The rich young man will have bouts of depression. He cannot change his life he can only inake it secure. And .
he wil~ have to keep making it more and more secure to prevent anything being taken away from him. So he stockpiles weapons; and the
mild depression prevailing in so many European and North American
churches is tantamount in P.ractice to acquiescence in militarism.
They have no hope because they trust in the deadly peace of the arms
·advocates. Money and violence go together: those who make money
their God are bound to make 'security' their state ideology and
armaments a political priority.
Some Christians in our countries are saying: What's so bad about
safeguarding our security with arms ? We're not actually going to
use the bomb, just the threat of it. In reality, however, the bomb
destroys the fullness. of life Christ has promised to us. It .de.stroys
the life of the poor in the Jnaterial sense, the life of the rich in
the. spiritual sense. It has become lodged .inside us, it has taken
possession of us . We will never know fullness of life while we
live under the bomb which has become the most pc;>tent symbol in our ·
world, the thing our politicians· research and pay for, · love. and
fear above all else, in other words, ·their God. · ·
·
The wealth of the wealthy lies· not just in their possessions but
also, per.haps mQr.e . so, in their power. to des.troy. The world I live
in is rich beyond measure in death :and ever more sophisticated means
·of killing. The bombs lying stored ready for use beneath the earth's
surface and under the oceans in submarines, the quantities of explosives intended .for every human being on earth are, I believe,
targeted .on God. The meaning of the arms race is this: God is to
be eliminated from the earth once and for all. Even · the bombs that
have not yet been used are directed against God. Militarism is
humanity's supreme effort of get rid of God once and for all, to
undo creation and prevent redemption leading .to fullness of life ~
If it is true that a superfluity o~ things makes life superfluous,
then the way to change is to become poorer. "Sell what you have 0 ,
Jesus tells the rich middle-class ·young man, "and give to the poor".
We cannot . fill our inner emptiness with God at no cost to ourselves
by some kind of cheap spirituality, as . some people seem to imagine.
We first have to empty ourselves outwardly of ·all that overfills us.
Becoming empty for God means emptying ourselves and relinquishing
or reducing all the possessions of our world: money and violence.
To becorne ·poorer.and rely less and less on violence, that is the
change or heart which leads to fullness of life·.
Jesus tried to bring the rich young man to break with his own world,
with its attitudes and values , and his own privileged social class.
Christ faces us with the same question: How long will you continue
to go along with a · world order which is based on exploitation and
oppression ? How long will you continue to benefit from and connive
at . the system which is dominated by 'the thief who comes to .steal,
to kill, to destroy'? As far as .my country is concerned, this
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question is a little easier to answer today than it was even three
years ago~
To be honest, I have to admit that I would never have expected our
traditional churches, which I have often felt to be a grave in which
Christ is buried, to generate so much liberation and life.
But God
creates sons and daughters for himself from stones to be a ferment
for peace, so why not from congregations as well?
A few years ago

many of the most thoughtful people I know longed to be in the third
world because there the struggles are more clear-cut, fronts more
clearly defined, hopes more inunediate . "I wish I were in Nicaragua,"
one student wrote to me, "life in Chrl,st would be possible there."
To many of us it seemed that we could only find Christ at the side
of the poor and not in our first world context. I suspect things
have changed somewhat in this respect now. We do not live in El
Salvador, but we do live under the domination of NATO. In its
planning off ices decisions are ·taken that· affect our lives and the
lives of other peoples. Sacrifices are being offered there to false gods and that is where our struggles must lie. Our historic.al
task is to fight for peace and .against militarism. This is how we
can participate in the third world's struggle for liberation. Noone who feels a bond with the poor has any reason to despair today
nor to engage in senseless acts of destruction and self-destruction.
Since the latest arms build-up began with a view to perpetuating the
reign of terr9r, we know exactly where our El Salvador lies. Our
Vietnam. Our Soweto. Our liberation struggle. Our cpnversion
away from money and violence to. justice and peace . Speaking of
fullness of life, Paul also says, "and because there is no veil
over the face, we all . reflect as in a mirror the splendour of the
Lord; thus we are transfigured into his likeness ••• " {2° Cor 3:18).
This splendour ~hines out of the faces of those who have been
converted to peace and justice.
Many Christians believe freedom from violence will only be possible
in the Kingdom of God, while on earth war and poverty are inevitable.
People who adopt this view, however, are separating God .from his
Kingdom and, like the rich young man, seeking an ·eternal life devoid
of justice and a fullness of life devoid of love, which is an absurdity. Human richness lies in a person's relationships with
others, in his or her being for others. Far from being decreased
by sharing wi.th others, the fullness of life increases as miraculously as the five loaves and. two fishes. Christ sets us free from
life-consuming poverty and life-sapping inner emptiness, he makes
us free to enter .into a new conununity in which we need no longer ·
do violence to one another but can make one another happy. We have ·
become one with the living love and do not need to postpone eternal
life to another age than our own.
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There is a passage in the Prophet Isaiah which speaks of the fullness of life, of its beauty and truth:
rs not this _what I require of you as a fast:
to loose the fetters of injustice,
to .untie. the knots of the yoke,
to snap every yoke ..
and se~ . free those who have been crushed?
'.Is .not. sharing · your food with the hungry,
taking the homeless poor into your house,
clothing the naked wnen you m~et them
and never evading a duty to your kinsfolk ?
Then shall your light break forth like the dawn and soon
you will grow healthy like a wound newly healed;
your own righteousness shall be your vanguard
and the glory of the Lord your rearguard.

..........

You s.h all be called Rebuilder of broken walls,
Resto~er of houses in ruins.
(Is ss: 6 ~ 12 )
The . passage sp~aks of the richness of life.. Do . , not hold yourself
in reserve, · it tells us. Your fullness will . grow with your . extravagance. The richness of which this text speaks is the -richness ·of
being a human person, not the richness -6~ having things. The ricl)ne~s of having is - pres6rved in possessions, status, p~ivileges. It
is wealth gained by making other$ poor . 'I',he rich person of w~pm
Isaiah speaks, who shares her food with. the nungry and talks to
those who are depressed, is not rich through having but rich in
human relations. such a woman has many friends. This does not
mean an inward .richness that enables her simply to overlook Outward
poverty and lack of freedom. The rich person descr-ibed by Isaiah
is aware of the injustice, the ·.subjugation a~d de~truction of life
.in ·society, but she is. not prepared, to. come· to ·terms with it. Her
life.has direction, a clear line, and i t s aim is that a-1~ should
receive a name. ·Richness means gaining brothers -and sisters. _R.ichness in this sense is to be found in a tiny country like Nicaragua
wher.e fullness has grown out of want. . Isaiah is not addressing
people who simply receive orders and carry out assigned tasks ~ _He -.
is speaking to the -forceful, rich human · being who has been so much
maligned and belittled in the Christian tradition. The Prophet
counts on such people·, and entices them to enter into the beauty of
a real, fulfilled .life.
It is a beautiful gospel - and 'our tex·t . is pure -gospel. It promises
a life free of contempt, contempt of others, .contempt of myself.
A life free of cynicism; free of fear, a rich life i .n which every
hour is valuable. "Then shall your light break forth like the dawn!"
New skin will grow quickly to heal your wounds . Even in the banality
of everyday life_, in .t he arid barrenness of our petrified environe. ment "your soul will be satisfied . " Things will not be meaningless.
"Your dusk will be like noonday."

.•
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When I hear this text I am not faced with new dem~nds - the demands
are old and familiar - but I do find a tempting vision of life in
its fullness. This is how we can live, this is what I want to be
like. This is how I want people to think of me, this is the name
I want to be called. · When I hear this text, I am reminded afresh
that we are strong, we can achieve something, we are not expendable.
There is no call for .us to sing all the ·year round that our strength
avails nothing and we are lost. We have a new hymn: "Then your
light will rise like dawn out of darkness, you will be like a wellwatered garden, like a spring whose waters never fail." This iS
how it should be, this is how it will be. I shall have a name,
I shall be answered, I shall no longer be a helpless, anxious being;
the truth of the world, the meaning of life will be clearly .revealed.
"Her·e I am", says the Lord in this text; not far away in sdme other
place, not at some future time or long ago .with happier peoples, but
here. This is where the meaning of everything is: Do not stand apart
from your brothers . ~nd sisters then "your light will rise like dawn
out of darkness."
Chris'tianity says nothin·g we cannot a·l so hear in other places in the
· world. "If you cease to pervert justice ••• " But it also holds out
a final promise: Nothing · is without meaning.
Teresa of Avila said: The way to heaven is itself heaven. At no
point along that way, however deep the darkness it may iead through,
are you ever. alone. If you let yourself be carried by love, · your
strength will .be increased. Your wealth will grow the more you
share. Wherever you allow love to carry you, love is with you, the
fullness of life is with you.
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'~The grace of · the ·Lord Jesus be with you-" (1 Cor 16 :23).
As the delegates . and other participants of the Sixth Assembly of .
the World Council of Churches gather in Vancbuver, I wish to
assure yo~ of my deep pastoral interest .and closeness in prayer.

I am pleased that, for this important ~eeting in the service of
the ecumenical movement, y6u have decided t~at .the central theme
would be:
"Jesus Christ . the life of the world".
In doing this,
you have reached out to Christ~ans ey~rywhere, . to · all who confess
faith in Jesus Christ, believing · that "there _ is salvation . in no
one alse, for there is no other name under .heaven ·given among men
by which we must be saved" (Acts 4: l,2).
You ha.ve affirmed our
common belief that . Jesus is the crucified Saviour, the Redeemer
of all, th.e Lord of life who was "designat~d Son of God in power
according to the Spirit of holiness bf his Restirrection from the
dead'~ (~om 1:4), the Risen Christ whose onene~s with us in all
things but sin has firmly established the digpity and worth of
every human being.
Ecumenical endeavours such - as this bear witness· to the ever
increasing longing of Christians today that the prayer of Christ
may be £°~!filled:
"that they may be one" (Jn 17:22).
This urgent
task, which still encounters ~~ny difficulties, is indeed
· challenging and multi-faceted.
It tequires ~bedience to the will
of God and coopera~ion with his grace.
It demands persevering
faith and steadfast hope.
Above all, it impels us to constant
prayer and continual conv~rsion . .
As t have made pastoral vis~ts to the Catholic Churcb ~n v•rious
parts of the world, it has been a special pleasure for me to have
met with repres~ntatives of a number of the member-churches of the
World Council.
Many also have come to Rome to further our comfuon
efforts of dialogue aid mutual understanding.
Such contacts have
advanced th~ cause of Christian unity, and I trust that the present
gathering in Vancouver will bring about even further progress

toward$ th.is goal for . which w.e .all lon.g.
Upon ~11 taking part in the Sixth Asse~bly of the .World Council of
Churches, I invok~ th~ wisdom, light and peace of the Roly Spi~it.
With the words: of Sain_t Paul I say:· uMy lov·e be with you all in
Christ Jesus" (1 Cor· 1'6: 24) .
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BIO-DATA

NITA BARROW
Citizenship:

Barbados .

Methodist
Professional
freparation:

Positions held:

Voluntary
Positions:

Other Bio-data:

Graduate nurse/midwife
Post-graduate preparation
and administration

i~

teaching public health

Teaching in schools of nursing
National Director of Nursing, University of the West Indies
Principal Nursing Officer, Jama~ca .
Nursing Consultant/Advi~er~ Wor~d Health o.rganization,
Caribbean Area
Associate· Director. and afterwards Director of the WCC
Christian ·Medical Conunission
Reg·i onal Y. W. C.A. Caribbean. Area Chairman - 13 years
World Y.W.C.A. - Member of the Executive Committee 1955-67
Vice-President, World Y.W.C.A. 1963-67
President, World Y.W.C.A. 1975
President, International ·Council of Adult Education, 1982 ·
Dame of St. Andrews - title conferred by Her Majesty
th~ Qu~en on recommendation of the Barbados Government

CYNTHIA C: WEDEL
Age: 75
Residence·:

Alexandria,
Virgin'ia' USA

'

'

'

Citiz~nshi~:

USA

Episcopal Church [Anglicari ]
Reti~ed ps~dhologist

National chairperson of volunteers · of ·the American Red Cross
Consultant on volunteers and· voluptary organisatio.ns
Previous
National director youth wOrk, Episcopal
experience:
Church (1935...;39)
Lecturer in psychology, ~erican university
Wa~hingtbn (1957-66) ' ·

As.s ociate genera.! secret;.ary NCC (1962-69)

·~.
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Associate director, Centre for a Voluntary
Society (1969-73)
Executive director, Church Executive Development
Board (1969-73)
National president, Church Women United, USA
(1955-58)
Chairman, Broadcasting · & Film Commission,
NCCUSA (1957-60)
President, NCC (1969-72)
Member of board, NCCUSA (1955-)
Member, Vice Chairperson, WCC Dept. Laity (1961-68)
Member, WCC C~mm. Men & Women in Church & Society
( 1950-61)
Member, Executive Council, Episcopal Church
(1955-62)
Member, Joint Comm. on Ecumenical Relations
. (19 58-69)

J

Other biodata: Widow of Theodore .Wedel, Canon of Washington
and Warden of the College of Preachers

THEODORE STYLIANOPOULOS
Age:

45

Residence:

Needham, MA, USA

Teacher of New Testament
Previous .
experience:

~heology

Citizenship:

USA

at Holy Cross, Brookline (1967-)

Ordained priest in the Greek .Orthodox ·Archdiocese
~erVing sever~l parish~s in the area of Holy
Cross (1965)

Other biodata: Married to Fotini with four children
· ALLAN AUBREY .BOESAK
Age:

37

Previous
experience:

Main
publications:

Citizenship:

South African

President of the World Aliiance of Reformed Churches
Assessor of Synod, N. G. Sendingkerk, servi.ng on a
· number of . church committees·
National Chairman,_ Association for Christian Students
in Southern Africa
. ·
Member of the National Executive, South African Council
·of Churches .Speaker at national ·and - int~rnation~l ecumenical
gatherings
Coming in . out of the Wilderness, 1975
Farewell. to Innocen¢e, 1976

/ .

August 21, 1983
WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES' MIDDLE EAST STATEMENT
. IS A STUDY IN MORAL. HY~OCRISY
RELIGION COMMENTARY
RABBI MARC H. TANENBAUM* OF THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE
--------~-

The Middle East statement adopted last week by the Sixth Assembly of the
World Council of Churches in Vancouver "dripped with pious ecumenism wrapped
around barbed wire" intended to isolate Israel as a pariah among the nations.
Thanks to the efforts Qf a small group of Western Christian leaders who
consulted with official Jewish 11 guests 11 at the Assembly -- Rabbi Jordan Pearlson of Toronto, Dr. Zvi Werblowsky Qf Israel and myself -- the final WCC state~
ment was an "improvement" over an earlier text promoted by .Arab Christians who
advocated a radical pro·PLO line.
The adopted Middle East text, as well ~s other foreig~ policy resolutions,
made it clear that the World Co~ncil has become in _the words of Time magazine,
"an ecclesiastical cloneof the United Nations. .• in its relentless denunGiations
of the sins of American (a,nd Israeli) policyu and "a see-no-.evil policy toward
Communist· (and Arab) regimes.''
Under the chairmanship of Or. William Thompson, a self-righteous American
Presbyterian, the Middle East text did not make a single explicit reference to
the destruction wrought on Lebanon by Syria and the PLO, while specifically
denouncing Israel, in _e ffect, as the focus of all evil in the Middle East.
They used language suggesting Israel's 11 discriminatory 11 policies toward
Palestinians was 1, i~e that' of South Africa's apartheid toward blacks. They
dishonestly accused Israel of inhibiting Moslem and Christian access to Jerusalem,
without providing a shred of ·evidence. They invited the fair-minded United
Nations, the peace-loving USSR and the murderous PLO to be central partners to
Middle East negotiations.
And demonically, they sought to relieve w,estern Christians of any guilt
for the Nazi holocaust and centuries of anti-Semitism~ replacing it by guilt
only for the Palestinians' plight.
Such moral hypocri~yhardlyflflfills the WCC's proclaimed role of "ministry
for reconciliation and. witness for peace." If the media persists in savaging
the wee for its one-sided, obsessive anti-Western and anti-Israeli stances,
the wee has only itself to blame.
*Rabbi Tanenbaum fS national interrel igious affairs director of the American
Jewish Committee.
rpr
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Non-Christians for the first time
address a plenary session of wee
By Willmar Thorkelson
Religious News Service Correspondent
VANCOUVER, British Columbia. (RNS)--Representatives ofjudaisrn , Hinduism, Buddhism and Islam told an intt:rnational gathering of Christians here how their traditions view life as a gift from God.
They took part in a plenary session of the sixth assembly of the World Council of Churches devoted co an assembly ;;.·1u··
theme, "Life, A Gift of God," and made history in doing so.
.
AJthoµgh there have been observers from non-Christian religions at previo~s assemblies, the assembly here marked the first
time that a plenary s<:ssion had been addressed by non-Christian representatives. At the New Ddhi assembly in 1961, it was
recalled, it was not even possible for people of other faiths to be ~<.:credited as press representatives.
Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum, interreligous affairs director of the American Jewish Committee, told the WCC delegates that
"the central moral and human crisis of our time is the dignity of human life, which is being battered on every continent on
earth.''
He bemoaned the plight of 12 million refugees and other impoverished masses while the world devotes a bulk of its
resources, $400 billion annually, to nudear araments.
"What unites Jews and Christians," he said, as well as _Moslems and others, "what hinds them more powerfully than
anything that separates them, is their conviction that every human life is precious in the eyes of God. none is expendable.''
The rabbi pledged that "millions of Jews will join hands with you in the cause of God's hu1nan family."
Shri Shrivatsa Goswami, a Hindu of Vrindaban, India, said Hindu scriptures affirm ahat "whate\·er there is in creati.on is
the Lord.''
God is truth, consciousness, bliss, he said. "Each of us therefore partakes in this manifestation of God."
Masuo Nezu, a Buddhist from Japan, said that Buddhism affirms the sanctity of all life. Buddhism's goal, he said, is to fi-ee
all living beings from the miseries of life, so they may attain the "joy of peace." He quoted a brief passage from the Lotus
Sutra.
Yusuf Khan Shakirov, from Tashkent in the $oviet Union, speaking in Russian, explained that Islamic teachings hold that
life is the creation of the almighty Allah, and is the greatest gift of God.
Fourteen centuries ago, he said, the prophet Muhammad called people to be careful of the environment, knowing that life
would become impossible if the environment was polluted.
Besides Rabbi Tanenbaum, another rabbi, Jordan Pearlson of Toronto, addressed a public program of the assembly arranged by the local Vancouver planning committee. Rabbi Pearlson and Anant Rambachan, spoke on some Jewish and Hindu
perspectives of the assembly theme.
Mr. Rambachan began his address with a chanted prayer--"may we never despise each other. May our dialogue be
fruitful." He spoke of the common inheritance in all religious traditions and said that dialogue ·was indispensable to any
sincere effort of humanity. He then discussed the goals of life.from the Hindu tradition.
Rabbi Pear.Ison , in presenting the Jewish perspective, said: "I can love you exactly where you are, but you can love me only as a poteniial Christian ."
"Internally," he said, ''each of us is complex, but we treat each other as monoliths. I, as a western, st:(:ularly-trained
liberal, am not acceptable in some circles.''
John Taylor , director of the WCC's interfaith dialogue committee, said dialogue is essential in promoting harmonio.us coex. istence.
"Religion has for a long time been oil on a fir·e of conflict and inrerfaith dialogue is not only a contribution to the peace of
mankind, it is also an occasion for witness." .
"Every Christian must be a witness, but every Christian must also livt: in peace with neighbors," he declared.
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~Faiths llepfeesen~ed

For the first time in its 35-year
history, the World Council of
Churches invited representatives of
· five world religions to address its
Assembly. They spoke in the
plenary on "Life, A Gift of God,"
bringing affirmations of life from
their own sacred writings.
From Islamic teachings, Shayk
Yusuf Khan Shakirov explained in
Russian that life is the creation of
the Almighty Allah, and is the
greatest gifi .o f God. Fourteen centuries ago the Prophet Muhammed
called people to be careful of the en·
vironment, k~o'?'in8 ~t l\f~ would
become impossible. if the· environ·
ment was polluted.
Buddhism affirms the sanctity of
all life, said Masuo Nezu, a
Japanese. Buddhism's goal is to
free all . living beings from the

mfoeries of life, so they may attain
the "joy of peace". He quoted a
brief passage from the Lotus Sutra.
Shri Shrivatsa Goswami said Hin·
du scriptures affirmed: "Whatever
there is in creation is the Lord."
God is truth, consciousness, bliss,
he said. ••Each of us therefore par· .
talces in this manifestation of
God."
Jews and Christians are bound
together, said Rabbi Marc H.
Tanenbaum, by the affirmation of
the value of every human being as a
chiJd of God, deserving nurture and
respect. Bemoaning that the world
·does not sustain 12 million
refugees, although it spends $400
billion yearly on nuclear weapons,
he pledged "the millions of Jews
will join hands with you in the cuase
. of Ood's human family."

~~tt')
PtUrWWloms

Interfaith togetherness was demonstrated by Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum of USA when he held the
6-month-old daughter of Mrs. Slthembiso Nyoni, a Zimbabwe Christian, as both waited to speak on
the Assembly sub-theme: "Ufe, A Gift of. God. 0 Tuesday afternoon.
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A JEWISH OBSERVER REPORTS ON WORLD COUNCIL
OF CHURCHES ASSEMBLY IN VANCOUVER
WINS RELIGION COMMENTARY
RABBI MARC H. TANENBAUM* OF THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMtt.ITTEE

As an official representative of the world Jewish community attending the World Council of Churches Assembly last week in Canada, I found
the experience enriching, stimulating -- and troublesome.
The enrichment came from the opportunity it gave me to meet religious leaders literally from every part of the world. I even met a
black Anglican Archbishop from Botswanna who spoke fluent Yiddish.
The stimulation came_from the · privilege of 1istening to a series
of frequently bri1liant papers on the threat to human survival posed by
the nuclear arms race, poverty, hunger, world refugees, and rampant fanaticism in many parts of the world.
As the first Jewish spokesman ever invited to address a World Council plenary of 4,000 delegates and guests, I told the interDational gathering that the Jewish people share many of these concerns. Given _Judaism's
emphasis on the sanctity of human 1ife, I stated that world Jewry is
prepared to collaborate in the struggle to assure humarn survival.
But what I found troublesome was an approach to Christian unity
that seemed to ignorethepowerful reality of religious pluralism in the
world.
It was also unsettling to see how Arab Christians were using their
Christianity to mount blatant one-sided, anti-Israel campaigns among the
wee delegates.
Next week, the resolutions on world affairs -- including the Middle
East -- will be introduced. We will then have a clearer idea as to
whether the World Council will be a reconciling or a polarizing force
between peoples and nations.
*Rabbi Tanenbaum, who is national interreligious affairs director of the.
American Jewish Commitee, presents a weekly religion commentary over
WINS-Westinghouse Broadcasting System.
rpr
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Non-Christians for the first time ·
address a plenary session of wee
By Willmar Thorkclson
Rdigious News Service Correspondent
VANCOUVER, British Columbi;. (RNS)··Rcprcs<:ntatives of Judaism, Hindui.~m. Buddhism and Islam told an international gatht:ring of Christian.-. here how their traditions view life as a gift rrom God.
They took pan in a plcna.ry session of the sixih assembl:v of the. World Council of. Churches devoted tu an assembly subtheme, "Life, A Gift of God, " and made history in doing so.
AlthouKh there havt" been observers from nnn-Cliristian religions at prt'vious assemblii::s, rhc a~~cmbh' here marked 1he first
time that a pknary ·scssiun had bct~n addressed I.iv non-Christian reprcs1;ntatives. At !lit: Ne'" l.Jdhi itSSl'111bly in 1961, it was
recalled, it was not e\'t:n possible for people of other faiths to be: ac.:credited as press represcntatiws .
Rabbi Marc H. Tancnb<.tum, i11tcrrdi!{ous affairs diree1on.>f the Amt"rican .Jc.w ish Committt'<'. rolrl lilt: \!\'CC delegates that
"the central moral ilnd .human crisis of our tim~· i~ the digpity of human life. which is being hattl!n:d on <:very continent on
earth."
He bemoaned rhe plight c,f 12 million rcfu~n:s :.incl •Hner impoverisht:d masses while the world devotes a bulk of its
resources. $400 billion annu:1lly. to nud<:a·r awrncnts.
"What unites Jews and Christians." he said. as wdl as Moslems and others. "what hinds th1~m mo1c powerfully than
anything that separates them. is their convic:ti<m lln1t every human. life is prt:ci1.1us in tht' eyes of God. nbnt> is expendable."
The rabbi pledged that "milliu11s of.Jews will _join hands with you in the cause of God's human family ."
Shri Shrivatsa Goswami, a Hindu 1Jf\'rind;..b:.in, India, said Hindu scriptu·res affirm that "whate\·a there i~ in creation is
". ·:'"=~ ·:
. . ..:-.· ' ~. t~r l..orci."
·'. ''·-;,\ ·
·.;··..
_God._is trulh, consc1ousness, b liss, he said ... Each of us tht:r~ion: panak~:s in 1his manifestation of G od ."
. '. ··...M~~uo Nel\I, a Buddhisc frorn .Japan, .said that B11dcihisrn affirms the sanctity of ;Lil lifr. Buddhism's g(>al, he said, is co free
·.• ·A_jf'i'i~'ing bt:ings from the miserit~s of lilt, so th~y may attain the ' 'joy of peace." He quoted a brief passage from the Lotus
·.·
-~:, 5;·1 tra.
Yusuf Khan Shakirnv, from Tashkt;nt in the Soviet Union. speaking i111 Russian, explained rha1 Islamic te:ichings hold that
life is the cn:ati011 of the: ahni.t(hty Allah, and is the !:{ft:atcst gih of (.;od.
·· f.ourtccn centurit's ago, he said, rht.· prophet Muha.m ntad calkd pt'ople to bt: careful of the environmcr.it, knowing that life
would becvrm· impos~iblc if the .:·nvironmcnr w;Js polluted.
Besides Rahl.H Tanenbaum, anorha rabbi .. Jo rdan Pcarlson of Tunmro, iitklresse<l a µublic program of tht· assembly a r ranged by the local \';mcouver planning committee. Rabbi Pearlson and Anant Rambachan, spokt: on some Jewish and Hindu
perspcctiv<'.S of the asst"mbly theme.
Mr.. Rambachan bq~an his address with a <:hanl.<~<l pr~yer·· "may we never despise each other . M<1y our dialogue be
fruitful." He spoke of th1~ common inhcritanct: in all religious traditions and said th.a t dialogue was indispensable to any
sincere l:ffon ot' huntanity. He then discussed tht> goals of life from the Hindu tradition .
Rabbi Pcadson, in presc:nting the .Jewish pnspective, said: "1 can love you exactly whert.' you are, but you can love me only. as a potential· Christi;rn . '·
"Internally," he said. ' \·a('h of us i~ cornplex, but we treat each other as monoliths. I, as a western, serularly-trained
liberal, am not acceptable in some circles."
.
John T aylor, director of the WCC's inierfaith dialogue committee, said dialogue is essential in promoting harmonious co~xistence.
"Religion has for a long time been oil on a fire of contlic1 and inrerfaith dialogue is not only a contribution to· the peace of
mankind, it is also t1n occasion for wi t ness.''
" Every Christian mus t be a witness, but cvei:y.Christian must also live in peace with· neighbors ," he declared.
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WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
PROGRAMME UNIT ON F·AITH AND WITNESS

Diillogue with People of Living Faiths and Ideologies

June lst, 1983
JBT/lw
""

Dear Friends,
As the Assembly 'draws ·n earer, we realize that some of you will
already be receiving invitations and making appointments. Accordingly, I have prepared a draft which indicates ways in which the three
layers of the Assembly, namely the official, the visitors and the
public programmes interlock. From these you will observe that, even
though the dialogue issue .may not have ~uch particular focus and publicity as was the case at the last Assembly in Nairobi, there will nevertheless be many places when the issue becomes visible.
You will recall that the pattern of this As~e~bly is to avoid major
addresses and lectures so as to permit the maximum number of shorter
interventions in terms of panel discussions, group work, etc.. None ·
of the almost daily group session~ appear on the attached list but it
should be noted that they may be the occasion for some of the best discussion. Nor does the attached list indicate those plenary sessions in
the last three days of the Assembly when the Assembly will discuss ·and
adopt various st.a tements on public issues and on programme priorities
fo~ the future; needless to say those sessions may be particularly important .f or our dia~ogue concern.
We realize what a long period of time you ar.e being asked ·to offer
to the Assembly, but we hope that it will be time which is full of
interest andstimulus for you as well as providing us with the enrichment of your various contributions and co-operation.
My colleagues join me in sending our warmest good wishes,
Yours sincerely,

~~

Dr. John B. Taylor
Director
Encl.

P.S. Would you please send back the official registration form if you
have not already done so. Thank you very much!

.

,

Draft for information -

so~1ie

items r.ot yet confirmed

ASSCMBLY i>C'i'IIJITIE S RELA'l'E!) TO

PEOPLE OP OTHER FAITHS

Off5.cial Programme, Visitors and Public Pr.ogram.11e
.•.

20.00

JULY. 24

f'A.O~

:...--- 25

-

9.30-11.00

O/P/V
0
p

Interfaith Reception in Asia Centre (by invitation)

/

Official Welcome to Guests during first Business Session (Reply
by Dr Gopal Singh )
"Life of the World" - ,Jewish and Hindu perspective; .
Dr D. Jay~ 1 Rabbi J.Pearlson, Anant Anand Rambachan

~

16.30 - 18.00

lf.! - "~
~

27

11.00 :::_12 ._30

'I

14.30

p

28

#It'

"Life in Community" - Muslim and native Canadian perspective:
Prof. M. Talbi, Mr A. Solomon, Dr D. Eck*
._.:'"'
Hearing on WCC Programmes - DFI programme discussed un.d er .
Unit I

20.00- 21.30
t?
b n/

Readings by guests of other faiths during plenary presentation
on sub theme I "Life 1 the Gift of God;' (Goswami/Shakirov/Buddhis1
----;
and .;r_~enbau:n>
Christian-Muslim+dialogue: Dr D.~Tay , Dr lna:nullah Khan,
Shaykh Kattan , Dr D. C. Mulder

q 3~
,_-

12.15-13.15

p

Miss P. Webb - downtown presentation on interfaith

ll.00-12.30

v

Christian-Hindu-Buddhist dialogue: Dr D. Jay *' , Shrivatsa
Gos\-1ami, Sri Lankan, Hindu woman, Rissho-kosei-kai, ?Sama rt ha

O/P/V

31

Festival of Cultures

AUGUS'I'

See especially Issue Group I . "Witnessing in a Divided vlorld"
although Guests o.L other faiths will contribute to other
Issue Group.s as well

1-5

Christian-Je\'1ish dialogue: Dr D. Jay* / Mrs J •. Gerber + ,
Vancouver rabbi, Dr C. Schoneveld, Christian woman

11.00-12.30

v

l

20. 00 - 21. 00

p

"Witnessing in a Divided world" - Buddhist and Sikh perspectives: Dr c. Schoneveldf Dr G. Singh, Dr s. Sivaraksa

2

14. 30 - 16. 00

v

'l'l)e Work of the wee - presentation by DFI: Dr D. Mulder*
and DFI" staff

2

20. ()() - 21. 30

p

4

9. 30 - 11.00

Three religions. on P ~nd J: Dr ~oom, Shaykh Shakiro•J . &
,. Dr _Inamullah Khan_, Canon Lloyd Casson, local interfaith *
member
Plenary on Peace and Justice - proposed response from floor
by Dr Inamullah Khan

4

14. 30 - 16 . 00

1

.....___

::>
\I

I?

v

€)

6-10

8

Q

13.00-14.15

Official programme
"" Visitors' programme
Publi_c programme

p

.Traditional religions: Dr D. Jay* '+Mr A. Solomon,
Miss G. George, Prof. N.K.Dzobo , Hawaian
Dialogue issues may be raised in reports of any Issue Groups,
Programme Guidelines committee, Message conunittee, etc.
Interfaith panel: Dr Stanley Samartha*

*

+

=

overall Moderator
other faith Moderator

··~
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WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
PROGRAMME UNIT ON FAITH· AND WITNESS
Dialogue with . P-ple of Uving Faith• Olnd Ideologies_

June 29th, _1983

JBT/iw
TO GUESTS OF OTHER. FAITHS AT VANCOUVER
~---~~ -

"·

Dear Friends,
First of all I thought you: would -like· to . ·s ee the copies-of.. the
Mauritius report. ~ .Please order· extra copies from . us· i f you need ·
them.
We are looking forward to· seeing you at Vancouver and hope that
your journey g9es. well. We .are sorry about delays in travel arrange. ments for those of you who asked for assistance from this side. Do
not hesitate.. to cal.I us. if . you are· anxious. ·
-~~-:-;--··.~""···
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Some · of '·you have already received the name of'"a Vancouver family
who will probably meet you on arrival and .invite you for a meal to
their home during the course of the_Assembly. However , the design9tion.
host family does not mean that you will be staying with them.Unless you
have informed us that you. are making other arrangements, you will be
staying on the Campus in accordance with the request ·made on your
registration form.
·
I shall be at .your. disposal throughout the .Assembly to ·give you
any possible help. Please excuse me if I am not able to meet all of
yoo at the. airport as I should · wis~ but there ·should be good ·reception
facilities there. Please make sure that you inform the Assembly Office
at Vancouver of your time of arrival; you wUl have received a printed
.form for this purpose.

,,

..

I am including for your information a list of the official guests .
of other faiths who have now accepted to come to Vancouver. Unfortunately, the names of~visitorsnof other faiths are not yet fully known,
but you will meet some of these. at the reception on the first Sunday
evening together with friends of _other faiths from Vancouver itself .
If you have any particular posters or material .which. you would like
us to display or distributej we shall endeavour to find a suitable place
for these in the Asian Centre, although you will apprecia_te that space .
is limited.
Permit me to raise a slightly delicate question. We are grateful
for the sacrifice of .time ·which you are all making and we realize that
some of. you may have foreign exchange restrictions. i;>lease feel free to
ask me in Vancouver if you need reimbursement of any costs and if it
would help ·to have up to CS 50.- for small local expenses such as laundry
and airport tax if applicable.
With warm good wishes,

GUESTS OF OTHER FAITHS AT VANCOUVER
I.

HINDUS
Shri Shrivatsa GOSWAMI
Gambhira
Radharamana Ghera
Vrindaban UP 281 121
India

Leader of one of the leading spiritual
renewal movements in North India.

Dr. Mrs. NAMBIAR
Daulat Ram College
Delhi University
New Delhi 110 007
India

Principal of Oaulat Ram College,
Delhi University.

Dr. Anant Anand RAMBACHAN
Department of Theology and
Religious Studies
Leeds University
Leeds LS2 9JT
United Kingdom

A young researcher and lecturer from
Trinidad who is open to social
implications of Hinduism.

II. BUDDHISTS

The Rev. Abbess FUNG \Ving Ming
Por Yea Nunnery
P.O. Box 176
Shatin N.T,
Hong Kong

Scholar in .both Buddhist and Christian
throught. Rev. Fung Wing Ming is the
Abbess of the Por Yea Buddhist Nunnery ·
in Hong Kong.

Mr. Masuo NEZU
2-11-1, Wada
Suginami-ku
Tokyo
166 Japan

Representative of Rissho Kosei-kai
(lay Buddhist movement including
tHwano Peace Foundation).

Mr. Sulak SIVARAKSA
232/9 Nares Road
Bangkok 10500
Thailand

A Thai. Buddhist layman who has long

Ven. Tissa Nanatilaka THERA
Post Graduate Institute of Pali
and Buddhist Studies
University of Kelaniya
Sri Lanka

Lecturer in the Post-Graduate Institute
of Pali and Buddhist Studies inthe
tlniversity of Sri Lanka.

experience of working with Christians
through ACFOD, etc. .

III. JEWS

·Rabbi Jordan PEARLSOtl
Temple Sinai Congregation
210 Wilson Avenue
Toronto M5M 381
Canada

Rabbi of a major Canadian Congregation,
he is active in the Canadian Jewish
Congress and in social and political
affairs in Toronto.

.I .
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Rabbi Marc TANENBAUM
American Jewish Committee
165 East 56th St.
New York, N.Y; 10022
U.S.A.

Director, Department of In terreligio_u s
Affairs of the American Jewish
Convnittee

IV • . MUSLIMS
Sheikh Ibrahim KATTAN
Off ice of the Supreme Judge
Amman
Jordan

A senior, traditional .Muslim leader/
judge who has taken part in various
international Christian-Muslim dialogues
and presides over Academy for Islamic
Research and Jerusalem- committee.

Dr. Inamullah KHAN
\Vorld M.u slim . Congress
P.O. Box 5030
Karachi 2
Pakistan

General Secretary of \Vor Id Muslim Congress, Burmese in origin, Pakistani
by nationality.

Shaykh Yusuf Khan SHAKIROV
Vice-Chairman of Central Asian
Muslims
Khamza Street 103
700055 Tashkent 55

One of new leaders of Soviet Muslims·•.

u.s.s.R.

Professor Mohamed
11 rue de Teheran
2000 Le Bardo
Tunis
Tunisia

V.

SIKH .
-Dr·. GOPAL SINGH
7 Poorvi Marg ·
Vasant, Vichar
New Delhi
India

VI.

A distinguished. and. ar.ticulate theologian with a long experience of
. Christian-Muslim dialogue including
dogmatic issues of scriptur.es;
Christology, etc.

One of the official guests at Nairobi.
Formerly ambassador and now thairman
of Government of India panel on
minorities/scheduled castes, .e tc.

TRADITIONAL RELIGIONS
Mr. Art SOLOMON
r.r. 2 Alban
Ontario pOm laO
Canada

Native spiritual leader of the Objibway
People, proposed by the Canadian
Council ·of Churches

Geneva, .June 1983
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FOR iMMEDIATE RELEASE

NEW YORK , July 1 ........ Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum, national interreligious affairs
director of the American Jewish Committee, has been designated one of the two official
guests to represent the world Jewish community at the Sixth Assembly of the Worl d
Council of Churches to be held in Vancouver , British Columbia, July 24 through
August 10.
The International Jewish Committee for Interreligious Consultations
(IJCIC), a coalition body of major Jewish organizations from throughout the world,
designated Rabbi Tanenbaum, together with Rabbi Jordan Pearlson of Toronto, president
of the Canadian Jewish Congress, to represent the Jewish people at the world assembly
of ··PFotestan·t and-,Ort:hodox ·bodies..
Both Jewish religious leaders will present papers at the assembly on the
theme of "Judaism and the Life of the World."

The WCC has invit.e,d the Jewish guests

to participate fully in the assembly's deliberations, together with representatives
from Buddhism, Islam, Hinduism, African religions , and other religious and social
justice . groups.
Both Rabbis Tanenbaum and Pearlson are expected to take part in eight
workshop groups dealing with the following themes:
a) Witnessing a divided world; b) Taking steps toward unity; c). Moving
towards participation; d) Healing and sharing life in community;
e) Confronting threats to peace and survival; f) Struggling for
justice and human dignity; g) Learning in community; and h) Communicating with conviction .
Among the i ssues that t he rabbis will be addressing will be those of IsraelArab relations and human rights in the Soviet Union and in other parts of the world .

- more-

Howard I. Friedman. President: Theodore Ellenofl. Chairman, Board ol Go.ernors: Allred H. Moses. Chairman, National ExecutiYe Council, Robert S. Jacobs, Chairman, Board of Trustees.
Donald Feldstein. Executive Vice President
Washington Office. 2027 Massachusetts Ave .. N.W.. Wasningtori, ()J.C. 20036 • Europe hq.: 4 Rue de la B1enfaisance. 75008 Paris, France • Israel hq.: 9 Ethiopia St.. Jerusalem. 95149. Israel
South Amerrca hq.: (1empora1y oflice) 165 E. 56 St .. New York, N.Y 10022 • Mexico-Cenlral Arrerica hq.: Av. Ejercito Nacionat 533. Mexico 5, O.F.
CS-1.C 11(11

..
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Rabbi Tanenbaum recently attended a liasion committee meeting of the
World Council and IJCIC in Geneva, where plans for the Vancouver assembly were
discussed.
Dr. Gerhardt Riegner, executive director emeritus of the World Jewish
Congress, is chairman of IJCIC.
Founded in 1906, the American Jewish Committee is this country's pioneer
human relations organization.

It combats bigotry, protects the civil and religious

rights of Jews at home and abroad and seeks improved human relations for all people
ever}'\Jhere.
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Gallup Poll shows most evangelicals
favor verifiable nuclear arms. freeze
By William Bole
Religious News Service Staff Writer
WASHINGTON (RN S) -- More than three-quarters of evangelicals expressing an opinion on the. arms race favor an immediate,· verifiable nuclear arms freeze, according to a pol! commissioned by the National Association of Evangelicals.
The NAE, which has avoided taking a po•sition on a nuclear freeze. was the group which gave President Reagan a warm
response at its convention last March when he called the Soviet Union 1he "focus of evil" in the modem world and attacked
religious supporters of a nuclear freeze.
Yet, despite widespread reports that the president was "preaching to the converted" at the convention, the NAE survey
shows that 77 percent of the evangelicals expressing an opinion on the arms race "would favor an immediate verifiable freeze
on the testing, production and deployment of nuclear weapons." The survey was conducted by The Ge0rge Gallup Organization.
The NAE, however, played down that finding and said that survey results show that "approval of a nuclear freeze is heavily
dependent on any such freeze being verifiable and bilateral. " Less than 20 percent of those polled favored a unilateral nuclear
freeze by the United States.
The N_A E also reported that 85_percent of those with an opinion "believe that it is not inconsistent with their biblical faith
to support possession of nuclear weapons for defensive purposes only." Commenting on that finding the group s1a1ed: "This
view stands in sharp contrast to the "iew which questions the morality of nuclear deterrence under any circumstances."
The survey found, in addition, that 41 percent of those polled approved of President Reagan's handling of the arms race,
while less than that, 26 percent, dispproved, and one-third were undecided . ·
· Generally, the poll found that evangelicals' views on the arms race arc in step with those of the general public, also included
in the survey, despite the popular image of evangelicals as more hard-line on the issue. For instance, the 77 percent of
evangelicals who ,registered favor for a nuclear freeze compared with 82 percent support generally among those taking a view
on it. And that support, among both evangelicals and non-evangelicals, slipped substantially when they were asked if the U.S.
should freeze weapons unilaterally -- to 18 percem of evangelicals and 24 percent in general.
In recent months, evangelicals have become more visible in opposing the arms race. In one religious demonstration in May
spearheaded by the Washington-based e,·angelical community Sojourners, close.to 300 people were arrested for praying inside
the rotunda of the U .$. Capitol on the day after Pentecost Sunday.
The random Gallup poll consisted of in-person interviews with 1.540 adults at 300 locations from May I 3 to 16. Of those,
17 percent described themselves as evangelicals who, according to the NAE, are "Christians with a high view of the Word of
God, regarding it as inspired and trustworthy; ... say that they ha,·e been born again, 1ha1 is, experienced a conversion
when they committed themselves to Jesus Christ; and . .. have urged others to believe in Jesus Christ or receive him as
· Savior. "
The National Association of Evangelicals is made up of more than 36,000 congregations from 78 denominations and has a
· membership of 3.5 million. Affiliatr.s include World Relief, an international relief agency, and the National Religious Broad·
casters.
07-08-83

Two Jewish delegates will attend
World Council of Churches assembly
By Religious News 'Su-vice ·
NEW YORK (RNS) -- Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum, national intcrreli:gious affairs director of the American Jewish Committee, and Rabbi Jordan Pearlson. president of the Canadian Jewish Congress, will represent the world Jewish community
at the World Council of Churches' assembly in Vancouver.
They were designate~ as the two official Jewish guests for the WCC assembly by the International Jewish Committee for Interreligious Consultations, a coalition of major Jewish organizations from throughout the world. The coalition js chaired by
Dr. Gerhardt Riegner, executive director emeritus of the World Jewish Congress.
Rabbi Tanenbaum of New York and_Rabbi Pearlson of Toronto will present papers at the July 24-Augusl lO assembly on
the theme of "Judaism and the Life of the World.'' The WCC has invited the Jewish guests to participate in the assembly's
deliberations, together with representatives from Buddhism. Islam, Hinduism, African religions, and other religious and
/ justice groups.
/
The rabbis will address issues including those of Israeli-Arab relations, and human rights in the Soviet Union and other
1
parts of the world,. .Rabbis Tanenbaum and Pcarlson are expected to take part in eight workshop groups dealing with subjects
including unity, healing and sharing life.. peace and survival, JUStice and human dignity, learning in community, and com·
. municating with conviction.
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date July 12, 1983 ·
to

.-

Marc Tanenbaum

from

sub;ect

Joyce Kaplan ·
Press at Vancouver_:meeting

the major religious writers will be in Vancouver, all will
be doing something about the meeting, and all are interested in talking
with you. One problem, however, is that several of them will be there
only for the last few days of the meeting, and .I _g ather that that's
when you will · not be there .
. ..
Mos~ · of

I

So, let's talk about how we can work around this little obstacle.
Here's a r·undown of their plans:
Bill Bell -- Not going , & wil_l be out of the country on vacation from
July 19, but is going to write something beforehand; if you can
phone him before then to give .him some remarks, he might be able
. to in6lud~ them {949-3785)
Joe ·Berger -- will be in Vancouver for second half of meeting (he, and
all those who said something like this:, weren't yet sure ot exact
dates)
... . .
Ken Briggs - - ·will. . pe · in Vanc·ouver for second ·half
.

~

,.

.

.

Jim Castelli -- not going but will probably _d o something on it. Judging
from past performance, I think Jim would probably use some part
of a statement if we had one to · send .
George Cornell -- will be there throughout; will be staying at the
I Four ·seasons, so you· can look him up .there if you.. don't find
' each other at the meetings
Mike McMa.n us -- doesn' t yet know if he's going

Dick Ostling

will be there for last few days
·.more

·. · .·,..

Marc Tanenbaum -- 2

.Religious
.
'

~

News Service -- Bill Thorkelsen of Minneapolis is covering
for them and will be there throughout. I haven't reached him
yet but I hope to, and will let him know that you'll be there.

Ken Woodward -- not c·ertain if he's going, but if he does go it will be
for the last few days
Dave Anderson is on vacation, but I'll let you know what I find out
when I reach him; and Marjorie Hyer is going to take material from
the wires.
To repeat, all those I spoke to showed definite interest in including
your statements in whatever Vancouver stories they ultimately do, so
we should make a real effort to get material to them.

cc: Mort Yarmon
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date

May 17, 1983

to

Abe Karlikow

from
subject

HAY
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M. Bernard Resnikoff

Attached Report
report on a consultation on the wee Convention
this August in Vancouver. It was prepared in
report should you find i t suitable for this
:·

Attached is a
.to take place
the form of a
purpose.

My guess is that you will want to share this report, at
•

the very least, with Marc and with Zack. I understand that
Marc is the designated observer, or even guest, at the
convocation.
Also, for your information, I want to give you the names of
the persons present: in the ·c hair was Nissim Yaish, head of the
World Church Department, and he was joined by Asher Nairn,
Head of the Foreign Office Department of Information .
.The other representatives were Zvi Werblowsky, Joseph·Emrnanuel,
Goeffrey Wigoder, Natan Lerner, Harry Wall, Lucian Harris
. ,
of the wzo, and myself.
~w,.:.-c
Let me know what ~os~t~5~ was made of this report. Kind
regards.
.
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~UffiW\ From the Israel Office of the American Jewish Committee
· :•

•!

Rehov Ethiopia 9, Jerusalem 95 149 Tel. 228862, 233551

Cable: Wishom, Jerusalem

WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES CONVOCATION

A rare and rather remarkable consultation took place this week,
convened by and held in the offices of the Division of World Church
Conununities of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs. In attendance
were the Division Director, who was in the Chair, the Director
of the Information Division of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs,
lay and professional representatives of the Israel Interfaith
Association, the Anti-Defamation League, the World Jewish Congress,
and the American Jewish Conunittee -- nine all told.
·
The meeti'hg opened with a pessimistic report by the Chairman,
concerning the potential for good of the forthcoming convocation
in Vancouver, Canada, this summer, to which a .minimum of 1,500
persons are expected. He presented and we discussed the Background
Information brochures, prepared by the Conunission of the Churches
on International Affairs, and the Conunission on InterChurch Aid,
Refugee and World Service of the wee, in association with the
Middle East Council of Churches. Two such brochures were analyzed,
the most recent one of which is. entitled "Invasion of Lebanon -Human Rights Violations in the West Bank." In that document are
such invidious statements or . innuendos as: "Israel's indifference ·
to international law and public opinion"; that Israel is not
interested in any peace plan; the policy of wholesale destruction
in the ·west Bank of what existed before 1967; the unsettling
reference to the residents of Southern Lebanon as the Palestinians
of the "North Bank": the rather sudden extension 6f Israel's
declared security zone as the establishment of a 25-40 mile
security area; and concludes with a plea that the "obvious"
· attempt by Israel permanently to occupy the 11 North Ba·n k" must
be stopped. Elsewhere, Ninan Koshy, Project Director, concludes
that there is still a greater need for dialogue in Christian-Jewish
· rel~tions, but then adds ominously ·that it may be necessary to
~se~k new partners for dialogue."
While there were developments since the promulgation of these
brochures, and Philip Potter has assured WJC Director Rei~that
new partners would not be sought, the group nevertheless decided
that, despite these discouraging events, an Israeli representative
either as a guest or as an observer, should attend these meetings.
Prof. Zvi Werblovsky agreed to go, even as it was noted that
Gideon. Shomron of the Israel Embassy in the United States will
attend as well. But, even more significant, was the expressed plan
to adequately prepare for these meetings, and, in this connection,
attention was focussed on the IJCIC meeting. We must not yield,
it was said, and even if these meetings show more and more Arab
involvement simultaneously with less and less Jewish involvement,
t .h i.s trend ·must be fought, partly by assuring that an Israeli
attends ·all such consultative meeting~.

.

.

........
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As a consequence, it was decided that the Jewish representatives
of IJeie in Israel send a del.e gate to· the June · IJCIC meeting in
Geneva, and that we share with them,· even as I share now with you,
the conclusions and decisions made.
This consisted, in the main, of
the decision rapidly to issue a
bulletin in response to the last WCC :Backgrbund Information report.
This will consist of two parts: the first one will.be an essay ·
dealing with the political, inte~national and juridicial questions
raised in the opening portions of the Backgrounder. The second
part will deal with a point-by-point rebuttal of all the specific
allegations of human rights violations. The second part will be
prepared in association with the designated representatives of
the Ministry of Justice, the Israel Defense Forces, and the Foreign
Office liaison officer.for the military authorities. Thought was
also given to the distribution of the pamphlet to be published.
A variety of points of view were presented. Than, as a matt~r of
tactics,· it was suggested that the text be forwarded to the wee
·with the demand that, in the interest of fairness and balance,
they publish and distribute to the addressees of the original
pamphlets the material we ·will be providing. Should they decline,
then it will be published separately with the announcement that
the wee declined to dissemina'te this informati<,>n.
.
I

.

I

.

·The two pamphlets .in question are so c;:learly and blatantly political
. in nat~re, and· biased in· presentation, sc:». bereft of any ,rede~ming
features that one might reasonably expect from a church-related
body/ that this consultatiop adjourn~d not with dismay -- we are·
too hardy for that -- but w1th no ill~sions abou~ what might take
·place in Vancouver.
·
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WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES

·•
SlXTH ASSEMBLY

•
VANCOUVER 1983

July 13, 1983

is our understanding that you wiil be attending the
World Council of Churches Assembly in Vancouver this Summer .
That provides an excellent opportunity to bring together those
of us who have an expressed interest in Christian Jewish
relations.
We are confident that matters of mutual concern will
emerge at the Assembly about which we may want to have
some advance qiscussion ear.ly in the meeting. All of us
will be called upon to participate in many ~ctivities surrounding
the regular program ,of the Assembly. With thi~ in mind, ·r · send you
this brief note of welcom~ : ahd encouragement.
As Moderator of the Consultation on the Church and the
Jewish People of the wee I would like to . invite you to join me
and some of our colleagues, both Christian and Jew, "for a
reception during the first week of the Assembly in Vancouver.
We will meet on Wednesday evening, July 27, 1983 from 8:00 to
10:00 PM. at a place which is currently being determined by the
WCC staff . in Vancouver.
When you arrive in Vancouver, please check your mailbox
at the Assembly for a note which will give you the location
for the meeting. You may also contact Allen Brockway, Joan
Campbell or myself if you have any questions.
A rare oppqrtunity has presented itself and we hope you
will be able to join us in Vancouver. Hoping to see you t .h ere,

Krister Stendahl
A wine ani cheese reception bas been scheduled !or us in the Totem
Park Residenc·e , liootka Unit Lounge, main floor. We look forward to
seeing you Wednesday nignt.

SIXTH ASSEMBLY-UNITED STATES PREPARATIONS COMMITIEE
WCC, 475 Riverside Drive, Room 1062, New York, NY 10115 (212) 870-2533

(Updated 15 6 83 )

ASSEMBLY ACTIVITIES RELATED TO PEOPLE OF. OTHER FAIT?.S
Official Programme, Visitors and Public Program.-ne

.QP/V

- ··· v 24

20.00

25

9.30-11.00

0

13.00

p

- ...: .1..t.

Interfaith Reception in Asia Centre (by invitation)
Official Welcome to Guests during first Business Sessio~ ( ~e=~
P.,.tJt.~. ~c&\\ .
by Dr Gopal Singhr 5'1!4-, -r.,.a '-: ·
"Life of the World'" - Jewish and Hindu perspective:
)..rt"
Dr D. Jay~ 1 Rabbi J.Pearlson, AnantAnand Rambachan

0

Readings by guests of other faiths during plenary presentatic
on sub theme I "Life the Gift of God" (Goswami/Sha.'<irov/ Nezu ,
*
and ~nenbaUiTI?)
'
Christian-Muslim+dialogue: Dr D.Jay , Dr Ina;:iullah Khan,
Shaykh Kattan , Dr D.C. Mulder

27

ll.00-12.30

v

2E

14.30

p

"Life in Community" - Muslim and native Canadian perspective:
Prof. M. Talbi, Mr A.·Solomon, Dr D. Eck"'

2€

20.00-21.30

0

Hearing on WCC Programmes - DFl prograrnrne discussed under

1
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""'°"""

Unit I

1')eo..vo\;

i

\lo,...~

_;,t/ri...t
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12.15-13.15

p

Miss P.

29

11. 00 - 12. 30

v

Christian-Hindu-Buddhist dialogue: Dr D. Jay * , Shrivatsa
Goswami, Sri Lankan, Hindu woman, Rissho-kosei-kai, ?Sawa~t

Hf<
31
.~UGUST
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1-5

presentation on interfaith

Festival of cultures

0

See especially Issue Group I "Witnessing in a Divided World"
although Guests of other faiths will contribute to other
Issue Groups as well

--

1

11.00-12.30

v

Christian-Jewish dialogue: Dr D. Jay*, Mrs J. Gerber+,
Vancouver .rabbi_, Dr C. Schoneveld, Christian woman

1

20.00 - 21.00

p

"Witnessing in a .Divided w·orld" - Buddhist and Sikh perspectives: Dr c. Schoneveld; Dr G. Singh, Dr S. Sivaraksa

2

14.30- 16.00

v

The Work of the WCC - presentation by DFI: Dr D. Mulder*
and DFI staff

2

20.00 - 21.30

p

~hree

3
4

Afternoon

p

9. 30 - 11.00

0

religions on P ~nd J: Dr V. Goldbloom, Shaykh Shakirov
Dr Inamullah Khan, Canon Lloyd Casson, local interfaith *

Academy of Judaic, Xn. & Islai:¢.c Studies (L.A.)~presenf1a~1f

Plena

o

Peace and Justice{- proposed response from floor

by Dr Ina.mullah Khan

4

14 . 30 - 16. 00

6-10

8

0
-.J

-

13. oo - 14. is

Official programme
programme
Visitors'
=
Public program.~e

v

Traditional religions: Dr D. Jay* '+Mr. A. Solomon,
Miss G. George, Prof. N.K.Dzobo , Hawaian

0

Dialogue issues may be raised in .reports of any Issue Groups,
Programme Guidelines committee, Message committee, etc.

p

Interfaith panel: Dr Stanley Samartha*

*
+

=
=

overall Moderator
other faith Moderator
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•
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TELEPHONE: (022) 98Nl!O

·

TELEX: ZS423 OIK CH

•

CABLE: OIKOUMEHE GENEVA

WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
GENERAL SECRETARIAT

Rabbi Marc Tannen.baum
Arnericari Jewish. Corrunittee
165 East 56th Street
New York, NY 10022
USA

May 25, 1983
AB/rp
Dear Rabbi Tannenbaum,
We are planning to circulate before the assembly plenary session,
in which you will par~icipate, a sheet. of short biographical ·
inforrnatio~ on the respective participants.
Would you be so ·k ind :to send as-=. ·s oon as -possible a ..,short
curriculum vitae of not more than 200 words.
We are much looking forwards to receiving a draft text of

your presentation in the very near future.
With kind regards and good wishes, ·

Sincerely yours,

A.J. van der Bent
Coordinator of the
Plenary Sessions
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: WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
GENERAL SECRETARIAT
Sixth Assembly Office

RABBI MARC

TANNENBAUM

AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE
165 EAST 56TH STREET
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022

U.S.A.

~21,,-~March

1983

KR/bb

Dear Rabbi Tannenbaum,

--#--

It gives me great pleasure to invite you, on the recommendation of the
Executive Committee of the World Council of Churches, to be present as ·a guest at
our forthcoming Sixth Assembly to be held from 24 July - 10 August 1983 in
j
Vancouver, Canada. You will know from previous correspondence from nrt colleagues '\
how deeply we appreciate your readiness ·to attend the Assembly and thereby to
contribute to/ our conunon h1J1Dan quest for peace and understanding.
t.

You will already have received some documentation about the Assembly and
more will follow. Please find enclosed some practical information and a
· registrat~on form which I would ask you to return as promptly as J;lC>SSible •

.

I

s~ould like to thank you in advance if you are able to help us in
covering some or all of your expenses, but I wish to emphasise that our
invitation is not conditional upon that.

We look. forward to welcoming you in Vancouver.
Yours sincerely,

Konrad Raiser,
acting General Secretary

· o~en ·
- ~

~

........._........_,..,.
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150, ROUTE DE FERNEY
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GENEVA 20

TELEPHONE: (022) 189400

TELEX: 23 423 OIK CH

CABLE: OIKOUMENE GENEVA

WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
GENERAL SECRETARIAT

June 29, 1983
AB/rp The time is rapidly approaching for the opening of the World
Council's Sixth Assembly in Vancouver, Canada. Christians
throughout the world are looking forward to this event with
enthusiasm and hope. This general letter is sent to all plenary presenters to insure
a conunon understanding, even though not all its· contents apply to
all presenters in the same way or to the same degree. Please apply
the general guidelines to your own particular situation • .
1) Presentation Time Limit. Many manuscripts have been submitted
which do not adhere to the prescribed time limits. While there is
no longer enough time left to edit and reduce the written text in
its various translations, we will nevertheless adhere s·tr ictly to
the time limits designated in the oral presentations. For the sake
of your co-presenters in each tightly-integrated p~ogranune, unfortunately you cannot be allowed to speak beyond the limit assigned.
We therefore urgently request that you time your talk orally, and
then reduce material in order to remain within the time limits allocated for your oral presentation. Please do not forget that you
will have to speak rather slowly in order that the interpreters can
follow you.
(It would be very embarrassing to have to ask you
publicly to interrupt your speech before its completion if you
have transgressed on someone else's assigned time).
Please be assured that the text you have sent us or wiil send us
will be typed out in full, translated into the various languages
and distributed during the respective plenary sessions.
2)
Missed Deadlines. Several of you have not yet submitted the
"final text of your manuscripts or the requested bibliographical
data. By the time you receive this letter, most of you should also
have received a telex. Pl~ase respond at once to these urge~t
appeals.
Be assured that we are deeply grateful for these extra voluntary
efforts requested of you in addition to your normal duties. We make
these special appeals in recognition of your ·superior gifts and
deep commitments. Mariy, many thanks.
We wish you a safe and happy trip to Vancouver!

~1.~~~·
Ans J. van der Bent
Coordinator of Plenary Sessions

-:.
.-.:

. _...
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NEW YORK - Rabbi Marc H. Tanenhaum, national interreligious affairs
director of the American Jewish C.omrni ttee, has been designated one of
the two official guests to represent the world J e wish community at the
Sixth Assembly of the Wojt!ld Council of Churches to be held in Vancouver,

24

British Columbia, July

through Aug., 10.

The Internat·ional .Jewish Commi.ttee for Interreligious Consultat i ons

( IJCIC), a coal:t't:i.on body of major Jewis h organiz~tions from t h roughout

the wor.ld, design8.t 'ed Rabbi Tenenb aum together with Rabh i Jordan Perlson,
of Toronto, president of the Canadian Jewish Congress (?), to represent
the Jewis·h people at the world

a ~ sembly

of' Protest ant and Orthddox bodies.

Both Jew.ish religious leader s will present papers at the assembly
on the theme of

trJudaism and the Lffe of the World. II The wee has .invited
)

the Jewish gue.sts to particJbpate f.'ully JrIX~ in the assemlbly's de11t.> e rations
together with repreetatives from Buddhism, Islam, Hinduism, A:frican religion
and other relig ious and sogial
~BXi

~

justice groups.

Both ·.R abb is Tanenbaum and· Perleon . are expected to take part

in eigh·t ·w orkshop groups deaii,ng with the followin g themes.: ' ·

. a') ·i;J:1 tne ssi-:ng.;· d.-·n a Divided World; b) Taking Steps t owe rd unity; . c)
Moving towards part l cipat.ton; d)Healing and shar i ng life in community ;
· e) 6onfronting ~'hr·e·ats to peac e and survival.; f) Struggling for jqstice

and human .a:w,rm1ud:t:;n::x dignity; g )Lear_n:tng in oonnnunity; and h }Commun! ca ting
with Bonvictionj- . · ·
Am_~ng

h.mx.m:R.xt he issues tba t the Rabbis will be addressing will be those
of Israel-Arab r.;e,];'a~tions and hllillan rights in th e Soviet Un:t on and in other

parts of the wor.l d. ·
Rabbi Tanenbaum recently attended a ' llas ion committee meeting of
·~--~.';~'r_··. .

.

the Worlq(~G :uncil and IJCIC in Geneva
. !~f~~~~;. ~~~~ :: -~ ~·

where plans for the Va ncouver as s embly
-· .......
·~

·l

were dis c u~nre'd'··
Ti:r..

:.·_i~\Q~-~-~.~~> ..
G~1r.1:1 ~nP,t ·

·:;.:: .......

RiAflrrnr. execut iare d i rector emeritus of the World J ewish

..~:.: -·-", "".

,,.
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UDA I S M

A Presentation before the Sixth Assembly
of the World Council of Churches,
Vancouver, British Columbia, July 24-August 10, 1983
by Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum, National Interreligious
Affairs Director of the American Jewish Committee,
representing the International Jewish Committee for
lnterreligious Consultations.

I Moral and Ethical Values and Ideals in Judaism
TJ-e Jewish 'way of life' has its origins in the experience of the
Divine Presence in the midst of the decisive events of the Exodus and
of Sinai, events which have altered the entire course of human
history. The children of Israel experienced the reality of the Lord of
history through His involvement in their liberation from physical oppression. persecution , massacre, and injustices as 'slaves unto
Pharaoh in Egypt'. To Pharaoh, who was worshipped as a divine
emperor and who was the source of law , never its servant, the
Israelite slaves were regarded as chattel. 'the untouchables' of ancient Egypt.
At Sinai, the Israelites had a transforming experience of Divine
Revelation as moral will which was ratified by an everlasting Covenant. Henceforth. the Israelites are perceived by God 'io be 'a
kingdom of priests and a holy nation'. What an extraordinary
Divine-human scenario! Yesterday, they were slaves, the outc?~ts of
history; now an entire people are stamped with the dignity of
priesthood and holiness, and are set on the course of history with a
messianic task of redemption in society and through history until the
coming of the Kingdom.
Israel's religion. Prof David Flusser asserts, was a break·
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. through in human consciousness: The God of Israel initiated a new
era in the history of mankind, introducing a new concept of
justice- which is the central message of His revelation- an uncompromising moral law , and an original social order to be established
paradigmatically in the Holy Land of Palestine (see The Holy Year
and /ls Origins in thejewishjubilee Year, by this writer, published
by the Vatican Office for the Holy Year, 1975, Vatican City) conceived in this justice. This postulate of individual and social justice
was not to be limited to Israel only. The Creator of the universe
postulates this justice for all His human creatures; it was incumbent
on all the peoples of the world.
The concept of justice which emerges from the Hebrew Bible is
not just the regiment of mighty men - the Bible does not identify
God on the side of Pharaoh and his imperium! It stresses that God
cares for the poor and unprotected, for the orphan, the widow and
the stranger. The basis of social justice was not to be external power
and might , but the reverence of God and obedience to His moral
will.

(A) The Sacredciess of Human Life
To understand the idea of justice in Israel, we must bear in mind the
Biblical teaching that the human being is created in the image of
God, that each human life is sacred and of infinite worth. In consequence, a human being cannot be treated as a chattel , or an object
co be disposed of for someone's programme or project or ideology,
but must be treated as a personality. Every human being is the
possessor of the right-to-life, dignity and honour, and the fruits of
his or hei; labour.
Justice is respect for the personality of others and their inalienable rights. even as injustice is the most flagrant manifestation
of disrespect for the personality of others. Judaism requires that
human personality be respected in every human being- in the
female prisoner of war, in the delinquent, even in the criminal condemned to death. The supreme importance of the human being in
the economy of the Universe is expressed in this Rabbinic teaching:
'Man (the human being) was first created as a single individual to
teach the lesson that whoever destroys one life, Scripture ascribes it
to him as though he had destroyed a whole world: and whoever saves
one life, Scripture ascribes it to him as though he had saved a whole
world' (Sanhedrin 4:5).
However, justice is more than mere abstention from injuring

·:·'
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our fellow human beings. The work of justice is peace . and the ef·
feet thereof quietness and confidence fo~ever' (Isaiah 32: 17). It is a
positive conception. and includes economic well-being. intellectual
. and spiritual growth, philanthropy. and ey~ry endeavour that will
· · enable·human beings to realize the highest and best in their natures.
The conditions for that self-realization require active efforts to
bring about the final disappearance of injustice and oppression,
which as represented in the Jewish High Holiday liturgy. are the
goals of human history. 'And may all wickedness be consumed as a
flame and may evil rule be removed from the earth'. declare the
.Rosh Hashana prayers.
. ..

....

,·

(BJ The Moral Duties of Tzedakah
Nothing is more fundamental in Biblical and Rabbinic ethics than
the moral obligation of tzedakah, a Hebrew term which means both
.'charity' and 'to do justice'. The Rabbinic sages of the Talmud
dedared that 'Almsgiving-i.e., aiding the poor and feeding the
hungry - weighs as heavily as all the other commandments of the
Torah' (Talmud Baba Batra 9a).
In proclaiming the jubilee year, which like the Ten Command·
ments was ascribed to divinely-inspired legislation revealed on
-Mount Sinai, the Bible ordained: 'And if your brother waxes poor,
and his means fail with you, then you shall . uphold him: as a
'stranger and a settler shall he live with you' (Leviticus 25:35). The
Rabbis observe that the expression that ' You: brother may live with
.·you' means that it is our personal and communal duty to see .to it
that our fellow human beings do not die of starvation. Though the
person be a 'stranger' or 'an alien settler'. he (or she) i.s to be included in the term 'your brother' and is_to be treated in a brotherly and
compassionate manner.
,
To unde~core the supreme virtue of humanitarian aid to the
needy in the hierarchy ofJewish moral and spiritual values, the Rabbinic sages regarded such compassionate care of man. as an act wor·
thy of association with Divinity itself: 'God says to Israel. " My sons
whenever you give sustenance to the poor, I impute it to you as
though you gave sustenance to me, for it says, 'Cornman~ the
children of Israel. . . my bread for my sacrifices ...shall ye observe un·
to me. Does, then. God eat and drink? No, but whenever you give
food to the poor, God accounts it to you as if you gave food to Him'" .
(Numbers Rabbah XXVIII: 2)'.
.
.
.
The virtue of such care for the poor and hungry is depicted in

- M.H. Tanenbaum
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Jewish tradition as the salient attribute of the 'founding father' of
Judaism, the Patriarch Abraham, who is 1called the archetype of the
'Pharisee of love' . ln a midrashic commentary that begins with the
phrases, 'Let your house be open: let the poor be members of your
household. Let a man's house be open to the north and to the south,
and to the east and to the west.' the Rabbis describe the
humanitarianism of Abraham:
He went out and wandered about, and when he found wayfarers, he brought
them to his house. and he gave wheaten bread to h im whose wont it was not to eat
wheaten bread, and so with meat and wine. And not only this, but he built large
inns on the roads. and put food and drink within t hem, and all came and ate and
drank and blessed God . There fore, quiet of spirit was granted to him. and all that
the mouth of man can ask for was found in his house [Abot de Rabbi Nathan.
Vll:l 7a.bJ.

Elsewhere the Talmud admonishes: 'He who has no pity upon
his fellow creatures is assuredly not of the seed of Abraham OUJ:;
father' (Bezah 32b).
In Jewish communities, from Biblical times through the present , there was rpuch free and generous giving of alms to all who
· asked - even to deceivers!- and there was also much systematic and
careful relief through established institutions. Each Jewish com·
munity boasted of a tamhui (public kitchen) from which the poor
received two me~ls daily. There was also the kupah (alms box) for
the disbursement of benevolent funds on Sabbath eve to provide
three meals for Sabbath (Mishnah Peah VIII: 7). Additional care
was exercised in respect of the itinerant poor, who were provided
with a loaf of bread which sufficed for two meals, and who were also
entitled to the cost of lodging.
The Biblical laws of charity in Palestine relating to 'gleaning'.
the 'forgotten sheaf. and ' the corner of the field'. implied the
underlying idea that national territory belongs to the public as a
whole. In accordance with Jewish law, landowners used to lay open
fences surrounding their fields and vineyards, and during certain
hours of the day, the needy were allowed to eat from the produce of
the harvest. There was also a three-yearly allocation of Maaser Ani
(poor man·s tithe) from the threshing floor.
Thus. there arose the charitable traditions and institutions of
the Jewish people which have remained a religious·communal
characteristic ever since. These customs of charity. which were
foreign to the pagan frame of mind of the Greeks and R,o mans, also
had an abiding impact on the nature of the Christian 'caritas'.

-
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(C) Peace and War
And finally. the stability, as ·well as the happiness of a community.
can only be assured when it rests upon a foundation of peace. In the
absence .of peace there can be 'neither prosperity nor well-being.
'Peace is equal in worth to everything', declare the Rabbis (Sifra),
and they add: 'Beloved .is peace since the benedictions only conclude
with the hope of peace .' thus teaching that the blessings even of the
High Priest are of no avail unless accompanied by peace (Numbers
Rab bah 11 :7).
While the Prophets of Israel and the Rabbis believed that God
... intended the nations to be at peace with one another. war was not
prohibited. Jewish e·thics would admit the duty to defend the higher
_values in human life by wa.r if necessary. If Isaiah or Jeremiah had
thought that yielding to the foreign invader would mean destruction
to the religion or the people they valued, they would have urged
resistance ,' with the same vigour that they demanded constantly the
practice of righteousness i~ obedience to God's will. All the facts of
~iblical and post-Biblical Judaism take_
n together lead to the conclusion that the ethical judgement on war. according to Judaism, is
that it must be eradicated to make human life conform to the Divine
rule, that those guilty of causing it commit a crime against humanity
and a sin against God .. However, they are justified who, to defend
the higher values in human life, resist, if necessary !>Y war, an attack
_on them. The justification would extend to a nation's defence of its .
liberty. The spiritual v_alues in the life of a nation, which include its
historic distinctiveness. may justify it,- when attacked or threatened,
·-_. to engage in war to save its independent existence. (See Or Israel .
· .Mattuck in his study.Jewish Ethics, particularly his chapter on 'The
Judgement on War'.)
.

,

II Some Implications for Christians and Jews

What are the implications of these facts for Christians and Jews to·
day?
.
·It i~ evident that we live in an age of violence and of terror.
There is not a continent' on the globe that is not despoiled by terror
and violence. by .b arbarism -and by a growing callousness to human
suffering and pain and threat to human existence. At the centre of
the human crisis is the fundamental depreciation of the meaning
and value of human life~ In theological terms, the Biblical affirma·
tion that each human life is created in the sacred image of God and
is therefore of ulttimate worth and ·pre-ciousness is being battered
from every side.

.

_-
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It is my conviction that this erosion in the belief in the sanctity

of human life is one of the decisive black legacies bequeathed by
Nazi Germany to mankind. By and large. with rare excepti~n. the ·
overwhelming rhajoriry of citizens of the Western world, and their
dominant institutions have avoided confronting the magnitude of
evil ~ncarnate in the Nazi Holocaust, and have therefore failed to
' learn how to cope with forces and structures of dehumanization that
are being replicated in many parts of the globe.
The Nazi campaign against the Jewish people was un.i que and
in many ways unprecedented. Yet the Nazi trauma must not be seen
as 'a Jewish obsession'. for the fateful meaning of the Holocaust is of
ultimate importance to the future capacity of mankind to understand itself and to acquire the resources to cope with the challenges
to 'its survival. (See the discussion of Max Weber's 'secularization,
disenchantment of the world. and rationalization' as root causes for
undermining all moral norms in a bureaucratized society in my
R eligious Values in .an Age of Violence . pp. 46-52.)
Bleak as are the prospects for countering these forces ·of
dehumanization in the world , 'we need not complete the task'. as
Rabbi Tarphon admonished. 'but neither are we free to desist
therefrom': In ~oncen . if we are to learn from the Nazi Holocaust
and not be doomed to allow its repetition. we must attempt at the
very least the following:
First. Christians and Jews should engage in a massive, con- ·
cened effort to .establish a 'new humanism' on a global basis that
seeks to restore the Biblical value of the infinite worth and
preciousness of e~ch human life that must be appreciated as an end
itself and never as an object of somebody else's project. programme.
ideology. or revolution. ·
·
Second, Christians and Jews must help engender a national and .
international attitude of scorn and contempt for those who use .
violence or who advocate the use of violence. We must work to deromanticize all appeal.s to use violence and terrorism as a means of
liberation or of institutionalized oppression , since from a moral
standpoint no ends can justify such anti-human means.
. .
. Third, Christians a~d Jews must work to curtail the resort to inflammatory propaganda. especially from international forums
which have psychological impact ori an international scale. As Prof
.Gordon Allpon of Harvard University demonstrated in his monumental
study, The Nature of Prejudice , there is an inevitable progressio'n
from 'verbal aggressi~n to violence. from rumour to riot . from gossip
to genocide.'

·1
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Fourth, Christians and Jews must work toward educational
development and communication among peoples to reduce the
abrasive effects of 'differences'. Differences. as we hav·e learned in
the pluralistic experiences of the Western world, can be a source of
enrichment rather than a threat.
Fifth, Christians and Jews should engage in an urgent and sus·
· tained intellectual and educational effort to elaborate a theology
and ideology of pluralism which presupposes the right of each
religious, racial, and ethnic group to define itself in its own terms
and to be accepted unconditionally by its own self-definition. Group
narcissism, as Dr Erich Fromm observes, arouses intense hostility
between groups, and 'is one of the most important sources of human
aggression'. In helping establish a pluralistic world-view, Christians
and Jews have a decisive contribution to make to the building of the
ideological foundations without which a stable world community
cannot come into being.
Sixth, Christians and Jews should work toward making the
economy of each nation as self-sufficient and stable as possible in the
sense of not perpetually requiring relief support. Inextricably linked
with such an effort is the control of the arms race on an international scale, apd a rational re-ordering of priorities that allows for
.adequate defence and yet at the same time reallocates some of the
billions wasted on arms that should be applied to the crying needs of
the hungry, the diseased and the homeless.
Central in such efforts must be the pressing need to raise
human consciousness in an effective international effon to halt the·
irrational proliferation ol nuclear weaponry and to bring about
serious sustained actions for universal simultaneous disarmament.
There is no higher priority for human survival at this moment in
human history.
And finally. Christians and Jews need to recognize the fundamental interdependence of all human rights and ·c ollaborate
vigorously to assure that every nation - East and West. North and
South- implement fully their commitments to the Universal
Declara_tion on Human Rights.
In particular. Christians and Jews should work for the comple·
tion of the judicial instrumentalities called for by Article 6 of the
Genocide convention in the form of an international penal tribunal
for trying those who are accused of genocide attempts anywhere in
the world.
'The salvation of mankind', Alexander Solzhenitzyn reminds
us. 'will depend on everyone becoming concerned about the welfare
of everybody everywhere.'

·-
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THE MEANING OF LIFE

Report of a multi-faith consultation in preparation for
the 6th Assembly of the World Council of Churches
Mauritius, 25th January - 3rd February, 1983

It hadn't happened since 1974.

Some said it had never happened before and,

of course, they were right; nothing happens twice in exactly the same way.

But

the multilateral dialogue organized by the World Council of Churches at Colombo,
Sri Lanka, during April 1974 is the closest parallel to the multi-faith consultation on "The Meaning of Life" convened by the World council of Churches in
Mauritius, 25th January to 3rd February, 1983.
Like Sri Lanka, Mauritius is an island in the Indian Ocean and the people of
Mauritius, like the people of Sri Lanka, are of many religious faiths.

Christians,

-

Muslims and Buddhists live among the majority Hindu population, along with a few
Sikhs and even fewer Jews.

And the consultation held there was similar in its

composition to the Colombo dialogue, for to it came Hindus, Christians, Muslims,
Buddhists, and Jews plus, at Mauritius for the first time, Sikhs and Traditional spiritual leaders.
But unlike "Colombo", "Mauritius'' was a consultation in preparation for the
Sixth Assembly of the World Council of Churches that will convene in Vancouver,
.Canada, in July 1983.

As such, it was planned by the sub-unit on Dialogue with

People of Living Faiths and Ideologies on behalf of the World Council of Churches
and the Assembly. The participants were chosen because they were to be present at
the Assembly as guests or visitors or (in the case of Christians) as delegates,
advisers, visitors or staff.

Many had not engaged previously in World Council of

Churches' dialogue programmes.
The Mauritius theme, "The Meaning of Life", was related to the theme of the
Assembly, "Jesus Christ - the Life of the World", and was designed to elicit contributions from other living faiths on the understanding of life in those various
traditions.

This report will indicate that that purpose was amply fulfilled.

The

consult·ation participants prepared a · "Message", included here, and a set of specific
recommendations that were transmitted to the World council of Churches' committee
preparing the Assembly.
It is important to note that the Mauritius consultation could not have been
held prior to any other Assembly of the world council of Churches.

At the Nairobi

Assembly in 1975 guests of other faiths were invited for the first time and then
only in limited numbers.
religions.

Five guests were present there, one each from five major

At Vancouver three times as. many will be present, fifteen, representing

six different faiths: Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam, Judaism, Sikhism and Traditional

2 -

peoples.

The number is still small but the increase is significant, nevertheless,

and even more significant is the fact that these fifteen guests or their representatives have been able to meet each other and a small group of Christians prior to
the Assembly in order to begin exploration of the themes of the· Assembly, comparing
and contrasting their traditions and beliefs.
In the course of the days at Mauritius, in between listening to and discussing
the papers that were read and the small group discussions, Hindus came to know
Buddhists, Christians encountered Sikhs, Muslims met Jews, ll'raditional people from
Canada talked with Traditional healers from Africa.

They did so over meals, during

breaks, and late into the evening ••• an.a in the process became friends.

Many parti-

cipants spoke of the deep, intense and indeed spiritual significance of their frank,
open and caring conversations with persons of faiths other than their own, witnessing

to

result.

a heightened awareness of the spiritual resources in their own faith as a "Dialogue" took on a meaning far· in excess of a mere exchange of words.

And then, in morning meditations,

led each day by members of a different religious

community, "windows" into the enacted liturgical tradition of other faiths enlivened
and enriched the personal and more formal encounters.
The multi-faith character of Mauritius provided its own unique contribution
to the consultation and its participants. Several Muslims, Christians and Jews
from

M~uritius,

who joined their colleagues· from elsewhere, continually reminded

the c-o nsul1'-ation of the very particular reality of religious faith.
pants regretted the inadvertent absence of Mauritian

Hi~dus

And partici-

and Buddhists,

Further,

the local host, . Archbishop Trevor Huddleston, urged on the consultation the necessity
·to extend the dialogue so as to include ideologies like Marxism.

Dialogue with People

of Other Faiths and Ideologies is the title and mandate of the sub-unit.

As a

result of the careful preparation by Archbishop Trevor Huddleston, Canon Rex Donat,
Rev • . B·rian Crosby, and other Christians of Mauritius, consultation participants were
able to enter into Hindu, Buddhist, and Muslim celebrations, thereby discovering
something of the actual practice of the religions about which they spoke.
One reality broke through time and time again during the consultation.

It

was simple and yet in its implications disturbingly profound: we need each other;
dialogue is not an option.

Some of the ramifications of that simple profundity

are sketched in the paragraphs that follow.
One lasting lesson from the. consultation is this: there is abroad an urge and
a new momentum in all faiths to strengthen and give clearer voice to those elements
in their traditions which drive towards recognizing our needs for one another.
world is one of inescapable inter-dependence in all realms.

The

The threat to human

life and to the whole earth urges upon all a growing recognition that no one faith
can go it alone.

.... ~

·.
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In diverse ways and degrees the vari9us faiths have within them both
universal and exclusive dimensions - in patterns of thinking, speaking and
acting.

But in all communities of faith we have seen that urge towards

strengthening and giving clearer voice for the ways to express in thought and
action, in worship and structure that inter-dependence in time and eternity
which could be called our need for the other.
In probing and listeni·n g to one another the consultation came to believe

that this urge was deeper and more tangible than the polite style often expected
of people gathered for the purpose of "dialogue".

It could even .be said that

the increased unity of one community could be perceived as a threat to others
if not coupled with the full awareness that none of us can go it alone, can do
it alone.
Thus the presence of people .of other faiths as guests at the Vancouver
Assembly must be seen as a step more signficant than may first appear.

Although

few in number, the guests at Vancouver - representing the majority of humankind serve as a reminder of· the reality which is the wor.ld. .And the question raised
in one of the discussions of the Vancouver preparatory material cannot be taken
li,ghtly: of course the World Council of Churches speaks - and we all···want it to
speak. clearly and strongly - the language of Christians.

But certain of the

·aocuments may well be perceived by both Christians and people of other faiths
as implying that the solution to whatever problems there are

lies solely in

Christianity - going it alone.
As often happens in dialogue, it becaµie

cl~ar.

that authentic witness includes

th.e responsibility for what one :j.s heard to say - not only for what one thinks one
says.
THE THEME

A£ter the formal qpeni11g of the consultation by the Prime Minister of Mauritius,
M. Anerood Jugnauth, the participants began their common consideration of the .theme,
"The Meaning of Life".

Prof. D.c. Mulder, moderator of the WCC's programme unit on

Dialogue with People of Living Faiths and Ideologies (DFI) and moderator for the
consultation, set the stage by outlining three reasons for such an inter-faith
meeting prior to the Assembly:
1.

that·guests and visitors to the

A~sembly

from other faiths could "establish

relations of friendship with Christian participants and in that way feel better at
home in the Vancouver crowd" ;
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2.

to "make people acquainted with the structure of. the World Council of ·churches

and with the programme of Vancouver"; and
"the World Council of Churches is eager to hear the voices of people of other

3.

faiths on the theme, the sub-themes, the issues that are going to

be

discussed at

Vancouver ••• voices (that) might easily be lost in the hectic programme during the
Assembly itself·".
As has already been indicated, participa.nts did indeed "establish relations
of friendship" and did so ac.ross barriers of religious faith, culture, and even
political allegiance.

Though cold type is incapable of conveying its depth and

significance, many participants shared the sentiment expressed by one of them who
wrote, after returning home, "A few events in one's life actual'ly change entire
perspectives on spiritual and intellectual issues; this conference, and the people
I

met there, is one such event in my owri personal and professional life.;,"
The delicate question of "inter-faith worship" was carefully and thoroughly

considered at the very beginning of the consultation by the Steering Committee
(composed of participants from each of the seven faith communities present).

It

was recognized ,that genuine and full involvement in the liturgical acts of another
faith was not possible or even desirable.
st~nding

At the

s~e

time, an adequate under-

of life from the various faith perspectives demanded awareness of the ways

in which those understandings take shape in worship. · The conclusion , and it was a
happy one, was to meet together each morning for an explanation and/or demonstration
of some element of the liturgy of a particular faith, followed by silent meditation.

Thus one morning the participants heard Dr Gopal Singh outline the meaning
of Sikhism, and then sat in silence, meditating in their own ways.

On other days_

Hinduism was introduced by Sri Shrivastava Goswami, Islam by Dr Muzammil Siddiqi,
Judaism by Rabbi Jordan Pearlson, Christianity by Dr Diana Eck, Traditional religion
by Mr Art Solomon, and Buddhism by Mr Masahiro Nemoto.

On the final day, Canon Lloyd

Casson led a moving meditation_ in which members of each faith were enabled to read
from their own scriptures and make their own testimony.

The result was that all

received unique glimpses into the lived faith of others, glimpses that enriched the
words flowing from formal presentations and informal conversations.
THE

SUB-THEMES

a Gift of Gori

Life,

The formal presentations began with papers concerning the Assembly sub-theme·
"Life ,

a Gift of God".

Sri Goswami offered a Hindu perspective on the dignity of

life based on the concept of dharma (that which sustains and upholds life).

Dignity
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based on this dharma has to do with our relationship to human and non-human existence,
and to Ultimate Reality itself.

An understanding of the dignity of life based on

the dharma gives meaning both to worldly and to ·spiritual life, he said.
Dr Anand Rambachan pointed out that the Hindu scriptural understanding of the
self can give "a new perspective of ·the world and of our relationship with all other
living things.

Perhaps the most far-reaching results follow from the fact that

whereas formerly all our aspiration and activities sprung from our own self-centred
-desire for fullness, they now arise from the fullness we have appreciated in ourselves.

We can now live and act out of joy rather than for joy".
•I

"Unfortunately," he continued, "the implications of this scriptural truth have
not always been consistently reflected and explored in many of the social structures

.,ii

which have accompanied the development of Hinduism."

·1

a vision of life provides a

p~ofound

But, correctly understood, "such

and inspiring basis for an outlook of love, com-

passion and care ••• In the Hindu outlook, therefore, self-knowledge (Atmajnana) is a

"
:1

totally liberating understanding, in which the narrow and isolated perception of
oneself is overcome and the way is opened to a unity with all creation and an unselfish
relation with others.

It is a vision that is rich for exploration in terms of its

practical applications.;,
Following the discussion prompted by the Bindu papers, Father Michael Oleksa
presented an Orthodox Christian overview of the concept that life is a gift of God.
After summarising Orthodox understandings of "natural" life, death, divine life,
salvation, incarnation, etc., he observed: "Traditional Orthodoxy rejects both
I

escapism and utopianism.

The world is not to be rejected or fled as in itself evil,

but rather restored and transformed from being 'independent• · to being the icon and
therefore the Symbol of God.

At the same time the ancient Church did not and does

not idolize the world, nor did it believe its main function to be only the improved
life of the world.

The essence .of the Good News is the renewed

possibili~y

for human

beings to fulfil their full potential and participate in the very nature of God:
'And this is Eternal Life - that they may know thee, the only true God, and Jesus
Christ whom thou has sent.'
"God's gift of life," Oleksa maintained, "therefore includes all creation and
all that is essentially 'very good 1 •
and forces that sustain life.
lation in Jesus the Christ.

It includes all living things and elements

It includes God's gift of himself and his self-reveIt includes ultimately the unfty.,.in-love that .f§. God."

_j
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Life

Confro~ting

and Overcoming Death

The consultation participants next turned to a consideration of the second
Assembly sub-theme, "Life Confronting and Ove:rcoming Death".

It did so ·through

discussion of papers by Prof. Jean Halperin o.f the world Jewish congress and by
Dr J. A. Nartey, a Traditional healer from Ghana.-------~~~~~~~.____
Prof. Halperin said, "The awareness of death is ever present in the mind
of all believing Jews, even if they choose not to make it a topic for conversa- ·
t ion or discussion.

The two main reasons for this are that, (1) being so strongly

bent on li-fe and all it represents, they fear that putting too much emphasis on
death might detract from responsibilities in this world; ,a nd

(2)

"death and what

comes after is the greatest mystery of all."
But, he noted, "strangely enough, neither life nor death are to be taken
for granted.

Jewish teaching rules out the banality of e.ither of them.

It is

because we are not immortal - and that we know it - that so much is at stake in
our lifetime.

Since life is the highest good, human beings are obliged to cherish

and preserve it (Dt. 30:15-20) .

Life is, in a way, a matter of choice; it implies

fully-fledged responsibility, the more so s·ince Judaism knows of no vicariousness
whatsoever .

Hence, the commandment of permanent awareness and awakeness.

my own behaviour, I am accountable for the life and death of others.

Through

The verse

in Dt . 16:20 'Justice, justice you shal_l pursue so that you live' implies that
only the unending struggle for justice can make life fully meaningful.

We

experience the daily miracle of life and the constant bafflement of death.

To

live is to remember - in order to act accordingly.
"By their deeds, the righteous continue to live even after their death;
and the wicked are .considered to be dead even in their lifetime.
it easier for me to live - and perhaps also to die.

Faith .makes

However, it also _greatly

increases the challenge and .t he responsibility that I face."
Dr Nartey led the consultation participants in a consideration of an
African Traditional worldview.

"By tradition," he said, "the African has

held the belief that, as a supreme authoritative

de~ty,

Ony~opon

has his

messengers or attendants who serve as a link between man and himself.

I

I

I

~ile

~o

-

1 -

in life, therefore, the African, who knows that he owes his existence

the grace of God, serves the supreme deity through these messengers or

fngels, attendants or lesser gods, which have their dwelling places in
mountains, rivers, valleys, and tr.e es.

I

f·
~he

"The Traditionalist believes in reincarnation.

In looking at life and death,

Traditionalist sees a continuous cycle in which the supreme Giver-of-life, in

:his master control room, directs affairs through his agents.
9~

' it is this belief in some form

In the African context

life after death that binds family relations together

and has helped to retain special customary rites for particular families·, binding the
soul of the individual to his ancestors.
"This link makes it imperative for the individual to defend and uphold the
family principles laid down by his ancestors, which contain mysterious beliefs that
scare the guilty ones into confession, without being subject to any form of torture
or trial by ordeal.

For fear of instant justice and his wish to maintain the extended

family linkage, the African fears to commit crime.

In other words, the African

Traditionalist never thinks of a judgment day after his death, but is always afraid
of a judgment that might come before his death."

Life in its Fullness
Discussion of the third Assembly sub-theme, "Life in its Fullness", was led by
Dr Sulak Sivaraksa and Dr

Gop~l

Singh.

Dr Sivaraksa led off, saying, "From a Buddhist

worldview, man is a unique being - above piant, animal, and other sub-hwnan beings
like ghosts and demons.
gods and angels.

But man is classified below ·other superior beings,· such as

Yet man alone has the potential to achieve the highest quality

in life, the ultimate end of the life cycle or. liberation from sufferings.

It is

therefore essential for man, if he wishes to take his duty seriously, to try to overcome or eliminate suffering.
the Buddha.

And

the way to do this is laid down as a guideline by

One does not need to declare onesel.f Buddhist, but if one finds such a

guide useful, one may study it and put it into practice.
"The basic rules for Buddhist morality are five.

The.se are not commandments,

but they are recommended for those who wish to have . a social dimension to their human
development: to abstain from killing, to abstain from stealing, to abstain from sexual
·misconduct, to abstain from false speech, and to abstain from intoxicants causing
heedlessness.
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"Practising these five precepts, one is bound to be endowed wi.th the five
ennobling virtues, namely: loving kindness and compassion, right means of livelihood and generosity, sexual restraint, truthfulness and sincerity, and mindfulness and

h~edfulness.

"This pair of 'fives' are essential to check a person's social · growth.

If

he merely abstains from killing and stealing, yet he puts his money i.n multinational
corporations or international bankings that e.xploit the poor or invests in armament businesses, he obviously lacks loving kindness and hi.s means of livelihood
is certainly wrong."'
"For the Buddhist," he concluded, "physical, social, spiritual

~nd

intel-

lectual growth must be developed side by side, and they must all go along towards
the ult:i,.mate .end of liberation from all suffering."
From a Sikh perspective, also, human beings are unique.

"A human alone,"

Dr Gopal Singh told the consultation, "can enjoy ·the fullness of life, because a
human alone is endowed not only with reaso.n (not merely instinct) but also
intuition (not merely intelligence).
othe~

A human alone can have the craving to be

than what he is and rise above the limitations of time and circumstance •••

Sikhism

~es

human life at the pinnacle of all life.

"Sikhism enjoins prayer, meditation, recitation or chanting of the Holy
word to purge oneself of one's ego or I-am-ness - the greatest malady to the Sikh
credo, that bars our way to fulfilment.

Sikhism believes that there is evil in

the world but it is also within us all.

we are the creators ·of evil . as well as

the participants in evil.

And, while there are things that are evil, according

to Sikhism, there is no principle of evil as such.
of God, the Holy, is essentially holy and pure.

Man partaking of the essence

To call another bad only because

he is different is the worst of sins.
"Love does not mean, according to the Sikh credo, self-love but the love of
others.

He w~o cannot love or even suffer his neighbour cannot love God.

But the

pity is that we not only hate our neighbours and our God but also hate ourselves
even more.

1

0 God, save us from ourselves and be our teacher and guide, in thy

mercy;• prays Guru Arjan in the Sikh scripture."

Life in Unity

Mr Art Solomon and Prof. Mohamed Talbi initiated discussion of the fourth
Assembly-sub-theme, "Life in Unity", by discussing the meaning of community in
Traditional and Islamic traditions.
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Mr Solomon demonstrated through symbolic acts - such as inviting the
participants to bathe themselves in the smoke of smouldering sage, cedar, and
sweet tobacco - that community for the Traditional people of North America
encompasses the entire. creation- including particularly the earth:
"Native spiriti:iality/encompasses the totality of life/and the creation.•
"Native Spirituality encompasses/the concept that/the Creator is bis Creation.
"That we are. spirit beings/who have come from the spirit world/and we
must return to the spirit world/when our work in this part of the/Creation is
finished.
"our responsibility is to find/our way to live in harmony/with the cycles
of the creation/and thus to come to understand/who we are/and what is the purpose/
of our individual lives.
"Since we are spirit beings/we have spiritual needs (hunger)/which must
be met.
"The G6d who made us and sustains us/minute by minute, provided for that/
need by giving us the

ways/th~t

we were related to him./Those ways are called/

sacred ceremonies.
"The fundamental difference/between the native people/and the majority
s'oci,e ty /is a difference of philosophy.
"One is a philosophy based/on the concept/of materialism.
"The native philosophy/is based on the concept/that we cannot own/what
belongs to God."
Prof. Talbi devoted his paper to the Muslim concept of community, the

Umma, which "marks the transition to a complete openness to universalism.

Like,

for example, t he state, it is a structure sui generis and an intrinsic value.
The Umma is defined by its mission.

It is a mission, and this mission consists

in realizing the universal plan of God.

It welcomes in its embrace all those who

respond to the original founding call and who thus become part of this plan."
"The member of the Umma, ·w hether praying or working, is always the same human
being," he said.

"He has no need to change his coat to mark the transition from

one level to another.

Praye·r inspires the work and work sends us back to prayer.

Each activity retains its. own specific character.
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"The true Muslim cannot do a single thing without relating it to the
sacred.

He is in a constant

~elationship

to God, a relationship which

culminates in the bond of a love which is both a source of privilege and
reciprocal.

The human being loves God and is loved by him.

"During the five daily prayers in which the Muslim ascends again and
again towards God, the Mus.lim never presents himself alone before God.

When

he recites the al-Fatiha (the threshold of prayer) he says 'We adore thee',
not 'I adore thee'.

In every Muslim the whole Umma is offered to God and

draws from him its life-giving sap in an act of surrender and renewal as well
as one of voluntary, conscious, and trusting submission (islam),

"Umma is never achieved fully • . It remains to be accomplished and
realized afresh, in fidelity to the ideal which haunts the individual and
collective imagination of its members.

In our world, with its increasing

acceptance of pluralism, our vocation as believers is to learn to live under
the double sign of aspiration and hope: of an active aspiration which inspires
us to make every effort to eliminate the roots of imperfection in ourselves,
and of a hope which respects the other persons' difference and dignity, and
his right to be different."

The Meaning

of

Life: Two Christian Introductions

Toward the conclusion of the consultation, two "introductions" to the
theme and all the sub-themes were given by Christian participants, one from a
Protestant perspective, the other from an Eastern· orthodox vantage:

po~nt.

Dr. Krister Stendahl, who identified himself as a "Bible boy", examined
the meaning of life as perceived in the biblical literature.

"There is," he

said, "one single writing in the Bible (Ecclesiastes) which takes on the
question of the meaning of life as such.

The answer is: vanity, all is vanity.

Things come and go but there is nothing new under the sun.

The dust returns to

dust from where it came and the spirit returns to God who gave it.

The Spirit

that returns is obviously not the individual spirit, but is the energy of the
{

creator, which was first blown into the nostr-1ls of the red clay, Adam.
one way of speaking about the meaning of life.

That is

There are other ways."

"God could have remained God in splendid isolation and had a lot less
trouble.

But .the creation of the world I see as saying something about the

nature of God, .God wanting to share, to have something and someones with whom
to share.

Perhaps it is what we in the Christian tradition call love, in the
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sense of not being self-contained.

so God decided that somewhere in the cosmos

there would be some being with what . we, in common language, call free will, to
serve God, not by necessity but by free will.
tion.

Now that was a very risky proposi-

And ever since the Bible story is about God's attempts at mending the

creation."
"When Jesus comes there is no question about the theme of his message.
It is not the salvation of souls; it is the Kingdom.

The Kingdom is at hand,

'

~

repent and seek first the Kingdom and its justice and all the rest will somehow
fall ' into place.
creation.

Jesus chose a term that was a code word for the mending of the

-And we called him the Son of God."

"I think there are two ways of thinking about God in heaven.

Some think

of God as waking up in the morning and asking for the latest computation of the
nwnber of the saved.

And there are others of us who think that when God wakes

up in the morning, God asks if there has been any progress towards the Kingdom,
have there been any signs of the mending of the creation."
''Creation means limit, the setting of limits.

Salvation is not the over-

coming of limits, but recognizing and accepting limitation, finitude.

Our

fullness lies in our need of the other, our fullness is not by self-inflation.
our fullness is God's fullness, God's sel·f -limitation by the creation, thereby
limiting God's power.
other.

Only by our limits can we recognize our need for the

we think so often that salvation is transcending the limits, . but the

aim of the exercise is the' mending of the creation.

There is the constant lesson

that by my limits I recognize my need for the

without which. the Kingdom

oth~r,

cannot come ....
Metropolitan· Paulos Mar Gregorios emphasized the necessary role of
tradition in the understanding of human existence.

Science and technology are

increasingly useful tools,.. he affirmed, but "there is· no truth without tradition."
He outlined five forms through which Eastern Orthodox Christians understand life:
"(a) The life of Him Who Is, underived, unoriginate, self-existent, sui

generis, incomprehensible, eternal, overflowing in love towards all;
"Cb) The life of human beings derived from the life of God, existent only
contingent upon the will of God, constantly changing and ever· in need of becoming,
responsible in large measure for shaping itself;
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"(c)

~

The life of non-human beings on our planet, which are both necessary

for our life and constitute a value in themselvesf human beings have a responsibiJ.ity to care for them and foster their existence;
"(d) The life of the

depar~ed

human beings who interact with us now, and

continue their ministry of worship and manifestation of God's love in the unseen
realm;
"(e)

The life of a vast host of created non-human beings . in other realms -

some working for the purposes of God, called variously angels, sons of God, etc.,
in the Christian Scriptures, others opposing the will of God, called in the
Scriptures demons or devils, but also possibly other beings on other planets who
may have physical bodies and senses; all these may be interacting with our lives
on earth."
"The Eastern Orthdoox understanding of life," he continued, "lays great
emphasis on the work of the Holy Spirit who is called the life-giver .

The Spirit

was at work from the beginning of creation, hovering over the waters of chaos,
bringing life, .beauty and joy out of chaos.

The Spirit has always been at work

in all humanity everywhere and at all times, giving deep experiences of reality
and its meaning to people in all cultures

a~d

climes.

In so far as people have

responded positively to the work of the Spirit, they have experienced unity with
all, realization of the truth and the joyous knowledge that results from it."
"The Eastern Orthodox tradition does not see death as the enemy of life.•
Death such as we know it, has been overcome by the .Risen Christ.

We now face

death as a portal to a greater and richer life, with new opportunities and challenges.

It is faced with confidence and joy by those who have faith; though for

the unbeliever death· may still hold its terrors. our fathers tell us that it is
not that we die because we are born; on the contrary, we are born because we die.
Where death no longer is,

the~e

is no need for birth.

Hence there is no birth or

death or marriage in the life of the resurrection as· Christ taught us; •• Becauee
the true Light has overcome darkness, we shall not fear the powers of darkness."
THE ISSUES

Each afternoon of the consultation participants divided themselves into
smaller groups to discuss the issues chosen for emphasis at the

wee

Assembly.

The discussions, free-wheeling and frank, included contributions by members of
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each of the faith communities present.

Mauritian guests, encouraged to speak,

did so to the benefit of all.

Witnessing in a Divided World
Stress was laid on the importance of bearing witness in a dialogical manner
rather than confessional, respecting. each other's dignity and humanity, as an
essential instrument of peace in our time.

This kind of witness must be made

·to oneself and one's own community, especially where the tradition is strongly
.

.

conversionist. Neighbours must be allowed to define themselves, must be seen for
what they are really are, not for what they might potentially become.
It was recognized that the form of witness wiH be a·ffected by .one's
placement in a minority or ma:jority group; by whether a minority has affiliation
with a majority group elsewhere, by whether the ma:·jority or the minority holds
effective power.
A black Christian affirmed the importance of connecting Christian and African
identity in. contemporary witness, and he was supported by a representative of
African primal re·ligions.
A South African Christian spoke of the necessity of saying different things
to different people, but· with the same basic witness, i.e. to speak a different
word to the oppre·ssor than one speaks to the oppressed.
A Jewish woman affirmed the necessity of witnessing to the worth of women
in ·the sight of God in adversarial terms, if necessary, and

o~

the importance of

clarifying the different meanings that the same words may have for different
religious groups, e.g. Je\\·s and Christians.
Muslims and Christians both spoke of different atti.tudes or stands within
their traditions towards openness to others ·- for some it implies syncretism, for
others the mutual respect necessary for common efforts toward peace.
The issue paper on "Witnessing in a Divided world" represents an advance
over an old-fashioned missionary stance, but it may be perceived by both Christians
and others as implying that the key to the solution of humanity's problems lies
solely within Christianity.
At the Vancouver Assembly, while recognizing that the churches must be allowed
to speak in their own language, attention should be given to the . perceptions of
other religions.

Guetts of other faiths have therefore an important contribution

to make.

....
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We are respcnsible not just for what w,e say but for what we are heard

Taking Steps Toward Unity
Central to the discussion of this group was the tension and unclarity about
how Christian unity related to the unity of humankind.

Perhaps this tension lies

even in the historical fact that the wee picked up. the ancient designation

oikoumene - which means "the whole inhabited world" - for the movement toward
Christian unity •.
Thus the discussion centred on how Christian unity relates to world unity
and its implication for relations to other religions and ideologies.

Among the

points and observations made the following stand out .
(1)

The "successionist" model is fraught with a special problem, i.e. the idea

that one religion is the forerunner of another.

Christians think of Judaism as

its forerunner and of itself as the real fulfi l ment - hence assigning an inferior
or even obsolete role to Judaism.

Does such a model contribute to or impede unity?

Is the very problem of relating religion to one another in "developmental schemes"
from lower to higher a fundamental
(2)

obst~cle

to unity?

With disarming honesty one of the guests said: "I must admit that a fully

unified Christianity frightens me."

And certainly unity is often spoken of as a

means towards more effectiveness in terms of one's own power and influence.
(3)

An

interesting interpretation of the history of the ecumenical movement and

WCC was offered: Nathan S5derblom's call to the churches in 1914 was deeply motivated by seeking to forestall the war which began that year - but it proved too
late.

The meeting did not happen until 1925 in Stockholm - after eleven years of

disaster for · ·m.i llions.
is clearly to humanity.

Then the focus was mainly European.
Hence the

wee

Now the threat

is cha llenged to think in terms of global

unity not only in terms of geography but also in terms of faiths.
(4)

Christian faith includes a wider unity beyond that of geography.

There is

also the unity through time, i.e. the unity with those · of earlier generations, the
saints and those departed.
(5)

Steps towards Christian unity cannot be taken as if one first achieved

Christian unity and then moved on from there.

Christian unity must be sought while

at the same time seeking unity wherever possible with others.
(6)

eow do we say clearly that in many matters we often find us more united in

spirit and concerns with people of other faiths than with some sisters and brothers
of our own faith?

And if that is so, what actions are called for?
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Moving Toward Participation
In the group discussing this topic it became clear that many of the ways in which religious and interfaith bodies work - often with significant accomplishments - actually reinforce

patterns of non-participation, working for people

rather than empowering people.
When the need for education as a step toward fuller participation was
stressed, one _was reminded of the insights of Paolo Freire's pedagogy for the
oppressed, i.e. educat-i on where the style is toward a participatory society
rather than an education that· feeds into the patterns of "leaders and led".
The demystification of power proved to be a significant topic.
attention was given to the need for simplifying the
bureaucracies - not to speak of theology.

l~nguage

Special

of legislation and

Complicated language is certainly a

means of self-protection for those in leadership and power.

The

~ncreased

need

for lawyers at every turn in life is one major sign of this phenomenon - undercutting participatory structures and leading towards alienation.

But the same

phenomenon repeats itself :i,-n most professions and areas of life.
It seems obvious that Native Americans know of wise patterns of participato,ry decision-making and action for women, and men - patterns threatened by the
importation of "Robert's Rules of Order" or other patterns for parliamentary
procedures.
In the discussion .of participation of women some ironies were revealed.
Fro~

Ghana came the observation that the old roles .of women's leadership in

religious matters had been broken or -f rowned upon by the churches which now were
trying to restore that very role.
In surveying the role of women in various religious traditions and cultures
it became clear that moves toward a fuller participation of women were often impeded
by the questioning of Western models for women's liberation.

One felt, however,

the need for hearing the women of .these traditions speak for themselves.
Thus in this matter as in so many other, participation is obviously not only
a go,a l but the very first step.

Healing and Sharing Life in Community
Agreement was quickly reached in the group that health is not a simple matter
of not being sick.

Rather health is the positive harmonious interrelation of one's

body·, mind, spirit, and environment.

Health is harmony or balance -within creation,
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a concept that includes all that is, uniting and overcoming the rationalistic
separation that makes healing into a process of mechanistic manipu lation of
human bodily functions.
The group responded positively to the formulation from the Native
American c::ulture that health is "walking in the sacred way".

As suC'h, healing,

far from being something generated from outside a ·person. comes from within which is not to say that antibiotics or even surgery are not powerful supports
for "self-healing".
It was emphasized that self-identity is a key to health, self-identity
in no narrow sense, but the proper identification of oneself in the scheme of
creation.

Activitiy such as physical labour was seen as a way of maintaining

the balance in creation, or health.
The role of the so.:..called healing professions was discussed at length,
the concern being that all too frequently medical education ignores the harmony
of reality, leading thus to medical practice that, while overcomming sickness,
dest.roys genuine health.

People of all religions and cultur-es need to address

the question of medical training and practice, stressing the vital importance of
communities in which the totality of creation may be evident.
Indeed, health is walking in the sacred way, the way of the Creator.

Learning in Community
The discussion on learning focused on the problems and opportunities implicit
and explicit in the transmission of one's relig.ious tradition to others within the
community, especially the young.

Many questions were raised: when we speak of

community, do we mean our own neighbours?
too

all-encompas~ing

nation? world? is "global consciousness"

for actual learning?

Members of the group ·engaged in an exercise of witnessing to how they as.
individuals learned their own religious tradition and the impact on that learning
of. encounter with persons of another faith or faiths.

As they did so, it became

apparent that several channels of learning were connnon to the religious traditions
represented: liturgy, family, childhood education in the religious

community~

and

formal education throughout youth and adulthood. Underlying them all .was the
assumption that learning takes place in community.
Thus, the

si~e

and scope of the learning community becomes critical.

While

it was recognized that learning within a single-faith community is crucial for the
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formation and continuance of that faith and its tradition, contact with and
learning from religions and cultures external to the community is necessary
in .order to avoid exclusiveness and triumphalism.
The group agreed that the . "unlearning" of soine elements of learning
acquired in single-faith communities is frequently requisite for depth appreciation of the faith taught and learned there.

Dialogue with people of other

faiths, as a "meeting of commitments", was affirmed as a primary avenue for ·
such "unlearning".
At the same ;time, "unlearning" may be a prequisite for dialogue and,
therefore, attention to other faiths and "global consciousness" should receive
increased emphasis within every religious community • .

Struggling for Justice and Human Dignity
Sometimes the justice in a country can be gauged by the number of. lawyers and
prisons it produces: the more lawyers, the less justice; the more people in gaols,
the less justice.

·sut it is important to acknowledge the ways in which different

religious traditions have slowed the progress of justice.
quickly to mind include the caste

sys~em

Examples that come

in Hinduism and the traditionally inferior

status accorded to women in Christianity, Islam, and Judaism.

Justice can be

voiced and tested in various relationships: men/women, labour/management, children/
adults, big nations/small nations, etc.
Concern for the poor is present in all religions, but the implementation of
that concern has too often been limited to aims-giving, to

charity ~

Often religious

efforts to serve the poor do so without reference to the root causes of injustice

in the structure of· society.
Some religious traditions have insisted that the poor have a special visa
for · entrance into the. Kingdom, an insistence that ·sometimes has led to the elevation of poverty to a positive good.

Monks and nuns .voluntarily embrace poverty,

which is something quite different from glorifying involuntary poverty, and thereby
refusing to act towards its alleviation.
The

opinio~

was expressed that the Roman Catholic Church .is far more systemic

in its search for and insistence on structural change in
in other churches.

societ~es

than is the case

All religions are called to acknowledge concretely the right

of people to a share of the land where they live and to own a share of the product
they produce.
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In recent years important steps forward have been taken in the promotion
of human right.s, as, for example, in the work of Amnesty International.

But the

growing anxiety, shared by those of religous faith, about such injustice as child
abuse and wife beating, reveals a frustration about human rights and the possibility of their universal . establishment.
The teaching of rel:igions that each person is created with a "divine spark"
(Judaism) in the "image of God" (Christianity), etc., lQUst be emphasized in order
to give people, wherever they are and whatever they do, greater awareness of their
basic worth.
It was noted that rich nations, peoples, and religous groups show forth an
extraordinary arrogance by their willingness to distribute food as though they
were the owners of it; to use food as a weapon.

That one-fourth of the world's

people is starving is terrible and mighty evidence of the injustice that presently
reigns in the world.

Delegates to Vancouver should be provided with data to

demonstrate that the earth contains the resources to feed us all - if the human
will to do 50 is there.

Confronting threats to peace and survival
The group leader introduced the discussion by emphasizing that war is the collective result of our individual weaknesses: "We are all too indifferent at a time when
the house is on fire."

The fact today is that, although each of us is quite different

from any other, we remain exceedingly alike, neighbours in a shrinking world .bound
together by our common fears ·and hopes.
Imaginative understanding is desperately needed now in order to combat violence
in a world where education, science and technology are utilized to squander the vast
opportunities they provide.
mutual trust may be

More and more, we need to discover ways through which

developed~

The role of religions should be to promote harmony and toward that end should
commonly affirm, as bare minim:wns : a pledge to honour and respect all people; the
freedom to choose one's own faith: to share resources, especially with those who are
deprived; to search for universal values; to focus on a universal spirit of compassion
and hope; and to promote

truth, understanding, and justice •
.. -----·-· --- --···-·---·-----·
.....,..
Many of these same points were made in the discuss.ion, which raised questions such
love~

_____

_______ _

as the degree to which it is possible to overcome our own hatreds and whether or not
it is, actually, too late to make the needed personal changes in view of the immediate
threat of . nuclear destruction.

Perhaps, one participant suggested, we should simply

appeal to self-interest instead o_f idealism.

'.

19 Others, however, felt the need to emulate the examples of Gandhi and Martin Luther
King in order to bring peace to the earth.

such an effort would encourage a meaningful

programme of confidence-building in all conflict areas,
There is, though, a danger in attempting to approach the question of peace unilaterally.

Peace will come only when all parties to conflict equally desire it.

Therefore, extensive exchange v i sits by citizens of hostile countries were suggested,
to lower the suspicion level and counteract fear.
Everyone agreed that what is needed is a will and an imaginative approach,

Among

members of the group the will was certainly present, but the imagination largely
failed - and that is . precisely the locus of fear and anxiety as we confront the hatred
and hostility of our societies and wor1d.

Commu/iicating with conviction
Participants concentrated on the mass media and its social responsibility in
their· discussion.

Though the influence of the mass media should not be overesti-

mated or exaggerated, it tends to reflect social values, reinforcing some to the
neglect of others. · The media has a responsibility to clarify issues and problems,
not ·confuse or hide them.

In addition, it has the responsibility to offer viable

responses to those issues and problems on the part of its readers, listeners, and
viewers.

Otherwise, it becomes a powerful tool for indoctrination by the ruling

elite.
In that regard, the Third World's lack· of financial and human resources for
developing communications. networks was noted.

Frequently Third-World countries

require assistance in constructing such networks; as. well as support when they
explore their own alternatives to the media styles of the west.
Some participants reflected that the mass media is probably inadequate for the
dissemination of authentic Christian witness because it is too impersonal and unidirectional.

Expanding beyond Christian witness to genuine dialogue, the meeting.

agreed that such dialogue is fully present only in direct personal expression at the
grassroots level.

Some examples from Mauritius were cited, including the opportunities

pres·ent in its linguistic, cultural, and religbus diversity, which is expressed in a
variety of ways, including non-verbal cross-cultural communication through dance and
drama.
But even at the grass roots level - and perhaps especially there - the effect of
mass eommunieation cannot be ignored, both in its detrimental

and beneficial

aspects.

Some believed that the radio, televi.s ion, and print media lean over too far in their
efforts to be objective, presenting thereby an anti-religious message.

Agreeing,

others saw evidence of poor and/or mis-information about religi·o us af.fairs and events,
with a stereotyping of racial, cultural, and religious minorities.

A fully unified

inter-faith response to the media would go far towards making it both responsible
and responsive to the needs of religion and society.
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A MESSAGE TO DELEGATES COMING TO THE 6TH ASSEMBLY OF
· THE WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES AND TO ALL WHO SHARE OUR CONCERN AND HOPE FOR LIFE

We from many religious traditons and cultures look forward to meeting you
at the Assembly in Vancouver.

We have already met together for ten full days to

explore in dialogue with one another the theme of the General Assembly - Life
itself: its meaninq, its struggles, and its hope.

Appropriately, we met on the

island of Mauritius in the midst of the Indian Ocean - a multi-religious society
consisting primarily of Hindu.s , Buddhists, Muslims and Christians from Asia,
Africa and Europe.
We met at the initiative of the World Council of Churches.
was part of the preparation for the Assembly.

Our meeting

The theme of the Assembly "Jesus

Christ - the Life of the world" is the particular affinnation of Christians.
However, in each of our traditions, we as people of faith affirm Life in its fullness, its mystery, and its relation to Ultimate .Reality, and in doinq so express
our

~rgent

concern for justice, compassion, and hope in a world beset with

injustice, indifference and despair.
In our dialogue we spoke. from the standpoint of our own religious and
cultural traditions, and we listened carefully to one another.
stand more clearly where we differ .

We came to under-

But we also discovered where we converge and

can affirm basic values and hopes together as religious people, not at the "lowest
common denominator", but at the very heart of our deepest

commitm~nts

and convictions.

We share an affirmation of the fullness and the deep interrelatedness of all
life

human life to life, human life to the life of the world of nature, and all

life to its divine source.

Native Americans speak of the "Great Circle of Crea-

tion", and Hindus speak of the fullness of life "From the Creator to a blade of
grass".

We heard from the Bhagavad Gita:
One who sees Me everywhere
and sees everything in Me1
of him shall I never lose hold,
and he shall never lose hold of Me .
We share an affirmation that we as human beings are not only given, but

entrusted with, the gift of life.

That sacred trust calls us to compassionate

and responsible action, both personal and communal.

In a world of unconscionable
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disparity between races, we feel deeply that our religous traditions command us to
pursue justice, with unceasing effort, . not only on behalf of those of our own
religious community, but for all.

We are all enriched by the challenging questions

of Hillel:
If I do not act for myself, who will act for me?
And if I care for myself only, .what am I?
And if not now, · when?
We share the affirmation that the mystery of life transcends death, and in
each of our religious traditions, .in our distinctive ways, we affirm
we face our own death and mourn the death of loved ones.

lif~

even as

Today, however, the

interrelation and continuity of life and death, of birth and death, are threatened
and distorted by the sheer magnitude of the forces of death: the naclear arsenals
held in threat to destroy millions of human beings and, indeed, capable of .destroying life itself.

In this critical time it is morally ·imperative for us all to

"choose life" and dismantle the forces of death, to cooperate with one another in
the search for peace, and to turn away from the narrowness of vision- national,
racial and religious - which has polari2ed so many parts of our world into hostile
camps competing in violence and the threat of violence.
In our search for peace we acknowledge that all too often in the past, and
I

even today, various parts of the wor.ld have been torn by strife in the name of
"religion".

As we meet, we are painfully conscious of the continuing crisis in

the Middle East, where people of three of our religous traditions are tragically
divided.

Religion has too often been misused to . divide and oppose.

Now we must

strive as religious people to reconcile-and unite. ·we share an affirmation that
at the heart of our .traditions is an ethic of non-violence and forgiveness.

There

is the sermon on the Mount in the Christian Gospel and the Jain, Hindu and Buddhist
heritage of Mahatma Gandhi.. The Buddhist Dhammapada enjoins "Let one overcome
hatred by kindness, evil by. goodness, greed by generosity, and lies by truth- telling".
The Qur'an commands "Repel the evil deed with the good and lo, the enemy becomes as
a bosom friend".

.T he Rabbinical Wisdom asks "Who is·· strong?

The one who makes of

his enemy a friend."
We may affirm life in its fullness and speak the word of peace, but we know
that life is in peril and the world

is not at peace.

Thus, it is with conviction

and a sense of urgency that we write this message, we who come from the African
traditions and the Native Traditions of North America, from the Hindu, Buddhist
and Sikn traditions, from the Jewish, Christian and Muslim traditions.

our group

included among others Indians, Soviet citizens, Americans, a Palestinian, a Japanese,
a south African, •• •

·,,
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We want to stress the genuine importance and value of dialogue.

By dialoque

we mean speaking and listening with openness to one another in a collllllon search for
understanding, aJ'.ld by dialoque we also mean acting together, hand in hand, as allies
in 9ur common work for justice and peace.

We must not imagine that such global

issues as peace and justice can be undertaken, or even addressed in a me:a ningful
way, by any one religious tradition alone.

For we are not alone in this world.

we share our world with people of all cultures, races, and religions., and our ·
future is one.
Our host at this meeting was Archbishop Trevor Huddleston.

We heard his

passionate appeal to the people of all religions to unite in opposing the evil
pf apartheid which violates the sanctity and dignity of _human life.

We gave our

whole-hearted support to his initiative in calling an international and interreligious forum addressed to this issue.

This will be held in Britain under the

sponsorship of the United Nations soon after the 6th Assembly.
As we move ahead in the process of understanding and cooperat·i on through
dialogue, we need to focus clearly on such issues of critical concern and shared
responsibility.

we need to include people of ideological as well as religious

commitments who are open for dialogue with us.

And we need to become aware of

our own ideological commitments.
We welcome the initiative, the openness, and the vision of the World Council
of Churches and of others in moving towards dialogue.

Some of us come from

rel.i gious traditions that have always welcomed dialogue, others of us come from
traditions in which dialogue is a new step, and a few of us come from parts of the
world where dialogue has already begun the difficult task of reconciling and
uniting those who have been divided and opposed.
Vancouver its.e lf is such a place, the home of people of many races, . religions
and cultures.

We hope that at the 6th General Assembly of the World Council of

Churches many more people will take the opportunty of meeting with people of other
faiths.

We trust .that the Assembly itself will reaffirm its continued commitment

to and support for dialogue.
We offer the encouragement of our own experience in dialogue.
we have found that trust can overcome fear.

In dialogue

As we have learned from others we have

found that we know ourselves and our own religious traditions more fully.

And in

coming to know the richness and diversity of our religious heritage, we have learned

-
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to affirm the hope for peace in a pluralistic world and to look forward together
toward a more humane future.
One of us, from the Ojibway nation of Canada,· offered this prayer:
Grandfather,
Look at our brokenness .
We know that in all c·reation
Only the human family
Has strayed from the Sacred Way.
We know that we are the ones
Who are divided
And we are the ones
Who must come back together
To walk in the Sacred Way.
Grandfather,
Sacred One,
Teach us love, compassion, and honour
That we may heal the earth
And heal each other.
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The Meaning of Life
A Multifaith Consultation in Preparation
for the Sixth Assembly
of the World Council of Churches
I. Report of the Consultation
edited by Allan R. Brockway
. It hadn't happened since 1974. Some said it had never happened before
and, of course, they were right; nothing happens twice in exactly the same
· way. But the multilateral dialogue organized by the World Council of
Churches at Colombo, Sri Lanka, during April 1974 is the closest parallel
to the multifaith consultation on ..The Meaning of Life" convened by the
World Council of Churches in Mauritius, 25 January to 3 February 1983.
Like Sri Lanka, Mauritius is an island in the Indian Ocean and the
people of Mauritius, like the people of Sri Lanka, are of many religious
faiths. Christians, Muslims and Buddhists live among the majority Hindu
population, along with a few Sikhs and even fewer Jews. And the consulta·
tion held there was similar in its composition to the Colombo dialogue, for
to i~ came Hindus, Christians, Muslims, Buddhists, and Jews plus, at Mau· .
ritius for the first time, Sikhs and Traditional spiritual leaders.
But unlike "Colombo", "Mauritius" was .a consultation in preparation
for the Sixth Assembly of the World Council of Churches that will convene
in Vancouver, Canada, in July 1983. As such, it was planned by the Subunit on Dialogue with People of Living Faiths and Ideologies on behalf of
the World Council of Churches and the Assembly. The participants were
chosen because they were to be present at the Assembly as guests or visitors
or (in the case of Christians) as delegates, advisers, visitors or .staff. Many
had not engaged previously in World Council of Churches' dialogue programmes.
The Mauritius theme, "The Meaning of Life", was related to the theme
of the Assembly, "Jesus Christ- the Life of the World", and was designed
to elicit contributions from other living faiths on the understanding of !ife
in those various traditions. This report will indicate that that purpose was
amply fulfilled. The consultation participants prepared a "Message'',
included here, and a set of specific recommendations that were transmitted
to the World Council of Churches' committee preparing the Assembly.
•The Rev. Au.AN BROCKWAY is Associate for Jewish Relations in the WCC's Sub-unit on
Dialogue with People of Living Faiths and Ideologies.
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It is important to note that the Mauritius consultation could not have
been held prior to any other Assembly of the World Council of Churches.
At the Nairobi Assembly in 1975 guests of other faiths were invited for the
first time and then only in limited numbers. Five guests were present there,
one each from five major religions. At Vancouver three times as many will
be present, fifteen, representing six different faiths: Hinduism, Buddhism,
Islam, Judaism, Sikhism and Traditional peoples. The number is still small
but the increase is significant, nevertheless, and even more significant is the
fact that these fifteen guests or their representatives have been able to meet
each other and a small group of Christians prior to the Assembly in order
to begin exploration of the themes of the Assembly, comparing and con·
trasting their traditions and beliefs.
In the course of the days at Mauritius, in between listening to and discussing the papers that were read and the small group discussions, Hindus
came to know Buddhists, Christians encountered Sikhs, Muslims met Jews,
.Traditional people from Canada talked with Traditional healers from
Africa. They did so over m~als, during breaks, and late into the evening ...
and in the process became "friends. Many participants spoke of the deep,
intense and indeed spiritual significance of their frank, open and caring
conversations with persons of faiths other than their own, witnessing to a
heightened awareness of the spiritual resources in their own faith as a
result. "Dialogue" took on a meaning far in excess of a mere exchange of
words. And then, in morning meditations, led each day by members of a
different religious community, "windows" into the enacted liturgical tradition of other faiths enlivened and enriched the personal and more formal
encounters.
The multifaith character of Mauritius provided its own unique contribution to the consultation and its participants. Several Muslims, Christians
and Jews from Mauritius, who joined their colleagues from elsewhere, continually reminded the consultation of the very particular reality of religious
faith. And participants regretted the inadvertent absence of Mauritian
Hindus and Buddhists. Further, the local host, Archbishop Trevor Huddleston, urged on the consultation the necessity to extend the dialogue so as
to include ideologies like Marxism. Dialogue with People of Other Faiths
and Ideologies is the title and mandate of the Sub-unit. As a result of the
careful preparation by Archbishop Trevor Huddleston, Canon Rex Donat,
Rev. Brian Crosby, and other Christians of Mauritius, consultation participants were able to enter into Hindu, Buddhist, and Muslim celebrations,
thereby discovering something of the actual practice of the religions about
which they spoke.
One reality broke through time and time again during the consultation.
It was simple and yet in its implications disturbingly profound: we need
each other; dialogue is not an option. Some of the ramifications of that
simple profundity are sketched in the paragraphs that follow.
One lasting lesson from the consultation is this: there is abroad an urge
and a new momentum in all faiths to strengthen and give clearer voice to ·
those elements in their traditions which drive towards recognizing our
needs for one another. The world is one of inescapable interdependence in

all realms. The threat to huma.n life and to the whole earth urges upon all a
growing recognition that no one faith can go it alone.
In diverse ways and degrees the various faiths have within them both
universal and exclusive dimensions - in patterns of thinking, speaking
and acting. But in all communities of faith we have seen that urge towards
strengthening and giving clearer voice for the ways to express in thought
and action, in worship and structure that interdependence in time and
eternity which could be called our need for the other.
In probing and listening to one another the consultation came to
believe that this urge was deeper and more tangible than the polite style
often expected of people gathered for the purpose of "dialogue". It could
even be said that the increased unity of one community could be perceived
as a threat to others if not coupled with the full awareness that none of us
can go it alone, can do it alone..
Thus the presence of people of other faiths as guests at the Vancouver
Assembly must be seen as a step more significant than may first appear.
Although few in number, the guests at Vancouver - representing the
majority of humankind - serve as a reminder of the reality which is the
world. And the question raised in one of the discussions of the Vancouver
preparatory material cannot be taken lightly: of course the World Council
of Churches speaks - and we all want it to speak clearly and strongly the language of Christians. But certain of the documents may well be per·
ceived by both Christians and people of other faiths as implying that the
solution to whatever problems there are lies solely in Christianity - going
it alone.
.
As often happens in dialogue, it became clear that authentic witness
includes the responsibility for what one is heard to say - not only for what
one thinks one says.
·

The theme
After the formal opening of the consultation by the Prime Minister of
Mauritius, M. Anerood Jugnauth, the participants began their common
consideration of the theme, "The Meaning of Life". Prof. D. C. Mulder,
moderator of the WCC's Sub-unit on Dialogue with People of Living
Faiths and Ideologies (DFI) and moderator for the consultation, set the
stage by outlining three reasons for such an interfaith meeting prior to the
Assembly:
1) so that guests and visitors to the Assembly from other faiths could
. "establish relations of friendship with Christian participants and in that
way feel better at home in the Vancouver crowd";
2) to "make people acquainted with the structure of the World Council of
Churches and with the programme of Vancouver"; and
3) because "the World Council of Churches is eager to hear the voices of
people of other faiths on the theme, the sub-themes, the issues that are
going to be discussed at Vancouver ... voices (that) might easily be lost
in the hectic programme during the Assembly itself'.
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As has already been indicated, participants did indeed "establish relations of friendship" and did so across barriers of religious faith, culture,
and even political allegiance. Though cold type is incapable of conveying
its depth and significance, many participants shared the sentiment
expressed by one of them who wrote, after returning home: "A few events
in one's life actually change entire perspectives on spiritual and intellectual
issues; this conference, and the people I met there, is one such event in my
own personal and professional life ..."
The delicate question of "interfaith worship" was carefully and thoroughly considered at the very beginning of the consultation by the steering
committee (composed of participants from each of the seven faith communities present). It was recognized that genuine and full involvement in the
liturgical acts of another faith was not possible or even desirable. At the
same time, an · adequate understanding of life from the various faith perspectives demanded awareness of the ways in which those understandings
take shape in worship. The conclusion, and it was a happy·one, was to meet
together each morning for an explanation and/or demonstration of some
element of the liturgy of a particular faith, followed by silent meditation.
Thus one morning the participants heard Dr Gopal Singh outline the
meaning of Sikhism, and then sat in silence, meditating in their own ways.
On other days Hinduism was introduced by Sri Shrivatsa Goswami, Islam
by Dr Muzammil Siddiqi, Judaism by Rabbi Jordan Pearlson, Christianity
by Dr Diana Eck, Traditional religion by Mr Art Solomon, and Buddhism
by Mr Masahiro Nemoto. On the final day, Canon Lloyd Casson led a
moving meditation in which members of each faith were enabled to read
from their own scriptures and make their own testimony. The result was
that all received unique glimpses into the lived faith of others, glimpses that
enriched the words flowing from formal presentations and informal conversations.

The

su~themes

Goo
The formal presentations began with papers concerning the Assembly
sub-theme "Life, a gift of God". Sri Goswami offered a Hindu perspective
on the dignity of life based on the concept of dharma (that which sustains
and upholds life). Dignity based on this dharma has to do with our relationship to human and non-human existence, and to Ultimate Reality itself.
An understanding of the dignity of life based on the dharma gives meaning
both to worldly and to spiritual life, he said.
Dr Anant Anand Rambachan pointed out that the Hindu scriptural
understanding of the self can give "a new perspective of the world and of
our relationship with all other living things. Perhaps the most far-reaching
results follow from the fact that whereas fonnerly all our aspirations and
activities sprang from our own self-centred desire for fullness, they now
arise from the fullness we have appreciated in ourselves. We can now live
and act out of joy rather than for joy."
LIFE, A GIFT OF
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"Unfortunately," he continued, "the implications of' this scriptural truth
have not always been consistently reflected and explored in many of the
social structures which have accompanied the development of Hinduism."
But, correctly understood, "such a vision of !ife provides a profound and
inspiring basis for an outlook of love, compassion and care ... In the Hindu
outlook, therefore, self-knowledge (Atmajnana) is a totally liberating
understanding, in which the narrow and isolated perception of oneself is
overcome and the way is opened to a unity with all creation and an unselfish relation with others. It is a vision that is rich for exploration in tenns of
its practical applications."
Following the discussion prompted by the Hindu papers, Father
Michael Oleksa presented an Orthodox Christian overview of the concept
that !ife is a gift of God.. After summarizing Orthodox understandings of
"natural" life, death, divine life, salvation, incarnation, etc., he observed:
"Traditional Orthodoxy rejects both escapism and utopianism. The world
is not to be rejected or fled as in itself evil, but rather restored and transformed from being 'independent' to being the icon and therefore the
symbol of God. At the same time the ancient church did not and does· not
idolize the world, nor did· it believe its main function to be only the
improved life of the world. The essence of the good news is the renewed
possibility for human beings to fulfill their full potential and participate in
the very nature of God: 'And this is eternal life - that they may know thee,
the only true God, and Jlesus Christ whom thou has sent.'"
"God's gift of life", Oleksa maintained, "therefore includes all creation
and all that is essentially 'very good'. It includes all living things and elements and forces that sustain life. It includes God's gift of himself and his
self-revelation in Jesus the Christ. It includes ultimately the unity-in-love
that is God."
LIFE CONFRONTING AND OVERCOMING DEATH

The consultation participants next turned to a consideration of the
second Assembly sub-theme, "Life confronting and overcoming death". It
did so through discussion of papers by Prof. Jean Halperin of the World
Jewish Congress and by Dr J. A. Nartey, a Traditional healer from Ghana.
Prof. Halperin said: "The awareness of death is ever present in the
mind of all beljeving Jews, even if they choose not to make it a topic for
conversation or discussion. The two main reasons for this are that,
(1) being so strongly bent on life and all it represents, they fear that putting
too much emphasis on death might detract from responsibilities in this
world, and (2) death and what comes after is the greatest mystery of all."
But, he noted, "strangely enough, neither !ife nor death are to be taken
for granted. Jewish teaching rules out the banality of either of them. It is.
because we are not immortal - and that we know it - that so much is at
stake in our lifetime. Since life is the highest good, human beings are
obliged to cherish and preserve it (Deut. 30: 15-20). Life is, in a way, a
matter of choice; it implies fully-fledged responsibility, the more so since
Judaism knows of no vicariousness whatsoever. Hence, the commandment
of permanent awareness and awakenness. Through my own beha.viour, I
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am accountable for: the life and death of others. The verse in Deuteronomy
16: 20, 'Justiee, justice you shall pursue so that you live', implies that only
the unending struggle for justice can make life fully meaningful. We experience the daily miracle of !ife and the constant bafflement of death. To live
is to remember - in order to act accordingly.
''By their deeds, the righteous continue to live even after their death;
and the wicked are considered to be dead even in their lifetime. Faith
makes it easier for me to live - and perhaps also to die. However, it also
greatly increases the challenge and the responsibility that I face."
Dr Nartey led the consultation participants in a consideration of an
African Traditional worldview. "By tradition," he said, ••the African has
held the belief that, as a supreme authoritative deity, Onyankopon has his
messengers or attendants who serve as a link between man and himself.
While in life, therefore, the African, who knows that he owes his existence
to the grace of God, serves the supreme deity through these messengers or
angels, attendants or lesser gods, which have their dwelling places in mountains, rivers, valleys, and trees.
"The Traditionalist believes in reincarnation. In looking at life and
death, the Traditionalist sees a continuous cycle in which the supreme
Giver-of-life, in his master control room, directs affairs through his agents.
In the African context it is this belief in some form of life after death that
binds family relations together and has helped to retain special customary
rites for particular families, binding the soul of the individual to his ancestors.
"This link makes it imperative for the individual to defend and uphold
the family principles laid down by his ancestors, which contain mysterious
beliefs that scare the guilty ones into confession, without being subject to
any form of torture or trial by ordeal. For fear of instant justice and his
wish to maintain the extended family linkage, the African fears to commit
crime. In other wnrds, the African Traditionalist never thinks of a judgment day after his death, but is always afraid of a judgment that might
come before his death."
LIFE IN ITS FULLNESS
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Discussion of the third Assembly sub-theme, "Life in its fullness", was
led by Dr Sulak Sivaraksa and Dr Gopal Singh. Dr Sivaraksa led off,
saying: "From a Buddhist worldview, a person is a uniqu,e being - above
plant, animal, and other sub-human beings like ghosts and demons. But a
person is classified below other superior beings, such as gods and angels.
yet a person alone has the potential to achieve the highest quality in life,
the iultimate end of the life cycle or liberation from sufferings. It is therefore
essential for us, if we wish to take our duty seriously, to try to overcome or
eliminate suffering. And the way to do this is laid down as a guideline by
the Buddha. One does not need to declare oneself Buddhist, but if one
finds such a guide useful, one may study it and put it into practice.
..The basic rules for Buddhist morality are five. These are not commandments, but they are recommended for those who wish to have a social
dimension to their human development: to abstain from killing, to abstain

from stealing, to abstain from sexual misconduct, to abstain from false
speech, and to abstain from intoxicants causing heedlessness. Practising
these five precepts, one is bound to be endowed with the five ennobling virtues, namely: loving kindness and compassion. right means of livelihood
and generosity, sexual restraint, truthfulness and sincerity, and mindfulness
and heedfulness.
"This pair of 'fives' are essential to check a person's social growth. If we
merely abstain from killing and stealing, yet put our money in multinational corporations or international banks that exploit the poor or invest in
armament businesses, we obviously lack loving !kindness and our means of
livelihood are certainly wrong.
"For the Buddhist," he concluded, "physical, social, spiritual and intellectual growth must be d!eveloped side by side, and they must all go along
towards the ultimate end of liberation from all suffering."
From a Sikh perspective, also, human beings are unique. "A human
alone", Dr Gopal Singh told the consultation, "can enjoy the fullness of
life, because a human alone is endowed not only with reason (not merely
instinct) but also intuition (not merely intelligence). A human alone can
have the craving to be other than what' he or she is and rise above the limitations of time and circumstance .... Sikhism places human life at the pinnacle of all life.
"Sikhism enjoins prayer, meditation, recitation or chanting of the holy
word to purge oneself of one's ego or 1-am-ness - the greatest malady to
the Sikh credo, that bars our way to fulfilment. Sikhism believes that there
is evil in the world but it is also within us all. We are the creators of evil as
well as the participants in evil. And, while there are things that are evil,
according to Sikhism, there is no principle of evil as such. Man partaking
of the essence of God, the holy, is essentially holy and pure. To call another
bad only because he is different is the worst of sins.
"Love does not mean, according to the Sikh credo, self-love but the
love of others. He who cannot love or even suffer his neighbour cannot
love God. But the pity is that we not only hate our neighbours and our God
but also hate ourselves even more. 'O God, save us from ourselves and be
our teacher and guide, in thy mercy,· prays Guru Arjan in the Sikh scripture."
LIFE IN UNITY

Mr Art Solomon and Prof. Mol)amed Taibi initiated the discussion of the
fourth Assembly sub-theme, "Life in unity", by discussing the meaning of
community in Traditional and Islamic traditions.
Mr Solomon demonstrated through symbolic acts - sue~· as inviting
the participants to bathe themselves in the smoke of smouldering sage,
cedar, and sweet tobacco - that community for the Traditional people of
North America encompasses the entire creation, including particularly the
earth:
- Native spirituality encompasses the totality of life and the creation.
- Native spirituality encompasses the concept that the Creator is his creation.
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That we are spirit beings who have come from the spirit world, and we
must return to the spirit world when our work in this part of the creation is finished.
Our responsibility is to find our way to live in harmony with the cycles
of the creation and thus to come to understand who we are and what is
the purpose of our individual lives.
Since we are spirit beings, we have spiritual needs (hunger) which must
be met.
The God who made us and sustains us minute by minute, provided for
that need by giving us the ways that we were related to him. Those ways
are called sacred ceremonies.
The fundamental difference between the native people and the majority
society is a difference of philosophy.
One is a philosophy based on the concept of materialism.
The native philosophy is based on the concept that we cannot own what
belongs to God.

Prof. Taibi devoted his paper to the Muslim concept of community, the
Umma, which " marks the transition to a complete openness to universalism. Like, for example, the state, it is a structure sui generis and an
intrinsic value. The Umma is defined by its mission. It is a mission, and this
mission eonsists in realizing the universal plan of God. It welcomes in its
embrace all those who respond to the original founding call and who thus
become part of this plan."
"The member of the Umma, whether praying or working, is always the
same human being,'' he said. "He has no need to change his coat to mark
the transition from one level to another. Prayer inspires the work and work
sends us back to prayer. Each activity retains its own specific character.
"The true Muslim cannot do a single thing without relating it to the
sacred. He is in a constant relationship to God, a relationship which culminates in the bond of a love which is both a source of privilege and reciprocal. The human being loves God and is loved by him.
"During the five daily prayers in which the Muslim as<:ends again and
again towards God, the Muslim never presents himself alone before God.
When he recites the a/-Fatiha (the threshold of prayer) he says ' We adore
thee', not 'I adore thee'. In every Muslim the whole Umma is offered to
God and draws from him its life-giving sap in an act of surrender and
renewal as well as one of voluntary, conscious, and trusting submission
(is/am).
"Umma is never achieved fully. It remains to be accomplished and
realized afresh, in fidelity to the ideal which haunts the individual\ and col·
lective imagination of its members. In our world, with its increasing acceptance of pluralism, our vocation as believers is to learn to live under the
double sign of aspiration and hope: of an active aspiration which inspires
us to make every effort to eliminate the roots of imperfection in ourselves,
and of a hope which respects the other persons' difference .and dignity, and
his ri.ght to be different."

THE MEANING OF LIFE: TWO CHRISTIAN INTRODUCTIONS

Towards the conclusion of the consultation, two " introductions" to the
theme and all the sub-themes were given by Christian participants, one
from a Protestant perspective, the other from an Eastern Orthodox vantage
point.
Dr K.rister Stendahl, who identified himself as a " Bible boy", examined
the meaning of life as perceived in the biblical literature. '"There is," he
said, "one single writing in the Bible (Ecclesiastes) which takes on the question of the meaning of life as such. The answer is: vanity, all is vanity.
Things come and go but there is nothing new under the sun. The dust
returns to dust from where it came and the spirit returns to God who gave
it. The spirit that returns is obviously not the individual spirit, but is the
energy of the creator, which was first blown into the nostrils of the red clay,
Adam. That is one way of speaking about the· meaning of life. There are
other ways.
"God could have remained God in splendid isolation and had a lot less
trouble. But the creation of the world I see as saying something about the
nature of God, God wanting to share, to have something and someone with
whom to share. Perhaps it is what we in the Christian tradition call love, in
the sense of not being self-contained. So God decided that somewhere in
the cosmos there would be some being with what we, in common language,
call free will, to serve God, not by necessity but by free will. Now that was
a very risky proposition. And ever since the Bible story is about God's
attempts at mending the creation.
"When Jesus comes there is no question about the theme of his message. It is not the salvation of souls; "it is the kingdom. The kingdom is at
hand, repent and seek first the kingdom and its justice and all the rest will
somehow fall into place. Jesus chose a term that w·as a code word for the
mending of the creation. And we called him the Son of God.
" I think there are two ways of thinking about God in heaven. Some
think of God as waking up in the morning and asking for the latest computation of the number of the saved. And there are others of us who think that
when God wakes up in the morning, God asks if there has been any progress towards the kingdom, have there been any signs of the mending of the
·
creation.
"Creation means limit, the setting of limits. Salvation is not the overcoming of limits, but recognizing and accepting limitation, ftnitude. Our
fullness lies in our need of the other, our fullness is not by self-inflation.
Our fullness is God's fullness, God's self-limitation by the creation, thereby
limiting God's power. Only by our limits can we recognize our need for the
other. We think so often that salvation is transcending the limits, but the
aim of the exercise is the mending of the creation. There is the constant
lesson that by my limits I recognize my need for the other, without which
the kingdom cannot come."
Metropolitan Paulos Mar Gregorios emphasized the necessary role of
tradition in the understanding of human existence. Science and technology
are increasingly useful tools, he affirmed, but "there is no truth without tra-
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dition." He outlined five forms through which Eastern Orthodox Christians
understand life:
"(a) The life of him who is, underived, unoriginate, self-existent, sui
generis, incomprehensible, eternal, overflowing in love towards all.
"(b) The life of human beings derived from the life of God, existent
only contingent upon the will of God, constantly changing and ever in
need of becoming, responsible in large measure for shaping itself.
"(c) The life of non-human beings on our planet, which are both
necessary for our life and constitute a value in themselves; human beings
have a responsibility to care for them and foster their existence.
"(d) The life of the departed human beings who interact with us now,
and continue their ministry of worship and manifestation of God's love in
the unseen .realm.
"(e) The life of a vast host of. created non-human beings in other
realms - some working for the purposes of God, called variously angels,
sons of God, etc., in the Christian scriptures, others opposing the will of
God, called in the scriptures demons or devils; but also possibly other
beings on other planets who may have physical bodies and senses; all these
may be interacting with our lives on earth.
"The Eastern Orthodox understanding of life", he continued, "lays
great emphasis on the work of the Holy Spirit who is called the life-giver.
The Spirit was at work from the beginning of creation, hovering over the
waters of chaos, bringing life, beauty and joy out of chaos. The Spirit has
always been at work in all humanity everywhere and at all times, giving
deep experiences of reality and its meaning to people in all cultures and
climes. In so far as people have responded positively to the work of the
Spirit, they have experienced unity with all, realization of the truth and the
joyous knowledge that results from it.
"The Eastern Orthodox tradition does not see death as the enemy of
life. Death such as we know it has been overcome by the risen Christ. We
now face death as a portal to a greater and richer life, with new opportunities and challenges. It is faced with confidence and joy by those who have
faith; though for the unbeliever death may still hold its terrors. Our fathers
tell us that it is not that we die because we are born; on the contrary, we are
born because we die. Where death no longer is, there is no need for birth.
Hence there is no birth or death or marriage in the life of the resurrection
as Christ taught us ... Because the true light has overcome darkness, we
shall not fear the powers of darkness."

The issues
Each afternoon of the consultation participants divided into smaller
groups to discuss the issues chosen for emphasis. at the wee Assembly.
The discussions, free-wheeling and frank, included contributions by members of each of the faith communities present. Mauritian guests, encouraged to speak, did so ' to the benefit of all.
WITNESSING IN A DIVIDED WORLD

I0

Stress was laid on the importance of bearing witness in a dialogical
manner rather than c6nfessional, respecting each other's dignity and
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humanity, as an essential instrument of peace in our time. This kind of witness must be· made to oneself and one's own community, especially where
the tradition is strongly conversionist. Neighbours must be allowed to
define themselves, must be seen for what they really are, not for what they
might potentially become.
It was recognized that the fonn of witness will be affected by one's
placement in a minority or majority group; by whether a minority has affiliation with a majority group elsewhere, by whether the majority or the
minority holds effective power.
A black Christian affirmed the importance of connecting Christian and
Africai1 identity in contemporary witness, and he was supported by a representative of African primal religions.
A South African Christian spoke of the necessity of saying different
things to different people, but with the same basic witness, i.e. to speak a
different word to the oppressor than one speaks to the oppressed.
A Jewish woman affirmed the necessity of witne5sing to the worth of
women in the sight of God in adversarial terms, if necessary, and of the
importance of clarifying the different meanings that the same words may
have for different religious groups, e.g. Jews and Christians.
Muslims and Christians both spoke of different attitudes or stands
within their traditions towards openness to others - for some it implies
syncretism, for others the mutual respect necessary for common efforts
tow~rds peace.
The issue paper on "Witnessing in a divided world" represents an advance over an old-fashioned missionary stance, but it may be perceived by
both Christians and others as implying that the key to the solution of
humanity's problems lies solely within Christianity.
At the Vaneouver Assembly, while recognizing that the churches must
be allowed to speak in their own language, attention should be given to the
perceptions of other religions. Guests of other faiths have therefore an
important contribution to make.
We are responsible not just for what we say but for what we are heard
to say.
T AKJNG

STEPS TOWARDS UNITY

Central to the discussion of this group was the tension and unclarity
about how Christian unity related to the unity of humankind. Perhaps this
tension lies even in the historical fact that the wee picked up the ancient
designation oikoumene - which means "the whole inhabited world" - for
·
the movement towards Christian unity.
Thus the discussion centred on how Christian unity relates to world
unity and its implication for relations to other religions and ideologies.
Among the points and observations made the following stand out.
I. The "successionist" model is fraught with a special problem, i.e. the
idea that one religion is the forerunner of another. Christians think of
Judaism as its forerunner and of itself as the real fulfilment - hence
assigning an inferior or even obsolete role to Judaism. Does such a model
contribute to or impede unity? Is the very problem of relating religion to
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one another in "developmental schemes" from lower to higher a fundamental obstacle to unity?
2. With disarming honesty one of the guests said: "I must admit that a
fully unified Christianity frightens me." And certainly unity is often spoken
of as a means towards more effectiveness in terms of one's own power and
influence.
3. An interesting interpretation of the history of the ecumenical movement and WCC was offered:· N~than Soderblom's call to the churches in
1914 was deeply motivated by seeking to forestall.the war which began that
year - but it proved too late. The meeting did not happen until 1925 in
Stockholm - after eleven years of disaster for millions. Then the focus was
mainly European. Now the threat is clearly to humanity. Hence the WCC
is chaUenged to think in terms of global unity not only in terms of geography but also in terms of faiths.
4. Christian faith includes a wider unity beyond that of geography.
There is also the unity through time, i.e. the unity with those of earlier generations, the saints and those depa,.rted.
5. Steps towards Christian unity cannot be taken as if one first
achieved Christian unity and then moved on from there. Christian unity
must be sought while at the same time seeking unity wherever possible with
others.
6. How do we say clearly that in many matters we often find us more
united in spirit and concerns'with people of other faiths than with some sisters and brothers of our own faith? And if that is so, what actions are called
for?
MOVING TOWARDS PARTICIPATION
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In the group discussing this topic it became clear that many of the ways
in which religious and interfaith bodies work - often with significant
accomplishments actually reinforce patterns of non-participation,
working for people rather than empowering people.
When the need for education as a step towards fuller participation was
stressed, one was reminded of the insights of Paulo Freire's pedagogy for
the oppressed, i.e. education where the style is towards a participatory
society rather than an education that feeds into the patterns of "leaders and
led".
The demystification of power proved to be a significant topic. Special
attention was given to the need for simplifying the language of legislation
and bureaucracies - not to speak of theology. Complicated language is
certainly a means of self-protection for those in leadership and power. The
increased need for lawyers at every turn in life is one major sign of this
phenomenon - undercutting participatory structures and leading towards
alienation. But the same phenomenon repeats itself in most professions and
areas of life.
It seems obvious that Native Americans know of wise patterns of participatory decision-making and action for women and men - patterns

threatened by the importation of .. Robert's Rules of Order" or other patterns for parliamentary procedures.
In the discussion of participation of women some ironies were revealed.
From Ghana came the observation that the old roles of women's leadership
in religious matters had been broken or frowned upon by the churches
which now were trying to restore that very role.
In surveying the role of women in various religious traditions and cultures it became clear that moves towards a fuller participation of women
were often impeded by the questioning of Western models for women's liberation. One felt, however, the need for hearing the women of these traditions speak for themselves.
Thus in this matter as in so many others, participation is obviously not
only a goal but the very first step.
HEALING AND SHARING LIFE IN COMMUNITY

Agreement was quickly reached in the group that health is not a simple
matter of not being sick. Rather health is the positive harmonious interrelation of one's body, mind, spirit, and environment. Health is harmony
or balance within creation, a concept that include5 all that is, uniting and
overcoming the rationalistic separation that makes healing into a process of
mechanistic manipulation of human bodily functions.
The group responded positively to the fonnulation from the Native
American culture that health is "walking in the sacred way". As such,
healing, far from being something generated from outside a person, comes
from within - which is not to say that antibiotics or even surgery are not
powerful supports for "self-healing".
It was emphasized that self-identity is a key to health, self-identity in no
narrow sense, but the proper identification of oneself in the scheme of creation. Activity such as physical labour was seen as a way of maintaining the
balance in creation, or health.
The role of the so-called healing professions was discussed at length, the
concern being that all too frequently medical education ignores the harmony of reality, leading thus to medical practice that, while overcoming
sickness, destroys genuine health. People of all religions and cultures need
to address the question of medical trainirig and practice, stressing the vital
imponance of communities in which tJ,e totality of creation may be evident.
Indeed, health is walking in the sacred way, the way of the Creator.
CONFRONTING THREATS TO PEACE AND SURVIVAL

The group leader introduced the discussion by emphasizing that war is
the collective result of our individual weaknesses: "We are all too indifferent at a time when the house is on fire." The fact today is that, although
each of us is quite different from any other, we remain exceedingly alike,
neighbours in a shrinking world bound together by our common fears and
hopes.
Imaginative understanding is desperately needed now in order to
combat violence in a world where education, science and technology are
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utilized to squander the vast opportunities they provide. More and more,
we need to discover ways through which mutual trust may be developed.
The role of religions should be to promote harmony and towards that
end should commonly affirm, as bare minimums: a pledge to honour and
respect all people; the freedom to choose one's own faith: to share
resources, especially with those who are deprived; to search for universal
values; to focus on a universal spirit of compassion and hope; and to promote love, truth, understanding, and justice.
Many of these same points were made in the discussion, which raised
questions such as the degree to which it is possible to overcome our own
hatreds and whether or not it is, actually, too late to make the needed personal changes in view of the immediate threat of nuclear destruction. Perhaps, one participant suggested, we should simply appeal to self-interest
instead of idealism.
Others, however, felt the need to emulate the examples of Ghandi and
Martin Luther King in order to bring peace to the earth. Such an effort
would encourage a meaningful programme of confidence-building in all
conflict areas.
There is, though, a danger in attempting to approach the question of
peace unilaterally. Peace will come only when all parties to conflict equally
desire it. Therefore, extensive exchange visits by citizens of hostile countries
were suggested, to lower the suspicion level and counteract fear.
Everyone agreed that what is needed is a will and an imaginative
approach. Among members of the group the will was certainly present, but
the imagination largely failed - and that is precisely the locus of fear and
anxiety as we confront the hatred and hostility of our societies and world.
STRUGGLING FOR JUSTICE AND HUMAN DIGNITY
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Sometimes the justice in a country can be gauged by the number oflawyers and prisons it produces: the more lawyers, the less justice; the more
people in gaols, the less justice. But it is important to acknowledge the ways
in which different religious traditions have slowed the progress of justice.
Examples that come quickly to mind include the caste system in Hinduism
and the traditionally inferior status accorded to women in Christianity,
Islam, and Judaism. Justice can be voiced and tested in various relationships: men/women, labour/management, children/ adults, big nations/small
nations; etc.
Concern for the poor is present in all religions, but the implementation
of that concern has too often been limited to alms-giving, to charity. Often
religious efforts to serve the poor do so without reference to the root causes
of injustice in the structure of society.
·
Some religious traditions have insisted that the poor have a special visa
for entrance into the kingdom, an insistence that sometimes has led to the
elevation of poverty to a positive good. Monks and nuns voluntarily
embrace poverty, which is something quite different from glorifying involuntary poverty, and thereby refusing to act towards its alleviation.
The opinion was expressed that the Roman Catholic Church is far
more systemic in its search for and insistence on structural change in socie-

ties than is the case in other churches. All religions are called to acknowledge concretely the right of people to a share of the land where they live
and to own a share of the product they produce.
In recent years important steps forward have been taken in the promotion of human rights as, for example, in the work of Amnesty International.
But the growing anxiety, shared by those of religious faith, about such
injustice as child abuse and wife beating, reveals a frustration about human
rights and the possibility of their universal establishment.
The teaching of religions that each person is created with a "divine
spark" (Judaism) in the "image of God" (Christianity), etc., must be
emphasized in order to give people, wherever they are and whatever they
do, greater awareness of their basic worth.
It was noted that rich nations, peoples, and religious groups show forth
an extraordinary arrogance by their willingness to distribute food as though
they were the owners of it; to use food as a weapon. That one-fourth of the
world's people is starving is terrible and mighty evidence of the injustice
that presently reigns in the world. Delegates to Vancouver should be provided with data to demonstrate that the earth contains the resources to feed
us all - if the human will to do so is there.
LEARN ING IN COMMUNITY

The discussion on learning focused on the problems and opportunities
implicit and explicit in the transmission of one's religious tradition to
others within the community, especially the young. Many questions were
raised: when we speak of community, do we mean our own neighbours?
Nations? World? ls "global consciousness" too all-encompassing for
actual learning?
Members of the group engaged in an exercise of witnessing to how they
as individuals learned their own religious tradition and the impact on that
learning of encounter with persons of another faith or faiths. As they did
so, it became apparent that several channels of learning were common to
the religious traditions represented : liturgy, family, childhood education in
the religious community, and fonnal education throughout youth and
adulthood. Underlying them all was the assumption that learning takes
place in community.
Thus, the size and scope of the learning community becomes critical.
While it was recognized that learning within a single-faith community is
crucial for the fonnation and continuance of that faith and its tradition,
contact with and learning from religions and cultures external to the community is necessary in order to avoid exclusiveness and triumphalism.
The group agreed that the "unlearning" of some elements of learning
acquired in single-faith communities is frequently requisite for depth
appreciation of the faith taught and learned there. Dialogue with people of
other faiths, as a "meeting of commitments", was affirmed as a primary
avenue for such " unlearning".
At the same time, ··unlearning" may be a prerequisite for dialogue and,
therefore, attention to other faiths and "global consciousness" should
receive increased emphasis within every religious community.
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COMMUNICATING WITH CONVICTION

Participants concentrated on the mass media and its social responsibility in their discussion. Though the influence of the mass media should not
be overestimated or exaggerated, it tends to reflect social values, reinforcing some to the neglect of others. The media has a responsibility to clarify
issues and problems, not confuse or hide them. In addition, it has the
responsibility to offer viable responses to those issues and problems on the
pan of its readers, listeners, and viewers. Otherwise, it becomes a powerful
tool for indoctrination by the ruling elite.
In that regard, the third world's lack of financial and human resources
for developing communications networks was noted. Frequently third
world countries require assistance in constructing such networks, as well as
support when they explore their own alternatives to the media styles of the
west.
Some participants reflected that the mass media is probably inadequate
for the dissemination of authentic Christian witness because it is too impersonal and unidirectional. Expanding beyond Christian witness to genuine
dialogue, the meeting agreed that such dialogue is fully present only in
direct personal expression at the grassroots level. Some examples from
Mauritius were cited, including the opportunities present in its linguistic,
cultural, and religious diversity, which is expressed in a variety of ways,
including non-verbal cross-cultural communication through dance and
drama.
But even at the grassroots level - and perhaps especially there - the
effect of mass communication cannot be ignored, both in its detrimental
and beneficial aspects. Some believed that the radio, television, and print
media lean over too far in their efforts to be objective, presenting thereby
an anti-religious message. Agreeing, others saw evidence of poor and/or
mis-information about religious affairs and ~vents, with a stereotyping of
racial, cultural, and religious minorities. A fully unified interfaith response
to the media would go far towards making ill both responsible and responsive to the needs of religion and society.

II. Message to Assembly Delegates .
We from many religious traditions and cultures look forward to
meeting you at the Assembly in Vancouver. We have already met together
for ten full days to explore in dialogue with one another the theme of the
Assembly - life itself: its meaning, its struggles, and its hope. Appropriately, we m~t on the island of Mauritius in the midst of the Indian Ocean
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• This message was adopted unanimously by the Consultation panicipants.

- a multi-religious society conststmg primarily of Hindus, Buddhists,
Muslims and Christians from Asia, Africa and Europe.
We met at the initiative of the World Council of Churches. Our meeting
was part of the preparation for the Assembly. The theme of the Assembly
"Jesus Christ - the Life of the World" is the particular affirmation of
Christians. However, iin each of our traditions; we as people of faith affirm
life in its fullness, its mystery, and its relation to ultimate reality, and in
doing so express our urgent concern for justice, compassion, and hope in a
world beset with injustice, indifference and despair.
In our dialogue we spoke from the standpoint of our own religious and
cultural traditions, and we listened carefully to one another. We came to
understand more clearly where we differ. But we also discovered where we
converge and can affirm basic values and hopes together as religious
people, not at the "lowest common denominator", but at the very heart of
our deepest commitments and convictions.
We share an affirmation of the fullness and the deep inter-relatedness
of all Hfe - human !ife to life, human life to the life of the world of nature,
and all life to its divine source. Native Americans speak of the "Great
Circle of Creation", and Hindus speak of the follness of life "from the
Creator to a blade of grass". We heard from the Bhagavad Gita:
One who sees Me everywhere
and sees everything in Me,
of him shall I never lose hold,
and he shall never lose hold of Me.

We share an affirmation that we as human beings are not only given,
but entrusted with, the gift of life. That sacred trust calls us to compassionate and responsible action, both personal and communal. In a world of
unconscionable disparity between races, we Ifeel deeply that our religious
traditions command us to pursue justice, with unceasing effort, not only on
behalf of those of our own religious community, but for all. We are all
enriched by the challenging questions of Hillel:
If I do not act for myself, who will act for me?
And if I care for myself only, what am I?
And if not now, when?

We share the affirmation that the mystery of life transcends death, and
in each of our religious traditions, in our distinctive ways, we affirm life
even as we face our own death and mourn the death of loved ones. Today,
however, the inter-relation and continuity of life and death, of birth and
death, are threatened and distorted by the sheer magnitude of the forces of
death: the nuclear arsenals held in threat to destroy millions of human
beings and, indeed, capable of destroying life itself. In this critical time it is
morally imperative for us all to "choose life" and dismantle the forces of
death, to cooperate wiith one another in the search for peace, and to tum
away from the narrowness of vision - national, racial and religious which has polarized so many parts of our world into hostile camps competing in violence and the threat of violence.
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In our search for peace we acknowledge that all too often in the ·past,
and even today, various parts of the world have been torn by strife in the
name of " religion". As we meet, we are painfully conscious of the continuing crisis in the Middle East, where people of three of our religious traditions are tragically divided. Religion has too often been misused to divide
and oppose. Now we must strive as religious people to reconcile and unite.
We share an affirmation that at the heart of our traditions is an ethic of
non-violence and forgiveness. There is the Sermon on the Mount in the
Christian gospel and the Jain, Hindu and Buddhist heritage of Mahatma
Gandhi. The Buddhist Dhammapada enjoins: "Let one overcome hatred
by kindness, evil by goodness, greed by generosity, and lies by truthtelling." The Qur'an commands: "Repel the evil deed with the good and lo,
the enemy becomes as a bosom friend." The Rabbinical Wisdom asks:
" Who is strong? The one who makes of his enemy a friend."
We may affirm life in its fullness and speak the word of peace, but we
know that life is in peril and the world is not at peace. Thus, it is with conviction and a sense of urgency that we write this message, we who come
from the African traditions and the Native Traditions of North America,
from the Hindu, Buddhist and Sikh traditions, from the Jewish, Christian
and Muslim traditions. Our group included among others Indians, Soviet
citizens, Americans, a Palestinian, a Japanese, a South African....
We want to stress the genuine importance and value of dialogue. By
dialogue we mean speaking and listening with openness to one another in a
common search for understanding, and by dialogue we also mean acting
together, hand in hand, as allies in our common work for justice and peace.
We must not imagine that such global issues as peace and justice can be
undertaken, or even addressed in a meaningful way, by any one religious
tradition alone. For we are not alone in this world. We share our world
with people of all cultures, races, and religions, and our future is one.
Our host at this meeting was Archbishop Trevor Huddleston. We heard
his passionate appeal to the people of all religions to unite in opposing the
evil of apartheid which violates the sanctity and dignity of human life. We
gave our whole-hearted support to his initiative in calling an international
and inter-religious forum addressed to this issue. This will be held in Britain under the sponsorship of the United Nations soon after the Sixth
Assembly.
·
As we move ahead in the process of understanding and cooperation
through dialogue, we need to focus clearly on such issues of critical concern and shared responsibility. We need to include people of ideological as
well as religious commitments who are open for dialogue with us. And we
need to become aware of our own ideological commitments.
We welcome the initiative; the openness, and the vision of the World
Council of Churches and of others in moving towards dialogue. Some of us
come from religious traditions that have always welcomed dialogue, others
of us come from traditions in which dialogue is a new step, and a few of us
come from parts of the world where dialogue has already begun the difficult task of reconciling and uniting those who have been divided and
opposed.

Vancouver itself is such a place, the home of people of many races, religions and cultures. We hope that at the Sixth Assembly of the World
Council of Churches many more people will take the ~pportunity of
meeting with people of other faiths. We trust that the Assembly itself will
reaffinn its continued commitment to and support for dialogue.
We offer the encouragement of our own experience in dialogue. Indialogue we have found that trust can overcome fear. As we have learned from
others we have found that we know ourselves and our own religious traditions more fully. And in coming to know the richness and diversity of our
religious heritage, we have learned to affirm the hope for peace in a pluralistic world and to look forward togethenoward a more humane future.
One of us, from the Ojibway nation of Canada, ofTered this prayer:
Grandfather,
Look at our brokenness.
We know that in all creation
Only the human family
Has strayed from the Sacred Way.
We know that we are the ones
Who are divided
And we are the ones
Who must come back together
To walk in the Sacred Way.
Grandfather,
Sacred One,
Teach us love, compassion, and honour
That we may heal the earth
And heal each other.
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